
• HAPPENIN' COMPUTER A N D CONSOLE ENTERTAINMENT I 

j v n m i X r A J 
THE BEST BLAST 
SINCE THE BIG BANG! 

THE SOCCER SQUAW* 
The computer foofblll 
sensation that's 
sweeping the riafion! 
Which one's a winner? 

FM TOWNS! 
IT PLAYS A MEAN AFTERBURNER! 

Kentucky Fried Frodo 
goes FRP in 
LORD OF THE RINGS 
USA Style! 
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SCOOP PREVIEW! 
THE KILLING GAME 

SHOW 
Come on down with 

Psygnosis! 
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Pipe Mama is "a classic puzzle arcade game that is so addictive, it s i loed come 

Pipe Mania is a game of great ingenuity, simple in concept and 

You'll need to act instinctively, but think strategically! 

One wrong move, one bnef hesitation or mis-placed pipe 

ST Action 
" Pipe Mania is a conceptually simple and cheeky 
game which JS incredibly addictive" 
Commodore User Screenstar 
"Terrifically addictive... outlasts any arcade conversion" 

I! drown in a sea of slime! 

4 The Stannetts • laindon 

AVAILABLE FOR 
Commodore Amiga 

IBM PC and Compatibles 

Atari ST 

Commodore 64 Cassette 
Commodore 64 Disk 

Spectrum Cassette 
Spcctrum Disk 

Amstrad CPC Cassette 
ICPC Disk 

n Cassette 
Disk 

? Macintosh 

Zero March 1990 92% 
"Buy this gamt and you may never sleep again" 

The Games Machine Star Player Award 83% 
A puzzle game Of great ingenuity and addJCtivity. 

Pipe Mama >s sample in concept, fiendishly 
changing in play, and attractive to look at 
Zzap Sizzler 
' Absolutely guaranteed to drive you round the 
bend 

' 1 Amiga Computing Excellence Award 95% 
7 A game with a game play that shines' 

Game Players Award USA 
Best PC strategy game of 1989" 

C+VG 
HIT! 

S T A R 
PLAYER 

GAME 

|GAMEQTTbE_YtARJ 

• Basildon # Essex • SS15 60J 



Six fully programmable armoured assault vehicles to control 
in your mission to destroy. One or two player mode. Split 
screen simultaneous action. Stunning gameplay using full 
3D RAY - TRACED graphics 

D t l R K C E i l T l J R U 

T I T U S , 
UNIT 4 STANNETS LAINDON NORTH TRADE CENTRE BASILDON ESSEX SS15 6 DJ 
PHONE : (0268) 541 126 

O TITUS 1989. DARK CENTURY. TITUS AND THE TITUS LOGO ARE REGISTRED TRADEMARKS OF TITUS LTD. 
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REGULARS 

BOOT-UP! 7 
Pages and pages stuffed with all the lat-
est from around the world, Find out 
what will be happenin' on your screens 
soon. 

ORIGINAL SHIN 74 

The PC Engine hand-held and heaps of 
games from the Far East - it can only 
mean one thing: Shintaro Kanaoya 
reporting back from Japan. 

VENTURE SCOUSE .....79 
It's a little known fact that Paul Rigby, 
TGM's ardent adventure expert, comes 
from Brookside Close. This month he 
unveils a heap of US software that'll be 
heading your way real soon. 

GAME SPECIALS 

PSYCHO NOSE IS 8 
Joe King hit the road again. We scrape 
him off and bundle him up to Psygnosis 
to check out a pile of new smackers 
including The Killing Game Show. 

THE SOCCER SQUAD..45 
The World Cup - it's the soccer sensa-
tion that's spawning simulations! TGM 
blows the whistle on this season's heap 
of footy games and discovers the most 
violent game ever, Psycho Soccerl 

FEATURES 

HOT SLOTS 63 
Mark Caswell checks out the latest on 
the coin-op scene and in doing so 
blows his month's wages - hence his 
new address: Shabby Old Cardboard 
Box, TGM Carpark, Ludlow. 

IT'S THE FM TOWNS! ..23 
And we've played itl It's the new 
Japanese computer entertainment sys-
tem called the FM Towns and it's set to 
revolutionise the world. 'It uses CDs!' 
pipes Robin Candyl 

DIGITAL DESIGNERS ..70 
If you've got a berrrilliant notion for a 
game to beat the best just what are you 
going to do about It? Sean Kelly discov-
ers how game designers get their ideas 
going. 

INTERACTION 

GET TOUGH C0MP0.. .28 
Win a set of 10 Martial Arts lessons plus 
heaps of watches, t-shirts, frisbees (I) 
and more thanks to MicroStyle's 
Oriental Games! 

TRICKS 'N' CHEATS ....66 
Robin Candy delves into the Tricks 'n' 
Cheats mailbag and finds heaps of 
gameplaying tactics and a rather nasty 
frog put there by Caswell - the 
prankster! 

LETTUCE 88 
In response to the hundreds of letters 
(well, okay, one) pleading for TGM to go 
Green, the Readerpage becomes 
Lettuce. Hoi Ho! And this month's star 
lettuce is the Tom Thumb. 

VAN REUBEN 76 
The computer industry's foremost art 
critic Ms Brigette Van Reuben examines 
Roger Kean's Apple Macintosh artwork 
and concludes that the intangible sym-
bolism preempts the Intention. Blimey! 

• How can you take your game idea through to a fin-
ished product on the shelves? TGM speaks to the game 
designers who have made it • page 70. 



16-BIT 
AMIGA | 
Atomix I 
|Black Tiger 
Castle Master I 
iCIoud Kingdoms.. . 
ICyberball 
Dragon s Lair II | 
iDyter 07 
'Fred i 
Infestation I 

It's the first original game from Ocean France - cm 
chaps come up with the same quality of game asJj 
TGM meddles with the medieval malarky. ^ 

NINTENDO 
Cobra Triangle 
Double Dribble .... 
Life Force 
Mega Man 
Metal Gear 
Track And Field II 

SPECTRUM 
Castle Master.... 
Crackdown 
E-Motion 
Impossamole.... 

• The toughest, meanest, coin-ops on the circuit have 
been given the TGM treatment! Which means making 
them really easy so Mark Caswell can play 'em. 
Discover how he faired on page 63 

Italia 90 
Man. Utd 
Mindroll 
Player Manager 
Psyco Soccer. . . 
Turrican 
Typhoon Thompson 61 

Italia 90 

Man. Utd 
Midwinter 
Super Cars 
W Gretzky's Hockey 
PC Gunboat 
Player Manager 
Mindroll 

8-BIT i 
COMMODORE 64 
Castle Master I 
Cloud Kingdoms 
Crackdown ! 

X-Out 

ATARI ST 
Castle Master.. 
Emlyn Hughes 
Ivanhoe 



DISCOVER NEW WORLDS 
WITH U.S. GOLD 

New World Computing Inc. 
offer NEW and original 
challenges and U.S. Gold 
are proud to present the first 
3 games in a series which 
is going to set NEW 
standards in role playing 
adventure. 

NUCLEAR WAR™ 
Nuke'em tiH they glow. As the 
supreme leader ol a powerful 
nation your goal Is complete 
world domination, but your 
adversaries are many and 
cunning out to toast your bones. 
Tricky Dick and AyatoHah 
Kookamamia are Just two of your 
'onibte opponents In this wacky 
strahgy game. 

MIGHT AND MAGIC1 
Role playing adventure In Its 
finest form, 250 monsters, 96 
spells, 250 weapons, grim forests, 
arid deserts, wild rivers, 
treacherous mountains, ominous 
catties, disreputable cities, It oB 
odds up to an adventure of 
unrivalled variety and Hmltiess 
intrigue. But don't worry, our 
unique auto mapping system will 
help to guide you as you pass 
through the gates of another 
WOnO. 

CBM 64/128 DISK | 
IBM PC & COMPATIBLES 

MIGHT AND MAGIC™ 
What Is the secret of the inrm 
sanctum? We'd love to tell you. 
We really would, but discovering 
the secret is what Might S Magic 
is all about. And It won 7 be easy. 
You'9 cross oceans, climb 
mountains, search castles and 
dungeons all In 3D _ 
perspective. You'B find the 
challenge rewarding, J 
you'll find the combat • [ 
exhilarating, you'll find the ^ 
quest enthroning but you 
might not find the secret of 
the Inner Sanctum. 
CBM 64/128 DISK 
IBM PC & COMPATIBLES J 

U.S. Gold l t d . . Units 2/3 Holford Way, 
Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX. 

• Tel: 021 625 3388. 
Screen shots f rom vor ious formats 

AMIGA 
ONLY 

C l U E f c O O * 
a v a l \ a b l € . 

Ifewovafabfeor 
AMIGA 
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IT A N'T HEAVY 

LHX, or Light Helicopter Experiment, is not a 
helicopter as such. It is a procurement programme 
initiated by the US Army to find a light attack 
helicopter for the future. Paul Rigby reveals more 
about the basis for some forthcoming games 
Two competing designs have 
been drawn up to achieve the 
LHX contract. The first, known 
as the First Team, is backed 
by Sikorsky and Boeing. The 
second, known as the Super 
Team, includes Bell and 
McDonnell Douglas. No actual 
hardware has been produced 
besides one or two models 
and a batch of artist 
impressions. 

It is from this background 
that Electronic Arts step in with 
their new flight simulation. 
Actually, EA's LHX not only 
simulates the LHX, but also 
includes the Apache, 
Blackhawk and the Osprey (a 
tilt-rotor aircraft). 

Don't be fooled by the PR, 
EA have not gained access to 
any secrets, they have not 
planted agents in the 
Whitehouse, and the armed 
guards and closed-window 
shutters in EA's offices are just 
a ruse. What they have done 
is utilised a very successful 

and oft-used scientific process. 
It's called 'guesswork'. 

Talking to author Brent 
Iverson, I asked him which 
design LHX follows: Well, we 
basically went after the 
McDonnell Douglas one 
because we thought that one 
looked cooler.' I can just see 
those army generals. To hell 
with the specifications! If it 
looks cool, we'll have it!' 

Brent again: 'We faked 
everything. We assumed they 
are going to use current 
weapons, but slightly 
improved.' Actually Brent's 
admission that he had to make 
most of the details up is no big 
deal because the LHX is strictly 
a paper aeroplane. Even the 
respective manufacturers are 
not sure about the details so 
how are EA expected to know? 

The general idea of the game 
is that you fly one of four 
helicopters in one of three 
trouble spots: East Germany, 
Vietnam or Libya. Within these 

• Dynamix have just released Module 
Number One for A-10 Tank Killer 
(exclusively reviewed in February's TGM), 
The module introduces seven new 
missions which can be played as a full 
campaign. The disk comes with mission 
hints and an actual patch from the 23rd 
TFW 'Flying Tigers'. Stay tuned for news 
on availability. 

areas there are missions to fly 
(escort, medevac, covert, etc). 
You can choose any chopper 
you think is appropriate for that 
mission. So for rescue or drop 
missions you'd be advised to 
use the Blackhawk or Osprey. 
for example. Adversaries are 
intelligent and vary from Hinds, 
Hokums (Soviet light attack 
choppers), SAMs, etc. There 
are 12 different missions but 
they are randomly structured in 
a similar way to MicroProse's 
F-19. So there will appear to 
be more than 12. Afterwards 
you'll receive medals and 
commissions if you're 
successful, including a 
debriefing. 

'I wanted to create a game 
where there was a lot of action 
and it was not difficult to fly.' 
Even so, Brent has included 
different flight models for each 
helicopter, offering a realistic 
performance, yet without the 
complexity of control found on 
a detailed flight sim. In fact, 
after playing an early version 
of LHX I formed the impression 
that the game resembled a 
helicopter variant of EA's 
successful Interceptor. 
Excellent graphics, freedom of 
play, a variety of absorbing 
missions, easy to get into but 
with just enough realism in 
there to keep you interested. 
Watch out for a full review of 
the PC VGA version (with 256 
colours) soon. 
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SIM CITY TERRAIN EDITOR 

Taking full advantage of the 
success of Sim City, Maxis 
have produced a terrain 
editor allowing you to 
customise the game. Initially, 
Maxis intended to produce 
disks full of cities, however, 
with the editor they say you 
can 're-create cities from the 
past or present, copying the 
landform from maps.' 

Basically, the program is 
divided into two sections: 
the random terrain generator 
and the tile by tile painting 
mode with a smoothing 
function. The former allows 
you to select the degree of 
randomness, via sliders. 
While the smoothing paint 
function gives a more 
realistic view to boundaries. 

Most of the commands are 
iconic, although there are 

keyboard shortcuts. For 
example, click on Dirt and 
you can place bare earth 
tiles over objects. Channel 
sets a path that boats will 
follow in the water. There is 
also a Fill command which 
block-fills large areas with 
dirt, trees, etc. 

In addition, you are able to 
modify the terrain of your 
existing cities. In this way 
you can add and remove a 
variety of objects, such as 
trees, water and so on. You 
can also change the 
gameplay level and the year 
of an existing city. While not 
an essential purchase, the 
Terrain Editor certainly 
opens up a number of 
possibilities. 

PAUL RIGBY 



Surprise, surprise! Oooh, I bet you thought it was 
going to be Brucey. Well, you're wrong, it's me. 
And we've gorra great show tonight. Yes, chucks, 
it's ever so, ever so good. There's a lorra, lorra fun 
to be had. Ooooh it's really, really great. And 
worra lorra laughs we'll have. But remember, do 
come back next week and tell us all about it... Joe 
King crossed the Mersey, side stepped Cilia, had 
brunch with the Boswells and made an appearance 
at Psygnosis. This is his tale. 

It's incredible, it's 
unbelievable, it's absolutely 
sensational (quite 
remarkable too. Brian) - it's 

the hottest holo show of the 
century... it's the one. the only... 
Killing Game Show. And here's 
your host Cilia Black... 

'Oooh hello chucks. Now I 
know you're all fed up with the 
same old boring holo progs. Of 
course you are. that's why 
you're here; tuned in to channel 
KGS to experience the thrills 
and spills of the deadliest show 
in the galaxy. And worra lorra 
excitement we've got tonight. In 
fact, every night. This is prime 
time satellite TV broadcast to 
you from the skies. Remember, 
luvs. KGS broadcast all night, 
every night - and it's the only 
game show where staying alive 
is half the prize. Also, the 
contestants come back every 
week and tell us how they got 
on. Or not. as the case may be. 
Oooh. it's really great. 

I'm ever so glad you could 
tune in to KGS. dearies - and I 
know you will too once you've 
experienced the Killing Game 
Show. With no expense spared 
we've constructed 16 (yes. go 
ahead, count them) special 
artificial Pits of Death - and 
they're located on our fun-
packed satellite moons. They're 
up there right now floating 
through the big black beyond. 
But don't you worry about them, 
cos you're ever so safe down 
here. Those of you who still 
have windows (ooh aren't you 
old fashioned and quaint?) 
might want to take a look and 
see if you can glimpse them 
twinkling. It's dead pretty. 
Anyway, chucks, we must 
continue with the show. .. 

These Pits don't look nice 
close up. They're orrible. Each 
one has a huge hollow cylinder 
sunk into it Listen, luwies. don't 
worry about the technical 
details... each cylinder is 
populated by a number of dinky 
HALFs. 

Well surprise, surprise, a 

-
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• Make sure you switch on to KGS tonight: • There'll be decapitations, mutilations, 
the show that brings death to your door... slayings - good wholesome family tun. 

• The Killing Game Show on the Amiga will be the next Psygnosis title. You're in the Hopper (the one-legged metal Kangaroo), the 
DOLL is rising. HALFs are attacking... time is not on your side. 

HALF is a Hostile Artificial Life 
Form. Oooh. but they'll do you 
no harm as they're miles away. 
Anyway, these creatures kill, 
and believe me they don't do 
anything by half. Ha, ha - sorry 
about that one. I just couldn't 
help myself. Along with the 
HALFs is the DOLL (Deadly-to-
Organic-Life Liquid), which 
slowly fills the cylinder. 

Now let's go and meet the 
contestants. Oooh. you girls 
won't be disappointed. We've 
gorra lorra swoonies tonight. 
And fellas, don't go away cos 
tonight could be your lucky 
night...' 

Well thank you for that Cilia... 
did anyone know what she was 
on about? Psygnosis' next title 
due for release any day... 

'Ooooh chucks. I just forgot to 
say ta-ra..." 

Gerroff. damn it! You've had 
your air time, now go away 
Anyway, as I was saying, 
Psygnosis' next title will be the 
Killing Game Show. Effectively, 

you're at the bottom of a pit 
which slowly fills with DOLL 
(liquid that kills on contact) 
Vicious HALFs wander around 
the pit and will slice you in... 
erm. half if they spot you. You're 
enclosed in a Hopper (a steel 
kangaroo-style suit) and have a 
laser as a weapon. The hopper 
can climb walls and pick up 
other weapons. 

You start at the bottom of the 
Pit of Death on the first moon. 
There are eight moons or 
satellites in all. and each 
comprises two levels. You have 
one simple objective: escape 
alive. 

As with all Psygnosis' titles, 
the graphics are absolutely 
astounding. Watch out for this 
stunner on an ST or Amiga near 
you soon. Oh. and remember: 
KGS is the only station that 
broadcasts all night, every night. 
Make sure you tune in tonight... 

/panel/ BARBARIAN II About 
three years ago Psygnosis 
shocked game players with the 

• There's no time to admire the beautiful 
scenery. Just climb quickly because the 
river of death is (lowing last. 

S ^ ^ i f i M I fMmVA 
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• Hey. my pretty angel, what are you 
doing tonight? And who was the evil 
person that lopped one of your arms off? 

8 TGM May 1990 
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GAME 

• Help! I thought I lost the giant leet in Monty Python's Flying Circus show. 

introduction of Barbarian. The Bratacus. Deep Space and 
hack -em-up was arguably the much of Stryx. Garvan's forte is 
first title to show the difference designing cartoon characters, 
between 8- and 16-bit games. He claims big feet and outline 
What is probably best graphics are his hallmark, 
remembered about the game is According to Nick, the 
the excellent graphics and Psygnosis game tester. Garvan 
animation. Shortly. Psygnosis also enjoys producing pencil 
are to launch the follow up. drawings of large intimidating 
Barbarian II. women with forked tongues. 

From the looks of things the Unfortunately Garvan wasn't 
sequel is going to be faster and willing to show these off to TGM. 
more playable than before. A lot It's taken almost a year to get 
more blood is promised Barbarian II to its current level of 

Garvan Corbett. 28. is the sophistication. Garvan estimates 
artist responsible for designing there will be around 100 frames 
the graphics and animation in of animation for the main 
Barbarian. He has been with character alone. 
Psygnosis for five years and has Along with the hack and slay 
designed the graphics for element. Barbarian II will feature 

a lot of hunting and searching. 
_ - T ftm ' Y o u " b e a b , e t 0 o p e n c h e s t s 
y B fS^sg^agj i s j and pick up extra weapons. It'll 

a J f c ^ B ^ 1 e v e n ^ P o s s i b l e t 0 , o s e your 
<\ i m x f - sword and engage in hand-to-

. :>•'- . -" ' hand combat. There will be 
more monsters to defeat and 

' • ' ^ y numerous levels to battle 

From the pre-release pictures 
• Check your look in the slime below. on this page. Barbarian II looks 
but don't gel too close because it will set to be a scorcher 
dissolve you. 

THERE'S 
MORE OVER 
HERE T 

SCORE 000208JL0 

Psygnosis have a a couple 
other products in the pipeline. 
Both are some way off, and the 
final game names have yet to 
be decided on. Provisionally 
the games are called Carthage 
and Matrix Marauders. 

Carthage is mostly the 
brainchild of Psygnosis graphic 
artist. Jeff Bramfitt. For the past 
year Jeff has been 
concentrating on the game 
which is a mixture of strategy 
and chariot racing set in 
Roman times. The game was 
originally a new twist on arcade 
car games; rather than steering 
a car you'd have a chariot with 
several well-positioned spikes. 
The programmer got carried 
away with fractal graphics, so 
there's now a lot of strategy in 
it. 

Matrix Marauders is an 
arcade strategy shoot-'em-up. 
The idea being to capture 
control points in groups of three 
before the enemy moves in. 

Some way off is a game 
called Matrix Marauders. Jim 
Bowers is doing some of the 
still images for the game. 
Although these images look 
video digitised, they're not. Jim 
spends hours shading and 
blending graphics to produce 
metallic-looking results. 

• A lew frames ot animation showing 
some enemy characters from Psygnosis' 
forthcoming Barbarian II. 

• Graphic artist Garvan Corbett won't 
disappoint his fans • the main character 
in Barbarian II will have very big feet. 

• A scene from the corridor section of 
Barbarian II. Oecapitations will be 
commonplace. 

• Another scene from Barbarian II. This time from the forest. The game promises 
to be faster than before and have more depth. 

TGM May 1990 9 
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Roleplaying has been just-about-to-take-off in Britain for almost two years 
now. It's true that few people haven't heard of The Bard's Tale series, but how 
many have actually played one of them? And there's no limit to the choice of 
role you can play nowadays (from King Arthur to a thief), in fact, it seems 
everyone is now 'rolling their own'. Interplay, creators of the ubiquitous Bard, 
have taken a strange step and gone back to grab characters from the most 
famous adventure of all, Tolkien's Hobbit. Marshal M Rosenthal grabbed his 
magic ring and spoke to head programmer, Troy Miles 

. . 
v :*\ w r ' r . : -

So what is all this Lord of 
the Rings business 
anyway? And when's it all 

going to end? 
'First off,' says Miles, 'the 

game will be subtitled 
Fellowship of the Ring. That's 
because we're planning a 
trilogy. In this, the first one, you 
start as Frodo and are 
responsible for assembling a 
party (up to eight) and going off 
in search of the all-powerful 
Ring. Mini adventures dot the 
way towards the ultimate goal 
where _ without giving the 
ending away _ there is a 
climatic event which could spell 
doom to all Middle Earth. This 
is unlike the book which sort of 
ends on a quiet note.' (It's also 
interesting to note that in the 
book Bilbo actually gives Frodo 
the Ring, which, of course. 
Bilbo stumbled upon in The 
Hobbit. There's no actually 
quest for the Ring in the book! _ 
TGM Tolkien Expert.) 

'The animation and visual 
effects occur in the large 
'window on the world', wherein 
you look down upon the 
characters and landscape in a 
3/4 view of shaded 3-D 
graphics. You control the leader 
of the party and can switch at 
any time to another member. 

using the mouse, joystick or 
keyboard. Going into a building 
'removes' the top so you can 
look inside. Information appears 
in a window below, as does any 
interaction with characters. A 
separate Stat screen presents 
the current leader and ten 
control icons for doing various 
things, such as preparing a 
weapon for battle (it also shows 
the picture of the character as 
well as personal and weapon 
information). 

Using weapons requires the 
same skills and situations as in 
the real world. Eg: you must be 
up close to wield a sword 
effectively, although someone 
with a bow and arrow can fire 
from a greater distance.' 

Miles points out that Tolkien 
wasn't big on magic (even 
though the Ring was full of 
magical capabilities _ TGM 
Tolkien Expert). 'But we've 
added that to the mix by 
providing spells for the 
magician to use, plus Words of 
Power. These are special 
words which cause unique 
things to occur, depending on 
where you are and when you 
say them. 

'Our wanting to create a 
realistic fantasy world 
precluded us using digitised 

images, so don't expect any of 
that. We do make extensive 
use of sound though, using the 
same sampling routines found 
in our Battlechess. We also 
push the C64 SID chip for all its 
worth. 

'Our biggest objective.' 
concludes Miles, 'is to give 
Tolkien fans a run for their 
money without alienating those 
who've heard of. but never 
read, the books. We're creating 
seven large map areas — each 
some 1000x1000 cells large — 
and filling them not just with 
those areas expected but also 
places only hinted at or 
mentioned by Tolkien, which 
includes characters as well. 
We're also randomizing 
elements in the game to keep 
the player off-guard, even if 
he's very familiar with the 
storyline. Since each map can 
only be accessed from another 
in specific areas, players should 
plan on taking a long time to get 
through it all. After all. hobbits 
don't move that fast." 

You can catch Lord of the 
Rings — Fellowship of the Ring 
on the PC and C64 this 
summer. The concluding 
volumes, The Two Towers and 
Return of the King, should 
follow in 1991. 

• A screen from the CG4 version. Here 
Frodo is seen wandering around the vast 
wilderness that makes up middle earth. 

• Useful objects can be lound in many ot 
the buildings. 

• PC owners with EGA graphics boards 
are in for a real treat with graphics like 
these. 

. _ ( TGM May 1990 10 



DOUBLEDRAGON 
"Skilful programming 
has taken the superb 
graphics and addictive 
game play of the 
monster arcade hit and 
faithfully reproduced it 
on the home computer." 
R-TYPE 
"Here at S.U. we think 
it's about as close to 
an ultimate space 
blast as anyone will 
ever get. Fab." 
SINCLAIR USER. 
© I R E M CORP 1987. 

SPECTRUM • AMSTR AD 
COMMODORE 
CASSETTE £14.99 

ALSO AVAILABLE ON 
COMMODORE DISK £17.99 

BATNANTHECAPED CRUSADER 
"Believe me this is 
brilliant, a finely-honed ^ 
arcade adventure which 
is the best comic licence 
ever-you'd be batty to 
miss it." CRASH SMASH. 
TM 6 € DC COMICS INC 1988. 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

OPERATION WOLF 
"What more could (I 
anyone ask for in a 
shoot-em-up. 
Operation Wolf, simply 
is The Business." 
CRASH SMASH. 
©TAITO CORP 1988. 

cean Software Limited 
Manchester • M2 5NS 
ephone: 061 832 6633 
?x: 669977 OCEANS G 
• • IFax : 061 834 0650 
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Ooo crikes! It's those Bloody Kids — stars of the riotously 
funny cartoon strip appearing in Skateboard magazine. The 
troublesome trio are skating their way into the budget 
market cheers to Smash 16 and Players Premier. 

Around Town With Those Bloody Kids is based on the 
very first strip, created by Skate Muties Bear and Beano, in 
which the three crazy pranksters attempt to con a few 
tickets for the Sonic Youth concert from an agent. The agent 
sees through the prank, but reckons if the kids stick up 500 
posters he'll give 'em the tickets. So, off they whizz on their 
skateboards through a skating assault course and on into 
town sticking up the posters and providing a mirth-inducing 
helping hand with other jobs. Check it out at the end of May 
— £4.99 for 16-bits and £2.99 for 8-bits. 

RESOLUTION 
101 
What happens to minor 
criminals in the future? Do they 
do community service like 
weeding OAPs gardens? Do 
they hell! Since the passing of 
Resolution 101. they're offered 
a chance to regain their 
freedom by becoming bounty 
hunters. Liberty is gained by 
assasinating evil criminals who 
threaten to over-run the city. 

Your chance to join the 
bounty huntings starts soon as 
Logotron's new games label 
Millennium releases Resolution 
101 — a fast-moving futuristic 
vehicle simulation combining 3D 
vectors and sprites to produce a 
working, living city. Track and 
eliminate your adversaries, loot 
and savage the wreckage of 
their crafts, buy your way to 
freedom. Out soon on the Atari 
ST, Amiga and PC. 

PARADROID 

S O 
Paradroid — it's the game 
that shook the Commodore 
world four years ago. Hewson 
are now creating a super 
deluxe version for the Atari 
ST and Amiga called 
Paradroid 90. The droid crew 
of a galactic space freighter 
have turned against their 
masters. A droid Influence 
Device has been beamed 
aboard; you must use it to 
destroy the mutinous crew. 
Explore the five different 
space stations suspended in 
the galactic starfield and 
avoid pirates who are out to 
destroy you. Paradroid 90 is 
being programmed by the 
creator of the original, 
•Andrew Braybrook, and is 
due for release in the 
summer. 

DELTA 
CHARGE! 
Blasting onto the Speccy 
right now is Thalamus's latest 
space action shoot-'em-up 
Delta Charge. Converted from 
the original C64 game Delta, 
Delta Charge is a wild 
horizontal scroller. The idea is 
simple: knock anything that 
comes your way. Collect an 
assortment of weapons, 
including the bizarre fish 
weapon, and head into the 
vicious regions of uncharted 
space like the Jelly of Dreams 
(I). Flippin' crazy or what? 
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TIME 
SOLDIER 
Spring has most definitely 
sprung — you can tell the 
gambling lambs are hogging 
the limelight at the casino. 
Also springing up this month 
is a new software house: 
Electrocoin Software. Don't 
be surprised if the name 
sounds familiar; Electrocoin 
are leading suppliers of 
arcade machines to the UK. 
So it's hardly surprising that 
the first game is a conversion 
of SNK's smashing shoot-
'em-up Time Soldier. 

You must trek through six 
eras of Earth's history to find 
five of your commando 
companions - who have been 
strewn throughout time and 
space - by the evil galaxy 
conqueror Gylend. 

You'll find yourself fighting 
cavemen and dinosaurs in 
prehistoric times, duelling 
with ninjas and sea monsters 
in medieval Japan, up against 
the last weaponry In World 
War III and having the fright 
of your life in a future world. 
Time Soldiers will be out on 
the Commodore 64, Atari ST 
and Amiga in April. 

OPERATION STEALTH 
It's a bloomin' hard life when 
you're a secret agent. Just look 
at that Bond chappie: rushing 
around the world, overthrowing 
drug-crazed psychotic dictators 
and indulging in heaps of 
rumpo with scantily-clad 
females! If it sounds like the life 
for you. get out and check 
Operation Stealth where all 
that spy malarky is happening. 
It's the new game from 
Delphine Software, out in May, 
and is the sequel to the 
impressive Future Wars. 

You play the part of John 
Glames, CIA agent, 
investigating the 
disappearance of a top-secret 

Stealth bomber from the US air 
force. The bomber is believed 
to be hidden in Paragua where 
the country's leader. General 
Manigua. has gone from being 
a benign and respected leader 
to a, wait for it... drug-crazed 
psychotic dictator! 

And what is the involvement 
of the shadowy crime syndicate 
Spyder? Who knows? Well, no-
one. So grab your case of 
remarkable gadgets and pop 
off and solve everything. The 
only clue we're giving is that 
you can get hold of Operation 
Stealth soon on the Amiga and 
Atari ST, price £24.99 
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DYNASTY WARS 

Second century China was 
the place to be if you wanted 
a scrap with a bunch of 
rebellious warlords. Y'see 
they're in a punch-up 
situation with the 
overthrown Han Dynasty. As 
luck would have it, out of the 
fallen Dynasty come four 
courageous warriors who 
are determined to put the 
rebels back in their place. 

And that's what US Gold's 
latest conversion of the 
Capcom coin-op Dynasty 
Wars is all about. Each of 
the four warriors have 
different skil ls and powers. 
Each has a horse on which 
to enter into battle. With 
simultaneous two-player 
action and eight challenging 
battle scenarios, Dynasty 
Wars sounds a bit of a hoot, 
eh Willow Pattern fans? 

SHADOW 
WARRIOR 
Look out — there's a ninja about! Popping up 
this time in Ocean's latest whizzo conversion 
of the Techmo arcade machine Shadow 
Warrior. Travel the streets of modern day New 
York bashing the living daylights out of 
seemingly endless gangs of evil ninjas. It's a 
shoot-'em-up with shoes!' proclaims Shadow 

Warrior programmer Mike Talbot of Teque. 
It's the graphics which are the main 

attraction in Shadow Warriors. There are two 
megabytes in the original coin-op; Teque are 
hoping to cram as much as possible into the 
computer conversion. Out for an Easter 
release from Ocean on all major formats. 

ORIENTAL GAMES 
Hiiiija! Bertimey! It's a ninja, 
and it's looks like he's off to the 
Oriental Games. Indeed he is 
— it's a martial arts fighting 
game from Microstyle featuring 
three beat em up styles: kung 
fu, kendo and freestyle. 

But', exclaims the nation, 
we've had enough ninja 
games!'. 

It's just as well, then, that the 
programmers have come up 
with something a tad 
innovative. It's all to do with the 
control method. You can create 
the moves though a joystick 
editor by preprogramming each 
directional push with a special 
move, or heap together a load 
of actions which are triggered 
by one joystick movement. For 
example, with one directional 
thrust your player could 
perform a high kick followed by 
a forward flick to get behind his 
opponent, turn around and then 
deliver a brain-busting 
roundhouse kick to the back of 
the head! Try that in Exploding 
Fist and leave your joystick 
unmangledl 

This preprogramming 
element allows greater strategy 
to be used when playing the 
game against the 28 different 
challengers. And as each 
opponent uses a unique 
combination of moves, you 
need all the help you can get. 

Though Oriental Games 
was developed for the 16-bit 

machines, MicroStyle are 
releasing 8-bit versions. Sadly, 
though, there isn't a joystick 
editor in the 8-bit game. Awww. 
Making up for that — there's an 
additional event included: fat-
slappin'... err, sumo wrestling! 

Turn to page 20 and try your 
hands and feet at the Oriental 
Games competition. 

SNIBBLY 
DIPPETS 
• Thalamus have signed up 
their first licence. The Ford 
Rally team have put their seal 
of approval on the game which 
features high-speed vector-
filled graphics running at a 
nifty 50 frames a second. 
Preview soon... 
• All-Time Favourites is a new 
compilation from US software 
house Accolade. ST and 
Amiga owners get Test Drive. 
Mean 18, Famous Courses 
Volumes I and II, and Hardball 
all in one pack for £29.99. 
Meanwhile PC and C64 disk 
owners get Mini-Putt. Apollo 
18, Hardball, and Test Drive in 
their packs. £29.99 for PC 
peeps and a tenner cheaper 
for C64 chaps. 

Bargain news, ahoy! The 
high price of console software 
is often one of the reasons 
that's off putting to a 
prospective console buyer. 
This is why 
Virgin/Mastertronic, 
distributors of Sega software, 
have reduced the price on a 
selected range of Master 
System product to under a 
tenner. For £9.99 each you'll 
be able to get Enduro Racer, 
Ninja. Rescue Mission, Super 
Tennis, Teddy Boy and 
Transbot. And for £12.99 each 
there's Action Fighter, Aztec 
Adventure, Fantasy Zone, 
Global Defence, Secret 
Command and World Grand 
Prix. 
• Encore kicks off it's cheapo 
16-bit range with Battleships, 
Ikari Warriors and Beyond The 
Ice Palace all coming in at 
£9.99. Originally released on 
the Elite label at double the 
price, ST and Amiga owners 
are in for a treat. Battleships is 
out at the end of April, with 
Ikari and Ice Palace entering 
the shops in early May. 
• Avoid that spaghetti 
computer look with 
Spectravideo's new IR 
Infrared joystick — goodbye 
jumbles of wires! The joystick 
is supplied with a control box 
to plug in the back of the 
computer. Infrared signals 
sent from the stick are picked 
up by the control box. 
Operating with a range of 30 
feet, the IR is out in April 
costing £39.95. 
• The Unofficial Guide To The 
Best Games is a forthcoming 
book from Grove Press (01-
485 6010) and details some of 
the best games available for 
the ST. Amiga and PC. 
Retailing at £2.95 it's a bit 
steep, but you are provided 
with a £5 money-off voucher 
for any Microprose, Rainbird 
or Firebird product. 
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INTERNATIONAL 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
WRESTLING 
Get yer Granny on the Amiga! 
As everyone knows Grannies 
are the leading experts on the 
rough and tumble sport of 
wrestling. They yell at the 
screen! They wave their brollies 
in the air! They clout the bad 'un 
that's doin' the dirty on the little 
one with their handbags! Fun 
packed family entertainment 
indeed. And it's all being 
faithfully recreated by Hewson 
who are releasing International 

Championship Wrestling in April 
for the walloping price of 
£24.99! 
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F-19 STEALTH FIGHTER 
If you reckon waiting for a number 73 bus is a long, arduous 
process, you've no idea what 16-bit flight fanatics have been 
going through for over a year. Now, 14 months after the PC 
version, Microprose's F-19 Stealth Fighter is just about ready 
for release on the ST and Amiga. 

A covert, low-profile operation is the name of the game 
with you talking control of the near radar-Invisible fighter. 
Zooming into enemy territory, taking out targets and making 
it back safely takes skill and courage. Progress is hard — 
but one day you might just make the grade to take on the 
ultimate-risk Central Europe scenarios. 

COMPUTER ENA 90 
Since 1988 there has been a 
regular event held in foreign 
climbs called Computer Arena. 
It's not a flashy show, it's not an 
international trade show — but 
a conference where leading 
lights from the European 
software industry spend a 
weekend discussing and 
deciding where it's all going. 
This year everyone who's 
anyone flew to Malta for the 
four day event held between 
the 15th and 19th of March. 
Dim light RICHARD EDDY was 
one of the delegates. 

Thursday 15 March 
Heathrow Airport departure 
lounge, 10.00pm: Board Air 
Malta plane, dreading the 
thought of three and a half 
hours in flight. Pam from 
Ocean sits beside me, hands 
me Liverpool FC screen shots 
for the football special (see 
page 45) and proceeds with a 
three and a half hour 
impersonation of Frank 
Sidebottom. Arrive Malta 
2.30am dead tired. 3.30 am — 

enter bedroom, discover 
small cockroach and give it a 
friendly poke with rolled up 
copy of TGM, go to bed. 

Friday 16 March Malta 
Hilton, lunchtime-ish: Throw 
dead cockroach out the window 
and head off for conference 
number one. The speeches 
kick off with Activision boss 
Rod Cousens summarising the 
software industry in 20 
minutes. Talks at a rate of 
knots, slides appear and 
disappear in seconds. 
Everyone requests a transcript 
of the speech to read later as 
there's only so much a brain 
can cope with. 

Bob Hay of the Federation 

Against Software Theft (FAST) 
speaks next with very 
promising news. The anti-
piracy campaign which has 
been running for the last six 
months has had a good effect, 
resulting in many pirating 
organisations being uncovered 
and busted. FAST now has 
additional staff and, with more 
support coming from software 
trade body ELSPA, is looking to 
recruit another member of staff 
to concentrate on games 
software piracy. Currently most 
of FAST's work is devoted to 
the business sector. Bob 
announced the launch of a new 
anti-piracy advertising 
campaign which you can be 
sure TGM is supporting. 

Next came a topical debate 
— Alan Miles of MGT, creators 
of the latest British computer 
the SAM Coupe - on A 
Lingering Death of the 8-bit?. 
He made the point that too 
much emphasis is currently 
being put on new technology; 
the ever expanding 16— and 
32—bit power market. He 
wonders if things are really 
getting better with the advent of 
more powerful computers 
because hardware and 
software costs are getting 
higher. Alan stated that rather 
than producing an expensive 
32-bit machine, which would be 
a machine of the future and 
beyond anyone's price point, 
their intention with the SAM 
Coupe was a development of 
8-bit technology — making an 
8-bit micros look and sound the 
same as a 16-bit. Effectively 
producing a computer for 
today's users at an affordable 
price. Well, the debate raged 
on... but what do you reckon — 

the letters pages are open to 
your views. 
Saturday March 17: Going to 
the nightclub was a mistake. 
Blame industry chums for 
dragging me there against my 
wishes and forcing 
refreshments upon me. Honest. 
Amongst today's topics was 
exhibitions, software mail order 
companies and consoles in a 
speech made by Nick 
Alexander of 
Virgin/Mastertronic who 
distribute the Sega Master 
System and soon the Mega 
Drive. With already 210,000 
Master Systems in the UK, it's 

• Your man on the case, Richard Eddy 
(left) and Steve Merrett from Amiga Action 
checking out the local talent, erm... Make 
that — deliberating the effects of 1992 on 
the 16-toit market. Ahem. 

now boom time for the 
consoles. Nick expects that by 
the end of the year there'll be 
750,000 Master Systems 
across Europe and 100.000 
Mega Drives. 

The other major speech was 
an update on the trade 
organisation ELSPA, which 
stands for the European 
Leisure Software Publishers 
Association. Formed at last 
year's Arena it was set up to 
promote and help the software 
industry. The main point this 

year was about the software 
charts, compiled by Gallup. 
Some people feel there is a 
problem at the moment with the 
way charts are put together 
and not accurately portraying 
what's selling. ELSPA are keen 
to improve the system so that 
everyone, including the 
magazines, can make the most 
of them. Of course this will cost 
money, but if everything goes 
to plan, we could see some 
exciting developments coming 
through. Saturday night at 
Arena means Gala dinner — 
the only time in the year where 
the software industry looks 
smart, discarding jeans and 
day-glo t-shirts for dinner 
jackets and black ties. It was a 
riot with TGM writer Mel 
Croucher and Dominic and 
Mark of Domark providing the 
entertainment. And then (Oh! 
The hardship of it all) off to the 
nightclub for some more 
serious discussion. Ahem! 

Sunday 18 March: 5.30am is 
not a suitable time to return 
from a nightclub when one has 
to be in conference four hours 
later listening to David 
Pleasance of Commodore 
talking about where the 64 and 
Amiga are going. And. as you'll 
be pleased to know, they're 
both doing very well. Especially 
in the leisure market shown by 
the fact that the Amiga Batman 
pack far outsold the Amiga 
educational pack at Christmas. 
And apart from another raging 
debate about that QED 
programme and getting a 
software show on the TV that 
about rapped it up for the 
Arena conferences. It's all 
happening again next year — 
but until then let's go poolside... 
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sun and more money than even a moleannalre 
could ever spend. Chosen by aliens to 

vanquish the Five Guardians Monty 
is now given Superpowers. 

Follow his latest 
adventures' 
as he 
threatens 
to destroy 
all. Including' 
himself. 
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Ail null order enquiries to: Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd.. 
Alpha House. 10 Carver Street, Sheffield S I 4FS. Telephone: (0742J 7S3423. 
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CAPSTONE CAPERS 
It's always an exciting time when a new software 
company is announced. Who are they? What are 
they doing? And, more importantly, how are they 
going to impress us with their new ideas? Marshal 
M Rosenthal trekked three time zones to visit 
Capstone, part of the gigantic Intracorp 
conglomerate, and discovered two innovative 
licences... 

Ti l om Clancy's latest novel, 

I Cardinal of the Kremlin, 
has already topped the 

best-sellers list and looks set to 
become one of his most 
successful books to date. So 
successful that, like Hunt for 
Red October and Red Storm 
Rising, it too is being 
transformed into a computer 
game. 

And if history is anything to 
go by, we could soon be seeing 
a film tie-in (Hunt for Red 
October is currently in post-
production at Paramount, with 
Sean Connery in the lead role) 
and even a boardgame (Red 
Storm Rising is selling well as a 
TSR tabletop). 

His books bring together 
high-tech and high adventure. 
Few other authors can convey 
to the average reader the 
myriad of weapons, terms, 
situations and battle stations 
that the modern armies of the 
world use to communicate and 
fight with. And that includes the 
East as well as West. 

Cardinal of the Kremlin deals 
with the moot point of SDI, or 
Star Wars as it has 
(affectionately) become known. 
Regardless of whether you 
believe in killer satellites and 
lasers that can fire at them and 
deflect off to destroy enemy 
bases, it makes for a good 
yam. 

And one that Capstone 
Programming Services have 
picked up on and exploited to 
the max. David Turner is the 
director of the newly-formed 
company... 

'Our version of Cardinal is 
based on creating a SDI 
program from scratch, while 
frustrating the Russians in their 
attempt to do the same," he 
begins. 

'On the technical end, we're 
completing the programming 
on IBM systems [Amiga 
version to follow) — which will 
give 256 colours in VGA. on 
down to monochrome. We also 
make use of digitised sounds, 
using the Real Sound system 
designed by Access systems, 
as well as the specialised Ad-
Lib board [with 20 minutes of 

original music].' 
The game is totally devoted 

to action/strategy. The main 
screen is composed of the 
American side (which you play) 
and the Russian (computer Al). 
Using icons, you choose the 
scientists who will develop your 
SDI program, implement policy, 
set security and plan 
espionage. 

Keep in mind that the more 
the security, the less chance of 
a Russian mole getting 
information. However, the work 

the Americans and rush their 
own systems into completion. 

'Then it might be time to 
bring up your ally, the Archer — 
who is readying his forces in 
Afghanistan, where the 
Russian SDI base is located. 
You won't see him until you 
order a raid on the base, but 
you've got to keep him in 
supplies and informed until that 
point.' 

One of the icons brings up 
the Presidential Review — 
which not only shows how 
you're doing, but also the 
status in the Kremlin (or at 
least whatever your informers 
have found out). 

'What's most important is 
that the game really relies 
heavily on the arcade 
sequences. Thinking is 
important, but doing counts for 
a lot.' Violence? 'Limited and 
not gory to commit in the name 
of National Defense. But fast 
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• They're wild, they're wacky, they're zany, they're the hip and cool Bill and Ted two 
stare from a forthcoming game from Capstone. Can you guide these two to the top of 
the hit parade? 

will progress at a much slower 
rate, due to the restrictive 
atmosphere. 

Turner points out the each 
scientist (male and female) 
comes complete with their own 
dossier, including digitised 
photograph: The effects of 
different people change each 
time so the game stays fresh 
and unexpected every time.' 
The average completion time Is 
over two hours. 

While a project is in the 
development stages, it's best to 
continually test the equipment 
and ensure it works! The best 
target to blow up is a drone 
satellite. 'We're trying to get 
digitised images of these in as 
well,' enthuses Turner. 
Meanwhile the Russians 
continue on their path to thwart 

reflexes are as important as 
making quick decisions.' 

Though Cardinal of the 
Kremlin may not surprise too 
many people — we've all seen 
strategy games before — 
Capstone's other release is 
sure to raise a few eyebrows. 

BILL AND TED'S 
EXCELLENT ADVENTURE 
It's zany, wild, nuts and 
radically camp. It's a movie 
about two average dudes at a 
Californian high school. Their 
names? Bill and Ted. Their 
world? Sex. drugs and rock 'n' 
roll. Well, the rock 'n' roll bit's 
true. For Bill and Ted have 
formed a rock group, with 
which they hope to influence 
the world. And their dreams 

may well come truer than they 
could possibly imagine... 

Rufus, this hip cat from 
hundreds of years in the future, 
comes back to help the boys 
for all of civilisation is to be 
patterned by the music they'll 
create. One problem though, if 
they flunk history they won't 
graduate and their career will 
be over. So Rufus builds a time 
machine which will help them 
travel back in time. 

Without giving too much 
away (the film and video have 
already been released in the 
States), the guys figure it 
would be quite a wheeze to 
bring back some of the dead 
dudes to impress the teachers. 
You can imagine the 
complications this creates. 

With so many filmic steps 
forward and back in time, the 
game will have to be pretty 
accurate to be a successful 
translation. 'Absolutely,' he 
says, 'it'll have digitised 
pictures directly from the film 
as 'bridges' between scenes, 
and the actual voices of our 
heroes will be sampled. 

'We've also added a few 
twists besides animated 
graphics. For one thing, even 
though Rufus provides a 
telephone directory [for time 
eras], not every number is 
valid. 

'Not every person found can 
be brought back. Firstly, 
because only two others can 
be shuttled back to the 
telephone booth [and left in the 
nearby shopping mall], and 
second because some of these 
guys want you to get some 
object for them before they'll 
cooperate. So you have to go 
hopping all over time.' 

Provided you get enough of 
these dudes back, there's still 
the task of rounding them all 
up from the mall and herding 
them over to the school. 

'Whatever violence found is 
cartoon-like,' says Turner. 'Plus 
we're randomizing as much as 
possible, to keep the game 
fresh and fun, and one that can 
be finished successfully in one 
or two hours.' 

The major questions still in 
development are twofold: will 
the player control both Bill and 
Ted together as a unit or 
separately, and will we get a 
chance to hear any of their 
hideous WLYD Stallion rock 'n' 
roll? 

Bill and Ted's Excellent 
Adventure is currently touring 
the top cinema screens, and 
the game will probably follow in 
June. 



GREAT WIZARD 
IS ABOUT TO DIE 

GAUNTLET 7800 
Bob Armour, just one of US 
Gold's in-house 
programmers, is finishing 
work on an Atari 7800 
console version of Gauntlet. 
Bob has already written a 
7800 game called Tower 
Toppler. You're probably 
more familiar with the UK 
computer game name: 
Nebulus. 

Although Tower Toppler 
hasn't appeared in this 
country — due, presumably, 
to the fact that the 7800 
hasn't been marketed 
particularly well over here — 
there are around two million 
consoles in the States and 
demand for games is great. 

Bob's 7800 development 
kit comprises of a Mega ST 
running Atari's proprietary 
combination 6502/68000 
assembler, lead from ST to 
7800 RAM cartridge, and 
downloading software. While 
the system doesn't have any 
bells and whistles, it is 
reliable and features 
everything necessary for 
development. 

• Merlin the Wizard goes it alone in US Gold's forthcoming conversion of Gauntlet for 
the Sega Master System 

Smashing onto a Sega 8-bit 
console near you very soon is 
US Gold's stunning conversion 
of Gauntlet. What! Four years 
after the game has been out on 
all other machines? 'Fraid so. 

Gauntlet is among several 
classic titles being converted for 
the Sega by the Birmingham-
based software conglomerate 
over the next few months. 
Impossible Mission, Paperboy 
and Indiana Jones are among 
the other games promised. 

Gauntlet on the Sega looks 
set to blow away all other 8-bit 
versions of the game. The 
scrolling is fantastically smooth; 
it makes the ST's scroll look 
sick. Even in simultaneous two-
player mode, when there are 

countless enemy monsters on 
screen, there is no apparent 
reduction in game speed. Stay 
a while... stay forever! Unforg-
ettable words from an unforget-
table game. A game you are 
about to see and hear very 
shortly if you've got a Sega 
Master System. US Gold have 
got in-house programmer Gary 
Priest converting the classic 
Impossible Mission onto Sega 
format. According to Gary, the 
gameplay will be very similar to 
theComm-odore 64 version: 'I 
don't want to change the game 
too much as the original was 
liked by everyone.' Naturally 
Impossible Mission on the 
Sega will boast improved 
graphics and more colour. 

• Sega cartridges can hold 128K of information. The Impossible Mission code will be 
about 16K In length, the graphics a further 60 or 70K and the sampled sound another 
20K 

• Also getting in on the Sega action Is French software house Titus with Fire And 
Forget II — a mean road blasting game, coming your way soonl 

• Gauntlet on the Sega. A great coin-op conversion featuring simultaneous two-player 
action, over 100 levels and digitised sound. No matter what* on the screen in Gauntlet, 
the characters don't flicker and the gameplay stays fluid 
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One month it's the Consumer Electronics Show, the 
next New York's International Toy Fair. There's no 
rest for Marshal M Rosenthal as he treks across 
America to bring all the news from America's latest 
home entertainment convention... 
You may think that the recent 
Earl's Court Toy Fair in London 
was the biggest thing since the 
Barbie doll, but this ain't true. 
The real action men amongst 
you should be seen hanging out 
in Manhattan, New York. For it 
is here, in the towering Toy 
Centre, that the world's toy 
traders get together to play 
games and make money. 

Just getting from one floor to 
the next is an adventure even 
Indiana Jones would back off 
from. But the rewards can be 
great, because there's some 
amazing stuff to be found. So 
let's think Tonka Truck and 
plough into the heaving masses 
to see what can be picked up in 
the next few months. 

• It's the Sound FX. and Is the hip and 
happenin' 'thing' fqr young Americans. 
Strap it to your wrist and annoy everyone 
with irritating white noise! Hope it 
doesn't catch on... 

CHIPS WITH 
EVERYTHING 
It's all microchips nowadays. 
And the single most useful chip 
has to be that of sound. 
Progress through the end of the 
Eighties and into the Nineties 
has been impressive, with the 
single-channel beepers and 
false robotic voices being 
positively flattened by the butch 
Op Wolfvoices and their built-in 
polyphonic synths. 

Tiger Electronics have taken 
this to the max, with a long line 
of LCD hand-helds ($15), 
featuring great sound and multi-
level action. There's Ninja 
Gaidar?. Double Dragon II: The 
Revenge. Altered Beast and 
many more. The pick of the 
bunch, though, has to be 
Batman (better late than never). 
Fight through four levels of 
action. Each is overrun by 
seven vicious enemies, with 
special bat-weapons and, of 
course, an appearance by the 
Joker himself. 

Also catching the (strained) 
eye is American Gladiators. 
This syndicated US television 
show (soon to become a 
national event) combines the 
best, if you can call it that, of 
wrestling and music videos. All 
this is linked together with 
bizarre contests as teams of 
players vie for glory. 

New also (or perhaps 
reincarnated) are the LCD 
videogame watches (complete 
with alarm and time functions!!). 
One handy addition, missing 
from most of the popular earlier 
ones, is a sound control button. 
Available wristtops (sic) are: 
Ninja Gaiden, Batman, Double 
Dragon, Simon's Quest 
(Castlevania II), RoboCop, and 
Wrestlemania Challenge. The 
Dick Tracy watch (of the film) is 
also in production. Be ready to 
see every imaginable item 
based around Dick in a few 

months, from Nintendo and 
Sega games to posters and 
plastic mugs. 

TIGER TALK 
Which brings us to Tiger's new 
talking hand-helds, Game Talk 
($25). Each of the four games 
feature an incredibly life-like 
synthesized voice that guides 
the player through each phase, 
offering advice and warnings. 
The new titles include two 
sports games; Sugar Ray 
Leonard's Talking Boxing and 
All-star Baseball. 

On to maze games and 
there's the sequel to one of the 
most popular games of this 
genre. Ninja Gaiden II. It 

shape of the arcade game, 
complete with working steering 
wheel/joystick and gear/speed 
controls)? Well, now prepare to 
drive the Batmobile ($39)! 
Tiger's placing a LCD driving 
game within the shell of a true 
replica of the vehicle. 

At over three feet long. dark, 
black and plastic, this is bound 
to satisfy those who couldn't 
raise the £16.000 you'd need to 
build one for yourself. Similar to 
Out Run, it also has a steering 
wheel (Bat-shaped, of course) 
and a gear lever. Only the shell 
has been built at present. You'll 
have to wait a few months 
before you can actually drive' it. 

For those looking for 

contains 20 different stages, ten 
scenes and 15 special tokens. 
The tokens supply a range of 
abilities, from simple power-ups 
to extra fire power. 

In the final talking hand-held 
game. Snake's Revenge, you 
must destroy an invincible 
nuclear tank and save the 
world. 

Tiger continue to pounce. 
Remember their two-foot-plus 
Out Run and Afterburner we 
featured last year (each the 
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• Golly-gee everyone! Look! It's the Batman LCD game! Eeeeek!' Is this the US 
incarnation ot Su Pollard, or what?) 

something a bit more futuristic 
than two old Chevrolet shells 
stuck together, try your hands 
on the joystick of Star Ship 
($29). The wingtips are 
removable and the game 
features a high score retention 
system, along with high-quality 
sound effects and auto power 
off. 

More talking and more action 
with MB's Electronic Talking 
Battleship ($39). Man your 
battle stations in this new verbal 
version that features 100 
different task force 
configurations. Plus, sound 
effects and flashing lights when 
you've pegged that cruiser or 
destroyer. 

WOOF! WOOF! 
Now wouldn't you like your own 
electronic dog to protect your 
valuables? Nasta has 
anticipated this need with the 
campy Guard Dog series. 
These three little guys have a 
pouch just the right size for 
stashing your important secrets. 
Just zip up and lock to the 
collar, and any attempt to pick 
him up will result in a scary 
WOOF! WOOF! 

Music is always a hot topic, 
so try out Nasta's new Horn 
Magic, which changes your 
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REDS ON YER BEDS 
We'll move off from 
electronics for just a 
moment. Leave it to Milton 
Bradley to show the world 
how to battle the Red 
menace. Unbelievably, 
they've come up with the 
Gorbachev Came — though, 
not quite the aggressive 
Commie-bashing 
boardgame you might 
expect from us paranoid 

TOY MONEY 
Prices above are US dol-
lars. Although, most will 
probably reach the UK 
shores, and certainly 
receive a price hike too. 
For instance, the Nasta 
HitStix we mentioned last 
year at £20 were imported 
by Matchbox into the UK 
and sold at around £30. 

• Well, lookyhere — a couple ol hideous kids pretending to Illustrate how thrilled they 
are to be playing GT Super Screamers. Sheesh. 

Worlds of Wonder have done 
with their GT Super Screamers 
($189) slotless cars set. Gone 
are the days of attaching your 
cars to the metal strips, or 
picking the carpet fluff out cos it 
keeps shorting the circuit, now 
you just throw your car back on 
the black strip. And pushing the 
likes of Scalextric and TCR 
further back on the grid, GT 
Super Screamers also has 
'realistic racing sounds' as the 
cars screech around the track. 

No slots means that each car 
can be manoeuvred around the 
other. In fact they'll stay on the 
circuit by themselves, with no 
steering (until you push the 
trigger and step on the gas. er, 
make that electricity). The 
standard set comes with two 
cars and 20 feet of nine-inch-
wide track. 

Just as fun. and also high-
tech. is Mattel's Hot Wheels 
Line Racer ($79) set. Their 
slotless cars can be used 
anywhere because they're 

humming in the 
mouthpiece to one of six 
brass instruments. It 
sounds authentic and 
looks really cool as it's 
got a high-tech shape 
and dull gold finish. 

Also sounding out are 
Worlds of Wonder with 
their Jaminator ($129). 
This has got to be the 
most sophisticated, 
playable electronic guitar 
at the Toy Fair. This is no 
toy, though. It has five 
different group accompaniments 
for the background. Add to that 
digital representations of guitar 
(chords and riffs), keyboard and 
percussion. Due to the built-in 
harmonics — controlling both 
sync and key — you never 
sound pre-programmed. Any if 
you fancy using them in a group 
(Robin Candy, where are you?) 
you can connect two up 
together, and plug them both 
into an amplifier. Moulded in a 
sleek black and grey body, this 
is just the thing for all those 
budding musicians. There's 
even plug-in ROM packs for 
additional background tunes. 

And then there's Sound FX 
($24) from Mattel, the ultimate 
wristband sound device. Each 
of the four clamp to the wrist 
and deliver a range of pre-
programmed sounds. 

FIGHTER CARS 
Take the wire guidance system 
used in advanced F-16 fighter 
planes and turn it to a really 
GOOD use. That's exactly what 

Yanks. 
Take turns trying to 

acquire French perfume, 
Japanese cameras and blue 
jeans in this whacky board 
game of Victory Through 
Luxury Items. And. yes. the 
game was actually shown to 
Mr G himself before it was 
let loose on the street. It's a 
real hoot, and a fine example 
of making capitalism pay off. 

The only competition to it 
might be Electronic Mall 
Madness, wherein females 
compete to make purchases 
while moving throughout a 
3-D representation of this 
most hallowed place. No 
dice, everything is 
announced by a synthesized 
mall announcer. As for 

iummz 
money, well there are credit 
cards (what else?) and bank 
accounts just waiting to be 
used. The winner is the most 
cost-effective player. 

Radar guns are always a 
good investment, so why not 
go ahold of Nasta's 
Radartrak. You, too, can play 
cops and robbers, or 
measure that fastball you've 
been bragging about. This 
great little gadget will 
measure objects moving at 
up to 199 mph. Very useful. 

After eight days of 
humping little goodies 
around the Toy Fair, all I 
need now is a good supply 
of batteries to run the damn 
things. Next stop. Tandy. 

can also be 
used as standard 
remotes. 

While toy guns 
receive little 
attention, water 
squirters are always 
fun. And UN's 
Water Squirts ($6) 
are a real hoot. They appear to 
be a normal (?) ostrich, 
elephant and turtle, but 
squeeze the trigger to raise 
the head, lower the trunk, 
open the mouth, and the 
animal shoots a 15-foot 
stream (I bet he does — 
Ed). There's even a hand-
sized Mario who shoots 
out of his finger when 
you press his foot! 
(Who said us Yanks do it 
the easy way?!) 

radio-controlled. But with a 
difference, as they 'look' for the 
track below them using a 
contrast sensor. 

Basically, the track can be 
made on any smooth service, 
and need only be a black line 
on a white floor (or vice-versa 
for street play!). What's even 
neater is that the car will seek 
out the track if it goes off — you 
don't have to put it back on the 
line. And, of course, the cars 

• All the fun ot measuring speed by 
radar! This little beast can track objects 
moving at up to 199mph. Just what every 
American 14-year old wants to do. eh 
viewers? 
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GET TOUGH, MEAN 
AND ORIENTAL! 
WIN A LOAD OF MARTIAL ARTS 
LESSONS FROM MICROS 
PLUS: WATCHES! SHAD 
AND HEAPS MORE! 

No, not marital aids! Martial arts! Which are quite 
different... maybe not. Anyway, this compo is 
most definitely about martial arts and 
specifically those played in Microstyle's latest 
basher, Oriental Games. 
Oriental Games takes you off to the Far East to 
compete in a gruelling series of games played 
with the masters. Kick through Kung Fu, fight in 
Freestyle, clobber in Kendo and slap the fat in 
Sumo wrestling. But rather than being just 
another beat-'em-up, the ST, Amiga and PC 
versions feature a joystick editor allowing you to 
select the moves that can be actioned by 
moving the joystick. Check the previews in 
Boot-Up! for the full story. 
COR, WISH I COULD DO THAT And soon, with a 
bit of luck and thanks to Microstyle, you could 
be up to the standard required to compete in 
Oriental Games: we're offering a set of ten 
martial arts lessons as the first prize! The lucky, 
and soon to be deadly, winner gets ten lessons 
paid for at their local centre in which ever 
oriental discipline they choose! It's a prize and a 
half! And the other half is a Microstyle goody 
parcel with featuring a watch, sunglasses, a 
frisbee, a credit-card wallet, posters and a t-
shirt! And nine more bundles of goodies for 
runners-up! 
To be in with a chance of winning one of the 
prizes on offer there's a wordsearch to solve. 
Search out the 10 Oriental Games words, which 
may be written up, down, across or diagonally, 
ring them and post the coupon along with your 
name and address to: N E W S F I E L D , 
ORIENTAL G A M E S COMPO, TGM, 
LUDLOW, S H R O P S H I R E SY81JW. Entries by 
May 15. Anything received after that will be 
force-fed to Richard Eddy. 

ORIENTAL 
GAMES 

MICROSTYLE 
KUNGFU 
KENDO 

JOYSTICK 
SUMO 

WRESTLING 
FREESTYLE 

MARTIAL 

A S O S Y E A R R S A 
K E N u C M Q Y A E R 
L B K o D N E K M L B 
G A M E S A L U A Y D 
K F T M E S Y 1 R T K 
E U W N R A T K T S K 
L F R N E R S T C E C 
Y G E L A 1 O S 1 E 1 
T N S M Y M R Y A F T 
S U T J T S C O M U S 
E K L H R o 1 J E s Y 
E M 1 G C 1 M F U T O 
R N N W W A V U M S J 
F W G 1 H T D U F A S 

NAMF 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE, 
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The Quest for Ultimate Dexterity... 

Amiga Screen 

ONLY THE COOL AND CLEVER SURVIVE.. 
3-D planes that'll blow your mind 
Roll off the edge of infinity into a 
dimension with no room for mental 
midgets. Dodge electrical seas, 
bounce the lights out of illuminated 
checkerboard puzzles and blow up 

blocks that keep you from bouncing 
to the next thrilling plane. 
Time is against you, and so are the 
problems to solve. But then — 

;is The Quest for Ultimate 

A M I G A £19.99 PC/Compatibles £24.99 

Thalamus Limited 1 Saturn House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston, Berkshire RG7 4 Q W Tel 0734-817261 

tT LAM 



Grow your Coupe system with SAM. Here's the latest crop of goodies: 
SAM Coupe 256k Computer Communications Interface (RS232 and Parallel) 
780k Disk Drive External Drive Interface (with Parallel Printer Port) 
256k Memory Expansion MGT Disks, Advanced Technical Manual 

Please send me more details and prices of the SAM Coupe, 
and the address of my nearest dealer. 

NAME: 
ADDRESS:. 

My favouri te dea ler is, 
NAME: 

POST CODE: 

TOWN: 
GM/4 

Fi tta 
MILES GORDON TECHNOLOGY! 

Lakeside, Phoenix Way 
Swansea SA7 9EH 
Tel:0792 791100 
Fax:0792 791175 
Telex: 48297 JOYTF.LG 



THERE'S A 
NEW GUY 
IN TOWN 

rnmm p • • 

It'snowgetting to be a regular occurrence: 'New wonder , 
computer/console from Japan upstages everything i 
released before it.' No sooner than you've set your sights i 
on one machine than a better one appears. The latest 1 

development from the Land of the Rising Sun promises to , 
be the last word in home computer entertainment, well for, 
the next few months at least. Robin Candy takes a look at i 
Fujitsu's FM Towns machine. 
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FEATURE J H i milium 
The name Fujitsu may not be instantly 

familiar to most home computer 
users but they did in fact build the 
first computer ever made in Japan — 

over 30 years ago! Today they're the 
world's biggest manufacturer of computers, 
as well as one of the top manufacturers of 
communications systems. The FM Towns 
machine is Fujitsu's first foray into the 
computer 'leisure' market and looks set to 
establish them as a market leader almost 
overnight. 

The machine itself doesn't actually offer 
anything new in terms of technology. It is, in 
fact, a PC. So what makes it such a 
gobsmacking machine? Well, for starters 
it's the first PC built with CD-ROM as 
standard, rather than treating it as another 
peripheral, it's got a super-fast 32-bit 80386 
central processor and amazing graphics 
capabilities. 

The technical specifications make it look 
like a high-powered business machine — 
something you'd initially expect from Fujitsu 
— but over in Japan it's clearly aimed at the 
home market (of course it can run PC 
business packages). Games are already 
available, and with Fujitsu touting the 
machine around top software houses like 
Psygnosis, Mirrorsoft (Dungeon Master has 
already been converted) and Electronic 
Arts, expect more to follow. 

POWER WITHOUT THE PRICE 
A basic FM Towns machine costs 
approximately £1300 (excluding any import 
taxes and the normal European price hike). 
A bit steep you may think but just look at 
what you get: a high resolution monitor, a 
CD-ROM unit (which can also be used as a 
normal CD player). 1Mb RAM. a 1Mb 3.5-
inch disk drive and a 80386 processor 
(80386 machines are currently the PCs to 
own and normally cost around £2000). The 
top-of-the-range machine costs 
approximately £2300 and includes an 
additional 40Mb internal hard disk drive, 
another 1Mb 3.5-inch disk drive and an 
extra 1Mb of RAM. 

The built-in CD-ROM unit is the heart of 
the machine. A single CD is capable of 
storing up to 540Mb of data, more than 
enough for any program. But you're not 
confined to storing just program data on 
CD. you can also store music, which opens 
up the possibilities for a truly professional 
sounding, interactive, synchronised game 
soundtrack (Cinemaware for real). As the 
processor controls the CD-ROM it can 
move the laser to any section of the CD. In 
practical terms this means that at any stage 
of a game the computer can skip to and 
play the appropriate part of the soundtrack. 

r j 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
PRICE: Model IF £1300 (1Mb RAM. one disk drive), 2F £1500 (2Mb RAM, two disk 
drives), 1H £1900 (1Mb RAM. two disk drives. 20Mb internal hard disk). 2H £2300 (2Mb 
RAM, two disk drives, 40Mb internal hard disk). All prices are based on Japanese list 
prices at current exchange rates. 
CPU: 80386 with an optional 80387 coprocessor 
RAM: Expandable to 8Mb. 
GRAPHICS DISPLAY MODES: 640x480 pixels (256 colours onscreen. 16,770,000-
colour palette). 
640x480 pixels (16 colours onscreen, 4096-colour palette). 
640x400 pixels (16 colours onscreen, 4096-colour palette). 
360x240 pixels (the entire 32,768-colour palette can be displayed onscreen — just!). 
320x240 pixels (the entire 32,768-colour palette can be displayed onscreen). 
SPRITES: 16x16 pixel pattern (16 or 256 colours from a palette of 32,768), 896 
simultaneous sprite patterns, 1024 sprites under simultaneous control. 
SOUND: Stereo PCM. eight channels with a sampling frequency of 19.2kHz and stereo. 
four-operator FM with six channels. 
STORAGE: One or two 1 Mb 3.5-inch floppy disk drives. 540Mb CD-ROM. 20 or 40Mb 
internal hard disks (models 1H and 2H only). 
EXPANSION SLOTS: three (model 1F). two (all other models). 
CARD SLOTS: modem. SCSI, video. 
DIMENSIONS: 150mm (w)x328mm (h)x400mm (d). 
WEIGHT: 11 Kg. 
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Currently there are approximately 20 
games titles available for the FM 
Towns, with many more in the 
pipeline (including Zak McKraken and 
Indiana Jones - The Graphic 
Adventure). One of the first to appear 
was Afterburner. Previous conver-
sions of the popular game were disap-
pointing, the 16-bit versions were 
generally unplayable and the only 8-
bit version of merit was for the 
Amstrad. Enter the FM Towns 
machine and what you've got is a 
near-perfect arcade copy. Graphics 
and sound are great and gameplay 
every bit as good as the arcade origi-
nal. With the FM Towns there's no 
knowing what's going to happen next! 

GAMES 
WITHOUT 

• And here it Is In It's full glory. The FM Towns machine shows the direction that computers will be going In the 90's. 
A fully Integrated unit, the FM Towns delivers what other computers have aspired too. Whether It's for playing games 
or running a small business the FM Towns is the machine to own. 

SOUND'S GOOD TOO 
Not that Fujitsu have skimped in the sound 
chip department, the FM Towns is capable 
of eight channels of sampled sound and six 
channels of FM-synthesised sound (the 
same sound synthesis techniques used by 
many popular makes of synthesizer no 
less!). The end results are soundtracks and 
sound effects which are truly mindblowing. 
If you're musically minded, the FM Towns 
could rapidly become the focus of your 
music set up. A MIDI interface can be 
slotted into the one of the expansion ports 
on the back of the machine while software 
packages such as TownsSOUND and 
Euphony II allow you to program the built-in 
sound chip, score music and control MIDI 
devices. If sound chip programming isn't 
your cup of tea there's a built-in sound 
sampler which allows you to create your 
own wacky sounds in a matter of seconds. 

If your interests are more graphical, the 
FM Towns is still the machine to go for. 
Depending on which display mode is 
selected the FM Towns can display up to 
32,768 colours simultaneously, while in 
another of its display modes there's a 
colour palette comprising of over 16 million 
colours and shades. Add an optional video 
card and you can turn NTSC video signals 
(ours was an Japanese/American machine) 
into digital displays, turn digital displays into 
video or even superimpose graphics over 
video images. Fujitsu have already 
released an easy-to-use art program 
(TownsPAINT) designed to exploit the 
different display modes. 

The FM Towns machine has a lot to offer: 
games that look, sound and play just like 
arcade originals; graphic packages that free 
you from the constraints of 16 colours and 
music capabilities that put other home 
computers to shame. The net result is a 
computer which can perform any function 
the home user could possibly want. The 
complete home entertainment centre' in 
fact! 

• Not the aracde oringal but the FM Towns version of 
Afterburner. Not only do the graphics look great but the 
animation is smooth as well! 



Free Marvel comic book destined to become 
a collector's Item, available by return. 

EMPIRE SOFTWARE 4 THE STANNETTS LAINOON NORTH TRADE CENTR! 
BASILDON ESSEX SS15 60J PHONE (0268) 541126 

Available for SPECTRUM, AMSTRAD, C64, AMIGA 
ATARI ST , PC and Compatibles. 

MARVEL COMICS & PARAGON SOFTWARE* 
PRESENT 
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• Sound effects energetic, music dramatic, and gamepiay addictive — Turrlcan page 40 

Re l i a b l e 

You can trust TGM's reviews - each game is played 
by at least two reviewers to give the most accurate 
result possible. We're not going to bore - games playing is fun and 

so is the TGM review section! 

• Vibrant 
I I 100% colour - packed with colour screen shots of 
I I all the best games! 

Informative 
Games aren't cheap - TGM gives you the low-down on 
each game, so you can decide what to spend your 
dosh on. 

• • xciting 
I The hottest games around get the Star Player 

^ treatment! 

lAlell... 
I ft I W h a * a r e you waiting for? There are heaps of 

I pages providing you with the best game guide 
around! 

YTRE 

GAMES INDEX 
16-BIT 

AMIGA 
Atomix 60 
Black Tiger 59 
Castle Master 52 
Cloud Kingdoms 30 
Cyberball 46 
Dragon's Lair II 36 
Dyter 07 44 
Fred 60 
Infestation 28 
Italia 90 50 
Man. Utd .48 
Mindroll 59 
Player Manager 49 
Psyco Soccer 50 
Turrican 40 
Typhoon Thompson 61 

ATARI ST 
Castle Master 52 
Emlyn Hughes 50 
Ivanhoe 56 
Italia 90 50 
Klax 38 
Man. Utd 48 
Midwinter 33 
Super Cars 61 
W Gretzky's Hockey 59 
PC Gunboat 57 
Player Manager 49 
Mindroll 61 

8-BIT 
COMMODORE 64 
Castle Master 52 
Cloud Kingdoms 30 
Crackdown 61 
Turrican 40 
X-Out 60 

SPECTRUM 
Castle Master 52 
Crackdown 61 
E-Motion 61 
Impossamole 45 

NINTENDO 
Cobra Triangle 59 
Double Dribble 59 
Life Force 34 
Mega Man 60 
Metal Gear 62 
Track And Field II 32 
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Something bad is breeding on Xelos... 

Kal Solar is one of the leading agents 
for the Interplanetary Federation; an 
aggressive, unrelenting man commit-
ted to restoring law. peace and order 

to the galaxy. But even such a resourceful 
quick-witted man as he could not have pre-
pared for the monumental task he has 
been given, an vermin extermination mis-
sion in the Alpha II colony on Xelos. 4th 
moon of planet CX.D3a. 

The colony was constructed to house a 
secret scientific research group, from which 
they could observe the bizarre conditions 
on CX.D3a. The surface is a thin layer of 
ice, translucent in places, and believed to 
encompass a life-supporting sea of gas. 
The gas leaks out from between cracks in 
the ice and forms a pink aura around 
CX.D3a. 

Changes observed both above and 
below the ice led the scientists to the con-
clusion that the ice/gas world supported 
intelligent life, and they regularly beamed 
reports back to Earth on their findings and 
theories. The reports came in for nine 
months, measuring progress... But then the 
reports became scrambled, distorted 
beyond recognition or interrupted by bursts 

of static. After two weeks of unclear trans-
missions, the reports stopped completely. 

The last report received told of aliens 
killing off the scientists and disrupting the 
central computer, making it hostile to 
humans. The air had become more and 
more poisonous and what appeared to be 
eggs had been laid. The last few seconds 
of the report were a frantic plea for help. 

As the game begins, you. as Kal agent 
Solar, are already on the airless surface of 
Xelos and above the underground complex 
where the Alpha II colony is, or rather was, 
held. You have a first-person view of 
events, looking out from a helmet; you're 
inside a spacesuit. with built-in computer 
detection and defence systems (with 
heads-up display) and jet pack. Your first 
task is simply to enter the colony but just 
this requires effort — you have to log-on to 
begin the exploration mission and find the 
access lift, fighting off sentry droids on the 
way, and many of the suit's capabilities 
need to be used to do this. 

The removable helmet has four gauges 
essential to your survival, arranged around 
the inside of its visor. The oxygen supply in 
your tanks is the most important but your 

temperature. either particularly high or low, 
can have a detrimental effect on health and 
rate of oxygen intake. You're likely to be 
exposed to lots of radiation in the course of 
your search, and so a close eye should be 
kept on this to avoid it building up to fatal 
levels. And for basic navigation, there's a 
compass, which points to the moon's mag-
netic north. 

The helmet's HUD can produce seven 
types of information, each accessed from 
the numeric keypad and appearing in front 
of your vision, but not impairing it. The first 
display is for navigation and shows the 
level you're on, coordinates of your exact 
location and your bearing. Status shows 
number of kills made, time elapsed since 
start of mission, operation mode 
(Reconnaissance or Tactical), eggs remain-
ing (begins at 167) and whether any sup-
plies have been dropped at the moon's, 
erm, dropzone by the dropship{\). Inventory 
shows what's being carried and how many 
cyanide gas cartridges you have, and life 
support traces your heartbeat and monitors 
food and medication levels. The scratch 
pad is where notes can be typed in for later 
reference, and atmospheric analysis shows 
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• Your heads-up display helmet provides a view into the outside wolrd. Here it displays relevant navigation details to 
help you lind your way around the vast research complex. 

radiation level and gas content of your cur-
rent location. Avionics comes into play 
when you use the jet-pack or MMU 
(Manned Manoeuvre Unit) and displays an 
artificial horizon, fuel level, velocity and alti-
tude. Sights simply shows where your 
pulse rifle is being aimed. 

As you explore the rooms and corridors 
of the complex (providing you get down 
there in the first place!), blast doors sepa-
rating them, various features and objects 
(see box) are discovered. Shuttles can take 
you swiftly from A to B. while the ventilation 
tunnels allow you to reach otherwise inac-
cessible areas, but going is slow and you 
need to find something to remove the 
grates covering the shafts. Radiation areas 
should be passed through as quickly as 
possible, to avoid overdose, so if there's a 
network terminal in such a region you'd 

better work fast. Network terminals are 
linked to the central computer and provide 
lots of handy information, best of which are 
maps, which can be zoomed in and out of. 

The locations of alien eggs are marked 
on maps and the elimination of these is the 
primary objective of each level. When an 
egg is found, it's a simple case of releasing 
a gas cartridge (making sure your helmet's 
on) top 'kill' it and prevent the hatching of 
another alien. 

Ultimately, you must find the power 
source for the complex and cause the reac-
tor to blow, triggering the destruction of the 
planet, the eggs, aliens and their mother. 
Of course, escaping from the moon before 
it goes critical would also be quite a good 
thing... 

Infestation lacks originality in both its 
design and execution, but this has little 

EQUIP YOURSELF 
Although there are many objects to find and utilise In the Alpha II complex, some 
are more useful than others... 
• Compass Shows your exact position in the area immediately surrounding you. 
• Infra-red scanner There are some things important to success and survival 
that are invisible to the naked eye. The scanner rose-tints your world and makes 
them come clear. 
• Keys For true freedom in Alpha II, key-cards are necessary to open certain 
doors and operate lifts and shuttles. 
• Extra oxygen Unless you work very quickly, the supply you begin with won't 
be enough so oxygen crystals must be found. 
• Batteries Your sophisticated suit doesn't run by clockwork. Its multiplicity of 
systems drain power and may need recharging from batteries. 

iiiiuiuifsiEsm 
GAME INFESTATION 
PRODUCER PSYGNOSIS 
V E R S I O N S h h h h 
AMIGA £24.95 
ATARI ST £24.95 

AMIGA 1 n m 
v u 

In a really neat Intro, an astronaut 
jets through space in fast, realistic 
perspective before landing on Xelos. 
The filled 3-D of the game is general-
ly plain but is detailed in places and 
moves at speed, albeit a little jerky. 
The helmet graphics are well drawn 
and suitably hi-tech and although 
music is pretty cliche and MOR, the 
harsh, Darth Vader-like breathing 
when the helmet is in position is 
excellent. 

• With a scenario that echos the cyberpunk film Aliens 
and addictive gameplay Psygnosis ahev come up with 
another hit game. 

bearing on the content and value of this 
exciting arcade adventure. A lone, brave 
soldier tentatively exploring unfamiliar terri-
tory, knowing that there're foul aliens hiding 
somewhere in the shadows, maybe just 
around the next corner, is an old idea. An 
arcade adventure giving first-person per-
spective in filled 3-D. with things to shoot 
and objects to collect and use. is an old 
idea. But in Infestation, the plot, graphics 
and gameplay form a cohesive, quality 
product of high entertainment value. 

Helmet graphics surrounding the playing 
area create the appropriate, enclosed, 
claustrophic atmosphere when combined 
with the rasping breath sound — you often 
can't wait to get your helmet off and the 
freedom that allows. But you can't do that 
in many places, unless you want to meet 
an early grave; it's very important to keep 
an eye on all the gauges. 

Peeking around comers of later levels is 
nerve-wracking — you can never tell when 
a caterpillar-like alien is going to jump out 
and run for you. Being able to look up and 
down helps increase the realism of explo-
ration and adds to the tension. There's 
plenty of rooms and objects to find, and 
then you've got to puzzle out how to use 
them and what to use them on — a some-
times difficult task. 

Infestation is a game of great atmo-
sphere and depth, and lets you discover 
what it's like to be an intergalactic Rentokill 
man! 

Warren Lapworth 
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Living on cloud nine 

CLOUD KINGDOMS 
Looking nothing like a small tree. Baron 

Von Bonsai has stolen Terry's magic 
crystals and scattered them around 
the Cloud Kingdoms. Using the magic 

crystals, the Baron has enslaved Cloud 
Fairies whose only hope happens to be 
the aforementioned Tel. the incredible 
bouncing ball man. 

After choosing which of the four Cloud 
Kingdoms he wishes to dear first. Terry 
jumps in his helicopter and sets off to find 
the Fairies, on what he presumes will be 
simple walkways. Not so, Bonsai has 
turned the lovable Fairies into aggressive 
insects and giant rolling blackballs (Don't 
ask how.) Unless he bounces to safety, 
these guys will hand out some serious per-
sonal damage. 

Of course, Tel is up against a time limit: 
only 99 manukas (one manuka ' four sec-
onds) to complete his quest. The 
Kingdoms are fairly messy places, with 
items scattered all over the place. Some, 
however, can prove pretty useful — so 
pick em up. See separate box for details 

of what's on offer. 
The Kingdoms also have a strange array 

of obstacles lying about: icey tiles, mag-
nets, bumpers and disappearing tiles to 
name but a few. Also, watch your step, as 
the expedition takes place high in the air. 
One slip and Terry will fall into the dark 
void below. 

The amount of gems to be found on 
each level is indicated at the bottom of the 
screen, along with lives, the notorious 
timer and current score. And not even 
Arthur Daley can help our Tel if he falls off 
or runs out of manukas. Finally, without 
wishing to put you off, there are another 
three levels to go... 

Mark 
C a s w e l l 

• Looking more than a might peeved the Amiga Terry sets off around the cloud kingdoms in a bid to show Baron Von 
Bonsai that no one messes with a green ball's fairies and gets away with H. 
• C64 Terry looks non to happy either at the prospect ot lacing swarms of aggressive insects. 

LOGOTRON 

GAME CLOUD KINGDOMS 
PRODUCER LOGOTRON 

AMIGA £24.99 
ATARI ST £24.99 
C64 £9.99/£14.99 
PC £29.99 

AMIGA 

The game kicks off with a bouncy, 
happy little tune. Indeed, the whole 
game gives this cheery, happy atmo-
sphere that makes you feel like 
throwing up. Nah, only kidding, 
Cloud Kingdoms is very good, at 
least it's better than Starblaze. The 
graphics are wonderful, with colour-
ful, bold sprites rampaging around 
some very treacherous mazes. This is 
a frustrating game, but pleasantly so, 
thankfully. 

C64 

The atmosphere of the Amiga is defi-
nitely kept, as is the difficulty. The 
usually blocky C64 sprites are sur-
prisingly detailed, but the backdrops 
are perhaps the most impressive fea-
ture. (Though some of the layouts 
look as if they took their inspiration 
from elsewhere — arcade and nuzzle 
games, perhaps?) As with the Atniga, 
a game that is a pleasure to play — 
even more so on the C64, with 
improved payability! 

Pop Bottles — bestow energy. 
Keys — used to open doors. 
Paint Pots — these enable you to 
paint' magical bridges across chasms. 
Wings — fly out of seemingly impossi-
ble situations with wings. 
Watches — extra time bonus. 
Fruit — various bonus points on 
collection. 



CREDIT CARD ORDERS 
ro START RECtEVINQ THE BENEFITS OF YOOR PURCHASE WITHIN DAYS. NOT WEEKS. 

». 4 U . 6 H E 0 U * 6 POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE T O -

WE WILL DESPATCH YOUR ORDER OUICKLY * EFFICIENTLY 

* r U A l C L pUBV. 
ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

TECHNIC AUCUSTOMI 

0782 744707 

If you don't have a s e c o n d drive w e c a n supply 
S Y N C R O E X P R E S S together with a drive for 

ONLY £104.99 (AMIGA) 
ONLY £119.99 (ST) 

copynght maiertal. 
The o»cm*> taotaes of trw product are designed to reproduce only software suefl as PuWc Oomain 
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pennsston ol the copyhght o^nor. c the itconcee thereof. 

ORLD OF POW 

£34.99 

• Syncro Express requires a second drive & works by controlling it as a slave device & ignoring the ST or Amiga 
disk drive controller chip whereby hi<Jh speeds & great data accuracy are achieved. 

3 Menu driven selection for Start Track End Track - up to 80 tracks. 1 side. 2 sides. 

® Very simple to use. requires no user knowledge.. • Also duplicates other formats such as IBM. MAC etc. 

> Ideal for clubs, user groups or just for your own disks. • No more waiting around for your disks to copy. 

• Probably the only duplication system you will ever need! 
# 

THE LATEST CUSTOM LSI CHIP TECHNOLOGY 
By using an on-board Custom LSI Chip. Syncro Express has the power to transfer an y v 
MFM image of the original disk directly to your blank disk - quickly, simply and ^ 
without any user knowledge. One external disk drive is required*. u . -

SYNCRO EXPRESS IS AVAILABLE FOR BOTH THE ST AND AMIGA SYSTEMS -
PLEASE STATE WHICH REQUIRED WHEN ORDERING 

• SYNCRO E X P R E S S IS A HIGH S P E E D DISK DUPLICATION SYSTEM THAT WILL PRODUCE COP IES OF YOUR DISK 
IN AROUND 50 SECONDS! ! 



Meanwhile, back at the stadium 

As with the arcade version, the 
Nintendo Track & Field has spawned 
an equally impressive sequel. 
There are three modes of play: train-

ing (12 events), championship (12) and 
player versus player (fencing, Taekwando 
and arm wrestling). 

For the biggest challenge, go for gold in 
the championship mode; four days, each 
filled with three main events and two 
optional {pistol/lightgun shooting and 
hang-gliding). So choose a country to rep-
resent and off you go. Oi! Come back! Not 
off you go home... Wimp! 

The first event is fencing, where you 
must create a fence 100 metres long and 
hammer in all the nails. Erm. no. That's a 
fib. What you must in fact do is to stick 
your opponent five times (This all sounds a 
tad dodgey —Ed). The second event is the 
triple jump, probably one of the hardest 
events to master. With the final event on 
the first day being the cool, freestyle swim-

KONAMI 
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• A hark-back to the good old days ol gaming when Ocean had just released their conversions of Hypersports - the clay pigeons are back with a vengeance and gunning them 
down Isn't as easy as It first appears. Above: Hey. this isn't Combat Schooll The Konaml game designers have got over-enthusiastic with their creations and slotted in some bicep-
bustlng action (Isn't that Slyvester Stallone on the right?!) 
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GAME TRACK & FIELD II 
PRODUCER KONAMI 
VERSIONS— 
NINTENDO £29.99 

iiiiiiiiiiiismm 
In the deep. 

NINTENDO 

There's no getting away from sore 
fingers in the sequel. Graphically and 
sonically the game is great, with 
some surprisingly detailed sprites 
running, jumping and performing 
seemingly impossible acrobatic 
feats. Sound consists of a pleasant 
tune, cheering (and sometimes jeer-
ing) crowds and spot effects that cre-
ate a great atmosphere. Two players 
make the product even more 
playable. 

ming (choose either front crawl or butter-
fly). 

On the second day. aspiring Greg 
Louganis's can smash their heads open 
whilst practising jumping from boards at 
heights that only lemmings would attempt. 
After that comes the addictive clay pigeon 
shooting, which needs a dead eye and 
steady hand to complete, with the hammer 
throw finishing off the day (and probably 
some of the crowd if you're not very good 
at it). 

Day three 'kicks' off with the ancient 
martial art of Taekwando. followed by the 
pole vault and canoeing. The fourth and 
final day 'shoots' off (?) with archery, with 
the hurdles and horizontal bar to finish off 
the championship. 

It's tough out there, so have plenty and 
Lucozade and Mars at the ready to enter-
tain yourself while watching everyone else 
get exhausted. 

Mark Caswe l l 

• Above: Hammerllst Irom Activision or hammer-
throwing from Konami, the gameplay's just as good 
though not equally violent. Below: It's The Archer*! Or is 
It Robin Hood? Maybe William Tell. Whatever, 
tightening your strings will make you go all ot a quiver. 
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So, how do you go about creating a 
94%, Star Player and generally all-
round ruddy brill game like 
Midwinter? We asked Mike Singleton, 
author of Midwinter, that on page 70. 

GAME MIDWINTER 
PRODUCER RAINBIRD 
V E R S I O N S — M * 
AMIGA £29.99 
ATARI ST £29.99 

MIDWINTER 
RAINBIRD 

While most agree the holes in the 
ozone layer are causing global 
warming. Rainbird have put their 
necks on the line and predicted a 

global freeze in the the year 2099. Frankly. 
I know where I'll lay my money. 

The big freeze in Midwinter isn't caused 
by everyone suddenly switching to Sinclair 
C5s or saying no to flatulence-inducing 
foods, but rather to a meteor crashing into 
Earth causing a polar shift. The ice age 
causes most of the landmass to disappear, 
leaving just one main area called Midwinter 

The inhabitants of Midwinter - generally 
peaceful, law abiding souls - have been 
threatened by General Masters and his 
band of mercenaries. Masters and his men 
plan to take over the land for their own pur-
poses, but here to thwart their deeds is... 
drum roll... Captain John Stark, leader of 
the Free Villages Peace Force. 

To control Midwinter. General Masters 
and this men must capture and hold the 
Heat Mines. It is up to you as Captain Stark 
to recruit enough volunteers to fight back. 
The game begins with Masters having 
taken over the three radio stations, so you 
must start your recruitment drive on foot (or 
rather skis). Visiting the townsfolk increas-
es your forces, but on your travels you'll 
bump into Masters' goons. They will stop at 
nothing to thwart your task. 

When people are contacted you can 
send them to find other volunteers (you can 
control them as well as Stark), but as inter-
action plays a big part in this game be 
careful who you send to whom. It's no good 
sending someone to recruit their worst 
enemy. 

Mark Caswe l l 

Atari S T MicroProse have surpassed 
themselves on this game - a 200 
page manual is definitely not envi-
ronmentally friendly. Thankfully the 
manual can be dispensed with as the 
game, while involved, is easy to get 
in to. Graphics are the most impres-
sive feature though, solid 3D sprites 
and atmospheric presentation make 
Midwinter an excellent buy for all 
strategy buffs. 
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Can you feel the... 

LIFE FORCE i 

Eons ago a hideous creature was 
spawned in some remote corner of the 
Universe. It's still alive... The creature's 
name is Zelos and it has an insatiable 

craving for galaxies - not the chocolate 
variety, you understand. But the clusters of 
stars and planetary bodies that appear as 
swiris when viewed from a great distance. 
The theories behind black holes are utter 
nonsense; the reason for the apparent 
missing bits in space has nothing whatso-
ever to do with imploding stars. Indeed, 
nothing could be further from the truth. 
Black holes, if that's what you must call 
them, have been created by Zelos' feeding 
habits. 

Devouring galaxies is no way to behave. 
Something must be done to bring Zelos' 
table manners up to scratch. An enormous 
gob-stopper is not the answer. Why. of 
course, there's you... 

It's all very well putting on a brave face. 

The Vic Viper - Constructed at a cost 
of 60 trillion Gradian dollars, the Vic 
Viper is the pride of all Gradius. A 
pilot can pull 600 G's at warp speed 9 
and still fell as if he is lounging in a 
La-Z-Boy. 

The RoadBritish Space Destroyer • 
The people of Latis have always been 
k n c w n for thei r w o n d r o u s 
eng inee r ing s k i l l s , and the 
RoadBritish Space Destroyer proves 
it. In fact, this is the only starship in 
the galaxy to have beaten the Vic 
Viper in time trials. Nice ship, shame 
about the name. 

Konami 
but what do you do when something is the 
size of numerous galaxies. Zelos is huge. 
And the only way to kill him is to brave the 
six terror zones that exist inside his gigantic 
intergalactic body. That's it, make sure 
you're in the vicinity of Zelos" next meal. 
You'll be swallowed whole. Just pray Zelos 
has brushed his teeth recently otherwise 
you're in for a very smelly time. 

You pilot the latest in starfighter technolo-
gy. the Vic Viper or the RoadBritish Space 
Destroyer (depending whether you are 
player one or two). A range of devastating 
weapons are yours to command, providing 
you collect them first of course. Destroying 
certain attacking aliens leaves glowing 
orbs. Collect the orbs and speed-ups, mis-
siles, ripple lasers, plutonic lasers, options 
and force fields could be yours. 

The terror zones are Cell Stage 1, 
Volcanic Stage. The Prominence Stage. 
Cell Stage 2, Themple Stage and finally 
Mechanical City Stage. In each section you 
will face, along with rampaging aliens, gun 
turrets, missile bases and many surprises. 
All very nasty. 

End-of-level bad guys like Golem. 
Cruiser Tetron, Intruder, 
Tutankhamanattack (!), Giga. and Zelos's 
Heart and Soul try to make sure you don't 
get out alive. Can you save the universe 
from a fate worse than a Shapala curry 
lunch? 

Life Force is tough and gets no easier. 
There are only half a dozen terror zones, 
but they certainly live up to their names. If 
you own a Nintendo and love a good blast-
'em-up, look no further than this game. 

Mark Caswe l l 

' TGM. 
V t a r 

IPLAYER 

GAME LIFE FORCE 
PRODUCER KONAMI 
VERSIONS 
NES £29.99 

NES 

There's nothing to beat a good bit of 
gratuitous violence. Graphically Life 
Force i s e x ce l l en t . The c h u n k y 
sprites are very colourful and shift 
round the screen almost faster than 
the eye can follow. For the first few 
g a m e s many l i v e s wi l l be lost 
suss ing out the countless traps that 
exist for the unwary. Once the attack 
patterns have been learnt, however, 
all hell can be let loose. The wide 
range of weaponry is very welcome, 
but it is a tad annoying to have to 
col lect so many power up orbs to 
acces s them. Oh well , I suppose it 
s h o w s that I need some more 
practice, so if you will excuse me... 
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There will be even more hardware 
at the Atari 90's Show. 

There'll be more of everything at the Atari 90's Show. 
More hardware. More software. More exhibitors. More 
experts. 

And more "world firsts" in the Atari Showcase. 
You'll find the world's first pocket-sized PC - the Atari 

Portfolio: the world s first multi-processor workstation -
the Atari Transputer Workstation; and the world's first 
colour hand-held video games machine - the Atari Lynx. 

Naturally, the rest of Atari's huge range of products 
will be there too. including the highly-acclaimed range of 
PC compatibles and the powerful new ST machines. 

There'll be people on hand to help you choose new 
equipment. 

Or, if you simply want to get more out of what you've 

already got, there'll be free seminars, user workshops 
and technical clinics. And, in our massive games arcade, 
you can check out all the latest software. 

Admission is just £2, or bring the family for £4 
(2 adults, 2 kids. Extra kids £1). 

The Show's on from lst-3rd June 1990. (Friday 1st 
and Saturday 2nd, 10.00am-6.00pm. Sunday 3rd, 
10.00am-4.00pm.) It's at the 
Novotel Exhibit ion Centre, 
Hammersmith. London. (Nearest 
tube Hammersmith.) 

Don't miss it, or you could 
miss out on a whole new decade 
of computing. 

AATAR 
W * S l o w 



Wlllllllll 
Dirk is daring yet again 

ESCAPE FROM SING 
Mmmm... Work this one out. 

Originally, on the laser disk, there 
was Dragon's Lair. Then there was 
Dragon's Lair: Escape from Singe's 

Castle. Then there was Space Ace. So, 
how come we had Space Ace a few 
months ago, and now Empire are releas-
ing Singe's Castle? There must be a per-
fectly reasonable explanation, but I'll be 
darned if I know. Not that anyone here's 
complaining. The Amiga version of Escape 
from Singe's Castle is probably the best 
Don Bluth game we've ever had the plea-
sure to play. 

Dirk (the Daring?) is back in the dun-
geons where he must rescue Princess 
Daphne from the clutches of Singe (the 
Dragon?) and the diabolically evil Shape 
Shifter, who lurks in the dank catacombs of 
the castle. And being a polymorph you 
never know quite where or what he's going 
to pop up in next. 

But let's not get too far ahead of our-

• All thai hopping across magic chequer boards has 
gone to Dirk's heads — both ot them. Seeing double 
won't help him in the long trek through Singe s castle 
and back again — he may be doubly daring but he'll get 
twice as scared 

selves, the first task upon loading is to 
scan the piles of options available. These 
include linking Singe's Castle with its pre-
decessor and switching on and off the 
audio, helper and flipper options. 
Unavailable in Space Ace, the helper 
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AMIGA 1% 

• The lizard king struts proudly through the castle 
dragging a defeated dead Dirk — back to square one 

Though Dragon's Lair: Escape from 
Singe's Castle is a vast improvement 
over the previously-released Don 
Bluth creations, it's still not worth 
£45 — even with all the options. 
Movement is smooth, with the best 
animation of the series — some of 
the expressions on Dirk's face have 
to be seen to be believed. Sound is a 
mixture of arcade quality speech and 
music. (I'm sure on one section Dirk 
was humming to himself.) A pur-
chase for anyone who thinks they 
should have one of the trilogy, and 
for those who can't get enough it 
(and if you've a hard drive and 1Mb 
all the better!). Neither will be disap-
pointed, but neither will be able to 
afford the taxi fare back home again! 

ing Princess. Like Dragon's Lair and 
Space Ace, the player has only limited 
control over the character. Disappearing 
tiles, anarchic robotic horses, psychotic 
Mud Men and scaly lizards (among others) 
all vie for the honour of killing Dirk. 

Death is also quite an interesting sub-
ject, and one than shouldn't be avoided for 
the first few games. Some of the death 
sequences are hilarious, and well worth 
watching over and over again. 

Singe's Castle is, unlike Space Ace has 
proved to be, both addictive and long-last-
ing. This is all due to the number of differ-
ent options that can be combined in many 
interesting ways. Indeed. Readysoft claim 
that no two games will be exactly the same 
(so mappers can put their graph paper 
away). The evil Shape Shifter lurks some-
where in the bowels of the castle, are you 
man enough to brave the traps and pitfalls 
in your attempt to kill him and release 
Daphne. (Goodness only knows what 
Kimberly will say!) 

Mark Caswell 

READYSOFT/EMPIRE 

• The lizard king and Singe the dragon stand between Dirk the Daring and his darling damsel Daphne, much like Borf 
and his minions did with Dexter and Kimberly in Bluth's Space Ace. Bui with his mighty sword honed on that anvil and 
a smattering of options, he'll have a less troublesome time 

option flicks up pointers to tell you which 
way to go (but you must be quick). The 
flipper option, however, repeats some of 
the screens, but mirrors them so you never 
know what's coming next. (In 512K mode 
some of the options aren't available.) You 
can also choose the number of lives (from 
three to a much-needed five) and one of 

three difficulty levels. In easy mode only a 
small section of the game can be played, 
as you get better medium difficulty allows 
you to see a bit more. So with full confi-
dence (and a lot of practice), you can tack-
le the full game on hard level. 

Plenty of obstacles stand between our 
valiant hero and the warm arms of his lov-
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GAME KLAX 
PRODUCER 
TENGEN/DOMARK 
VFRS ONS 
AMIGA £19.99 
ATARI ST £19.99 
C64 £9.99/£14.99 
SPECTRUM £9.99/£14.99 
CPC £9.99/£14.99 

•/////////// 
Flip those tiles to form a... 

38 TGM May 1990 

T h i s game is so f rus t ra t ing , the 
controls are a little tricky to master 
but pat ience reaps r e w a r d s . 
Graphically, Klax is very good indeed, 
with different backdrops for each 
level . Pan i c s i tuat ions are al l too 
common, but a clear head is needed 
to work out k lax patterns . Unl ike 
Escape from the Planet of the Robot 
Monsters, Klax I sn ' t ins tant l y 
playable, it needs patience and very 
quick reactions. To my mind this is 
the sort of game that grows on you, 
and never let's you go. 

The dictionary, according to Domark 
(not TGM! — Ed), states that a klax is 
a collection of three tiles of the same 
colour arranged either vertically, hori-

zontally or diagonally. The player (players 
in 16-bit versions) start the game by choos-
ing one of the three options on offer. Start 
on either wave one with no bonus and 
three drops per game, wave six with a 
100000 point bonus and four drops per 
game, or wave 11 with a 200000 bonus 
and five drops per game. Once started you 
are faced with a long vertical stretch of play 
area. At the start, this is empty but it 
doesn't stay that way for very long. 

Different coloured tiles flip end over end 
towards you. You control a flipper upon 
which five tiles can be balanced at one 
time, and below the flipper are a row of five 
bins. It is into these that you must drop the 
tiles to create klaxes, move too slowly and 
the tiles will drop. Depending on the level, 
you are allowed a certain number of drops, 
too many and it's end of game. Flashing 
tiles are wild cards that can be used as any 
colour tiles (useful in panic situations). At 

TENGEN/DOMARK 

the top of the screen you are informed how 
many klaxes are needed to complete the 
level. And, of course, as soon as one is 
formed the tiles disappear, making way for 
further construction. Though, be warned, if 
you let the bins fill up it's end of game. 

Mark Caswe l l 

• Klax! It's like nothing you've played before! Erm... 
Well, except Tetris. Colour tiles come hurtling down the 
screen, it's up to you to arrange tiles of a similar colour 
in a line horizontally, vertically or diagonally. Crazy 
paving, ahoy! 



The Middle East Political Simulation 
IBM PC • COMING SOON - Amiga • Atari ST 
The Middle East Today is as unstable and dangerous 
as at any time since the Crusades. The superpowers 
encourage their 'fighting cocks' and try out military 
gadgets in the best of conditions. It is the potential 
cradle of World War III. CONFLICT puts you in a 
world where military and economic forces combine 
to simulate the multiple pressures that a national 
leader is under in a modern nation state. Your aim: 
to force the collapse of all four neighbouring 
governments. A frightening and highly realistic 
wargame. 

H U N T E R K I L L E R 
Amiga • Atari ST 
Experience the reality of commanding an American 
WWII combat submarine in the South Pacific. 
Master the controls of your vessel. then embark on 
a series of missions - from 'search and destroy' 
sorties to detailed escort duties modelled on real 
WWII campaigns. With eleven different submannes. 
fourteen separate missions to attempt, at a range 
of difficulty levels as well as practise patrols that 
take place during the day or at night. HUNTER 
KILLER has a host of features that outclass any 
other submarine simulation. 

C i m / V I B L O O D 
Amiga • Atari ST 
Place yourself deep within the walls of Castle 
Grimblood. here lurks a murderer, who is preying 
on those who live by and keep the rituals. You as 
the young Earl. Maximus. must uncover the terrible 
secret in order that he can unlock the chains of 
timeless obedience to the rituals of the castle and 
gain his freedom. If you fail you are certain to fall 
victim yourself to the stalking assass ins knife... 
A gothic whodunnit, written by Mike Singleton, 
featuring digitised sound and graphics and 
promising a different game every load! 

"As the disk loaded, I felt drawn into different 
reality, an alternative world where I assumed 
the identity of another" 

Virgin Mastertonic Ltd • 2-4 Vemon Yard • 119 
Portobello Rd • London W l l 2DX • 01-727 8070 

S c e e n s h o t s may be taken f rom a d i f ferent vers ion 
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EV IEWS 

Ecologically friendly washing powder, 
takeaway cartons, washing-up liquid 
and hairspray plus the careful disposal 
of fridges are just the beginning for the 

ever-increasing number of Green people. 
Glasnost, the destruction of the Berlin wall 
and the release of Nelson Mandela reflect 
the growing calm and friendliness spreading 
across the Earth. In Dyter-07, the new 
caring, humanitarian world even goes as far 
as eliminating all weapons, conventional 
and nuclear — although secretly, 
underground, defence research continued. 

Lucky that it did. Without the arms race, 
world economy was crippled and left the 
way wide open for some aliens to invade — 
they'd been ignored by the Earthlings until 
then (silly). The Special Action Committee 
was hurriedly set up to al leviate the 
problem', linking all computers not under 
alien control to form the 'Central Computer". 
It's purpose was to find a solution to the 
desperate situation, and its answer was 
simply to re-establish the arms factories. 
This was done and new weapons were 
developed and produced. 

But things went from bad to worse and 
from worse to Paul Daniels. The aliens 
captured the weapons systems while they 
were being delivered to base camps, and 
then proceeded to use them against their 
creators, devastating the world, destroying 
civilisation. There seemed no hope for the 
human race. 

But deep underground, those who had 
continued producing weapons during the 
Earth's pacifist stage still live. And amongst 
them they have Dyter-07. a highly 
advanced fighter helicopter that represents 
the pinnacle of human defence technology. 
You are Commander Morell and must pilot 
Dyter-07 to strike a blow for humankind and 
hopefully return the rule of the Earth to 
man. 

The combat chopper is flown over a 

horizontally scrolling landscape of islands 
and sea and you'll meet many types of 
vehicle, some created by man but all hostile 
and all deserving a dose of destruction from 
Dyter's cannon. A force shield allows six 
collisions before a life is lost and can be 
recharged by flying over a power force field 
or landing at base. 

Special attention should be given to 
Walkers , which hold Earth scientists 
captive. A scientist released from a Walker 
can be picked up and dropped off at Dyter's 

AMIGA 

A bright, colourful game whose main 
fault Is the lack of detai l in some 
graphics . Scrol l lng's smooth in all 
directions, sprite movement fast, and 
loud, lively sound effects help add 
pace to the gameplay. 

• Peace is a dirty word on future Earth, the population's calm, peaceful nature leaving the world wide open for 
invasion. Here Dyter-07 has a hefty battletank to face — one of the very weapons designed to eliminate the invaders 

base to give extra weapons: short shield 
(limited invulnerability), flame thrower, 
amphibian (Dyter can transform, jump on 
and dive under water), quadruple shot, 
powershield (protected from direct 
collisions) and missiles. 

These weapons can also be added to 
Battledroid, a vehicle carried by Dyter-07. 
When the copter is at ground level, you can 

• Vital strategic targets must be neutralised If the human race is ever to survive under the alien invaders' death-
bringing reign. The Dyter-07 combat helicopter scoops scientists from these island strongholds, to advance both the 
human race and the 'copter's weaponry, and destroy Battledroids to give access to vertically-scrolling alien bases 

explore an island's surface with the 
Battledroid and destroy all robots you find. 
Once all robots have been destroyed you 
can enter an alien control centre, situated in 
a volcano. The screen scrolls vertically as 
you make your way down, fighting off more 
enemies, until the bottom is reached and 
the levels' centre destroyed. 

Okay, so the helicopter shoot-'em-up has 
been seen many a time before and the 
plot's rather naff and unnecessary (and 
dubiously translated from German). But 
Dyter-07 is the kind of highly polished 
blaster we've come to expect from 
European programmers, and with 
professional presentation comes payability. 

Rescuing men with a helicopter was a 
major element of Dan Gorlin's ancient 
classic, Choplifter. and those of us who 
remember that far back will know how fun 
that can be. Dyter-07 is a 1990 remix, with 
increased ground-based action, courtesy of 
Battledroid, a smattering of add-on 
weapons and a vertical section to add 
variety. 

With so many sprites flying round (98% of 
them on the aliens' side), it's far from easy 
but those helpful scientists, dishing out 
weapons, relieve some of the mayhem. 
There's some strategy involved in the 
using' of scientists, whether to 'spend them' 
on energy or copter or droid. 

Blue Thunder? Airwolf? Who needs em: 
hop into the cockpit of Dyter-07! 

Warren Lapworth 

///////////. 
No defences left apart from a 'copter called... 

DYTER-07 
RELINE/RAINBOW ARTS 

GAME DYTER-07 
PRODUCER 
RELINE/RAINBOW ARTS 
VERSIONSmî ^̂ M 
AMIGA £19.99 
ATARI ST £19.99 
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minium E V IEWS 
On the first day Gremlin created mole — six years later there's 

IMPOSSIMOLE 
t was a dark, dark night. So very dark, in 
fact, that even if you were wearing white 
gloves you'd still be hard pushed to see 
your hand in front of your face. It was 

also a hot, humid night and millionaire play-
boy Monty Mole was having difficulty sleep-
ing. He'd already nipped downstairs 37 
times to fetch glasses of lemonade but still 
couldn't cool down. 

Giving up, he stood outside next to his 
swimming pool, a chlorine oasis on his pri-
vate island, and luxuriated in the light 
breeze. Gazing into the black sky. he saw 
what he at first thought was a bright star. 
But then it moved across the sky and bright-
ened further. It grew in apparent size... it 
was coming toward him. 

Soon it was overhead. It was the size of a 
small branch of WH Smiths, but didn't stock 
as wide a range of magazines. Its blinding 
glow dimmed (lucky for Monty he was a 
mole, thus already had iffy eyesight and 
was largely unaffected by the light). Monty 
could then tell it was a flying saucer. Well, it 
was big, round and had a flashing neon 
sign saying 'Flying Saucer' on it, so it 
seemed a reasonable deduction. 

kicks. Stun gun. Bombs. Silly jumpsuit and 
cloak. In addition, there's money, jewels and 
handy items to collect. 

Monty has to bound through the Orient, a 
Klondike mine, an ice world and the 
Amazon jungle. He faces ninja, monkeys, 
polar bears, frogs and many other creatures 
on his travels. 

If you've played other Monty games, 
many of the traps in his latest adventure will 
seem familiar. For instance, platform and 
ladder networks, bottomless pits, and harm-
ful surfaces make an appearance. Worst of 
all are the guardians themselves (and no. 
they don't bombard the mole with typo 
errors). A dragon, giant worm, mutant ice-
cream cone and tree monster all take some 
beating. 

It's been a long time since Monty last 
made an appearance - but he's finally back. 
Perhaps it's just as well Auf Wiedersehen, 
Monty, the last mole platform game before 
this, was the worst of the series and a great 
disappointment after Monty On The Run. It 
makes Impossimole look very good. 

The bad news is that Impossimole isn't as 
good as Monty OTR, but it does take you 
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A hatch opened in its side, ramp extended, 
and a seven-foot tall alien strode purpose-
fully out... and fell into the swimming pool. 
He swam to the side (doing the butterfly 
stroke, in case you're interested) and 
dragged himself out. Brandishing a hefty-
looking waterproof laser rifle, the alien, who 
bore a resemblance to a cross between 
Darth Vader and Metal Mickey with a hang-
over. convinced Monty (with use of said 
firearm) to go on a mission to rid the world 
of five extremely unpleasant guardians. 

In the end, Monty didn't mind being 
forced into the mission because the aliens 
endowed him with super powers. Mega-

back to the good old days of simple yet 
highly playable platform and ladders 
games. Deft manoeuvres and pixel-perfect 
jumps are required, and its highly infuriating 
to just miss a ledge and plummet into dan-
ger. It's this that keeps you playing — you 
vow to get past each troublesome section, 
you won't let a simple jump beat you. The 
kicks and weaponry increase the action 
and, with the end-of-level guardians, variety 
and toughness of the game. 

Although not an outstanding game, 
Impossimole is a fun game that's worth bur-
rowing out. 

Warren Lapworth 

GREMLIN 

GAME IMPOSSIMOLE 
PRODUCER GREMLIN 
VERSIONSB^hh 
AMIGA 
ATARI ST 
C64 
SPECTRUM 
CPC 

£19.99 
£19.99 

£9.99/214.99 
£9.99/£14.99 
£9.99/£14.99 

SPECTRUM 
m 

For some r e a s o n Greml in have 
decided to give Monty a facelift; not 
just adding a superhero cloak but 
putting him on a diet and giving him a 
cute snout and bulging eyes . He's 
animated very well and has a very 
pleasing humourous, cartoon-like air 
about him — a definite improvement 
over the old mole. Other characters in 
the game aren't quite as good, but 
b a c k g r o u n d s are deta i led and 
colourful (although this does cause 
attribute problems in places). 
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////////// 
This story of the future begins way. way 

back in the past. When civilisation was 
still in its infancy, man already lived in 
fear. The cause of their fright was a 

three-headed beast called Morgul, a crea-
ture of fantastic but evil magical power. Yet 
man of old never even saw Morgul; it lived 
a solitary existence in its own kingdom, 
hardly ever venturing outside. But its dis-
gusting thoughts from its foul mind leaked 
out. The filth seeped into 

humans" minds, developing unease and 
breeding fears (sounds to me as though 
you've been reading Fear too much - Ed). 

Awake, people were paranoid and ner-
vous of their fellow men*"" 

They expected things to go wrong, disas-
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• Slanted plattorms reminiscent ot Ghouls N' Ghosts 
are the setting for the Alien level, acid drops, face 
huggers and giant maggots putting Turrlcan through his 
paces In horrific fashion 

If anyone can 

ters to happen. They were afraid of what 
might be hiding in shadows, what could be 
following them. They imagined things; saw 
things out of the corner of their eye. heard 
heavy footsteps. 

But it was sleep they most feared. Sleep, 
the supposed refuge from all the rigours 
and worries of life. But also the realm of 
nightmares. It was almost impossible to 
determine the horrific dreams from real life. 
The creatures and events portrayed were 
so grisly, so horrifying, that tiredness - and 
the sleep and nightmares which would 
inevitably follow - were dreaded. People 
would endure sleepless and go to 
extremes to avoid slumber. 

Just as the situation was getting desper-
ate, people's lives falling apart from their 
irrational fears and hours without rest, a 
hero came. His name was Devolon and. 
with tremendous strength and bravery, he 
banished Morgul to another dimension, 
thus restoring calm and order to the human 
race. 

For many centuries, man went busily on, 
safe in the knowledge that Morgul was 
gone forever. There were still troubles, still 
worries, wars, 'natural' disasters. Some still 
got scared; paranoid and fearful of the 
unknown. But that was put down to the 
increasing complications and stressful situ-
ations of advancing civilisation. It never 
occured to anyone that Morgul. trapped 
though he was. could still reach them. 

TURRICAN'S 
TOOLS 

RED POD — activates three way shot. 
Upward and downward shots fire at 30 
degrees until a second red pod is col-
lected, when the angle changes to 45 
degrees. 
GREEN POD — gives laser. Collecting 
extra greens extends the laser. 
BLUE POD — extends lightning beam. 
LIGHT BLUE POD — activates force 
shield for limited period. During this 
time you're invulnerable and can dam-
age enemies by touching them. 
YELLOW 'P' — restores vitality. 
WHITE 'G' — extra grenade. 
WHITE 'M' — extra mine. 
WHITE 'L' — extra energy line. 
GREY '1-Up' — awards an extra life. 
DIAMONDS — when 300 have been 
collected a continue-play is gained. 

The nightmares began again... gradually 
increasing in frequency and ferocity. For a 
long time people didn't pay attention, and 
just shrugged them off. But they had to 
take note when everyone began suffering 
the grotesque nightmares and everyone 
lived in a state of perpetual tension. There 
came a point where people confined them-
selves to their homes. Too afraid of what 
might be waiting to attack them outside, 
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• On a wing and a prayer, the armour clad hero bounds 
through maze-like chambers of a bleak futuristic 
complex, mechanical minions of Morgul running and 
fluttering toward him 

they relied upon their computer terminals to 
order the goods required to keep them 
alive. 

Morgul was back. And this time he was 
set to dominate the entire world and its 
population. 

Only one man was immune to the three-
headed beast's powers, only one could 
shrug off the images it created, images 
which were gradually solidifying, becoming 
real. He was — he is — Turrican. An inter-
national bounty hunter, a vigilante, a mer-
cenary. Turrican's reputation as an skilled 
marksman, athlete and overall super-sol-
dier is second-to-none. Only he can defeat 
Morgul's many minions and then face and 
destroy the master of nightmares itself. 

You are Turrican. of course, and have 
Morgul's realms and all that inhabit them 
ahead of you. Shiny metal armour covers 
your entire body and protects you from 
most normal dangers. However, Morgul's 
creations are far from ordinary, and colli-
sions with them or their weaponry will wear 
down the armour's vitality (energy). When it 
reaches zero or if the level's time limit 
expires, one of an initial three lives is lost 

Despite the hefty armour, you can leap 
high into the air and even influence jump 
direction in mid-air. Jumping also allows 
you to take aim at adversaries otherwise 
out of your rifle's firing line. Your weapons 
pack also has lightning flash capabilities. 
Holding down fire activates the deadly light-
ning beam which may be rotated to any 
direction. 

ALL TYPES OF 
KATAKIS PROBLEMS 

Manfred Trenz and Factor 5 first hit 
the headlines with Katakis, a horizon-
tal blaster which bore a marked 
resemblance to Irem's R-TypeXKatakis 
because of its similarities to R-Type. 
Ironically, Activision commisioned 
Rainbow Arts to re-program some of 
their R-Type conversions shortly after-
wards. Sadly the C64 version didn't 
live up to the classy Katakis. Later 
Activision allowed Rainbow Arts to 
release Katakis under the new title of 
Denaris, with certain cosmetic 
changes made so that it wasn't too 
close to R-Type. Denaris didn't live up 
to the original version, but gained a 
commendable 83% on the Amiga and 
87% on the C64 in TGM017. 

^ T G M / 
S T A R 

PLAYER 

You also have the curious ability to 
shrink down and transform into a gyro-
scope; this can be done three times per 
life. You can't jump while in this form, but 
you're invincible and damage anything you 
run into. 

Also on your person are a limited quanti-
ty of grenades, mines and energy lines. 
The former is self-explanatory. Mines are 
really time bombs, exploding after a short 
time to destroy all land-based enemies. 
Energy lines extend to the height of the 
screen and fire in pairs - one going left, the 
other right. 

Naturally there are extra weapons and 
useful items to be collected at irregular 
intervals - most in the form of coloured 
pods (see box). The pods prove useful, and 
sometimes essential. In addition to com-
mon enemies of varied resilience, there are 
larger mid- and end-of-level monsters. The 
latter breed include a gauntletted fist and a 
mutant piranha! And then there's a certain 
tri-headed warlock-beast of fantastic 
strength and awesome power, known as 
Morgul... 

Rainbow Arts really know how to pro-
duce top-notch arcade games. Turrican fol-
lows (relatively) hot on the heels of that 
great underwater blaster, X-Out (reviewed 
in TGM027 — C64 version elsewhere in 
this issue). Designed and programmed by 
Manfred Trenz (see programmer profile) 
and Holger Schmidt of Factor 5, the people 
who brought you Katakis/Denaris (C64 and 
Amiga respectfully), it's little surprise that 
this is another highly professional and 
playable game. 

Although thankfully not too close to coin-
op copyright as Katakis, Turrican looks and 
plays like an accurate conversion of a 
sophisticated arcade game. The many dif-
ferent weapons readily at hand allow fight-
ing tactics to be varied. The gyroscope 
mode is a curious but original idea and 
proves very useful — its small dimensions 
allow you to enter some otherwise inacces-
sible corridors. 

My favourite weapon is the lightning bolt. 
It has the greatest screen presence and is 
most fun to use. It allows enemies above or 

GAME TURRICAN 
PRODUCER RAINBOW ARTS 
V E R S I O N S — m m 
AMIGA 
ATARI ST 
C64 
SPECTRUM 
CPC 

£19.99 
£19.99 

£9.99/£14.99 
£8.99/£12.99 
E9.99/E14.99 

C64 

The legs on the Turrican sprite are on 
the short side, but otherwise it looks 
very good. The animation is excellent 
too. Deft shading is used for some of 
the background graphics giving a 
sleek, futuristic feel. At the other end 
of the scale, the Alien level is very 
dingey and foreboding - but again 
with equally good use of colour and 
form. Graphical niceties include 
thunder and lightning, bubbles, and 
splash water effects. Scrolling, 
sometimes in parallax, is very 
smooth. Sound effects are energetic, 
music dramatic, and gameplay addic-
tive. A classic C64 game. 

AMIGA 

Unfortunately not a great improve-
ment over the C64, Turrican being a 
good but far from outstanding sprite. 
Shading is grainy in places. 
Backgrounds are generally effective 
and scroll smoothly. Although end-
of-level monsters are the stars of the 
show — big, threatening and nice to 
look at — the shading on floating 
mines is excellent; very realistic 
indeed. Energetic music and atmo-
spheric sound effects add much to 
the game. The lightning bolt buzz 
being one of the most cinematic 
sounds I've heard In a computer 
game. Although not a particularly 
impressive Amiga game, it is the 
best pure arcade blast released for 
the 16-bit Commodore so far this 
year. 

below you to be killed without you having to 
enter their firing line — very useful. It's per-
fect for probing different areas for destruc-
tible pieces of scenery. 

Although the various pods you can col-
lect don't drastically enhance capabilities, 
they can be a Godsend. 300 diamonds 
seems like a hell of a lot to collect for a 
continue play, but you often find many of 
them grouped together. 

Turrican is tough! 1300 screens. 13 lev-
els. five completely different worlds, many 
diverse Morgul minions, mean 

end-of-level guardians... The game 
offers shoot-'em-up action in a platform 
game mold (one which requires some very 
deft manoeuvres), mixed with excellent 
graphics and wide weaponry selection. 
Turrican is a Nineties arcade game not to 
be missed. Warren Lapworth 
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It's handy If you have knowledge of 
the sport before you start. You can, 
like me, just pick the offensive and 
defensive plays willy nilly — but if 
you understand the strategic element 
of each play you have an advantage. 
Cyberball kicks off with a well 'ard 
title tune and some impressive 
speech (I'd love to meet the woman 
behind that sexy voice) (yes, but I bet 
she wouldn't say the same about you 
- Ed). Sadly in—game audio is limited 
to muffled speech and sound effects. 
I'd at least have liked to hear the 
gruff voice of the Quarterback calling 
the play (as heard in the coin—op 
game). Graphically the game is good, 
with the robots looking very menac-
ing. American Footy fans and action 
freaks alike should take a look at 
Cyberball. Aaagh, no don't throw the 
ball to me... 

Cyberball is split into six three minute 
periods in which you score as many 
touch—downs as possible. So there you 
have it; cause as much damage as possi-
ble to the opposition and collect as much 
money as possible (by scoring touch 
downs) to buy replacement robots. 

Mark C a s w e l l 
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GAME CYBERBALL 
PRODUCER 
TENGEN/DOMARK 

AMIGA £19.99 
ATARI ST £19.99 
PC £24.99 
C64 £9.99/£14.99 
SPECTRUM £9.99/£14.99 
CPC £9.99/£14.99 
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CYBERBALL 
TENGEN/DOMARK 

rules of American football apply: score a 
touch—down by carrying the ball across 
the end zone. 

The ball starts off cool, becomes warm, 
then hot. and finally white hot. A nasty trick 
to pull with a critical ball is to throw it at an 
opposing player (it blows them up, hah). 
But I'm 

getting well ahead of myself. When on 
the offensive, you are faced with a choice 
of either running or passing plays. When 
an offensive choice has been made, you 
can select one of four formations. The for-
mations include the exotically-named 
Sweetness, Can—O—Com. 
Razzle—Dazzle and Snakedance. Each 
formation has particular strategic values, 
so if you have some prior knowledge of the 
game this helps. 

A limited amount of attempts are 
allowed to reach the defuse line - that is. 
before the ball blows. If you fail, you go on 
the defensive. Here you have the choice to 
run a short, medium or long defence. Like 
the offensive formations, the defensive for-
mations have some wonderful names: 
Nickle. Blitz. LB Blitz. Standard Run. 3—4 
Blitz. 

The year is 2022, the last human player 
in the great game of Gridiron Football 
has just 'retired' (actually he was 
decapitated by a face-masking viola-

tion). Now huge robots 20 feet tall, 8 feet 
wide and 2000 pounds in weight (about 
the same as two dozen human players) 
carry on the tradition in a game noted for 
its violence and fast paced action. 

After choosing a one or two player 
game, you get to select your team. In prac-
tice mode you play either the Los Angeles 
Assassins or New York Enforcers. Or. if 
you are a hard dude withan attitude prob-
lem. go for Pro mode. The San Francisco 
Hitmen. Chicago Killers, Miami 
Terminators and Dallas Destroyers are the 
monster robots on offer. 

The ball appears on the pitch (along with 
the combatants) and the battle begins. You 
generally start the game by receiving the 
ball, thus you are on the offensive. The ball 
used in American Football circles is often 
nicknamed a bomb, well here the descrip-
tion is literally true. 350 pounds of steel 
and high explosives have gone into this 
swine, and as the game progresses the 
ball gets closer to exploding. The general 
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With U B I S O F T 
Entertainment Software 

BRING OUT THE CHAMPION IN YOU! 
ADVENTURE 

Alan ST 
Amiga 
CW Disc 
Amstrad Doc 
IBM 
Spectrum Disc and Cassette 

ou are alone... a single warrior in a 
country of traitors, spies and assas-
sins. You are unknown... the forgotten 
son of the dethroned king. Can you 
recover the throne ? Only a true Crusa-
der of Justice could succeed at such a 
feat. Deceit and treachery abound ! 

rove your birthright 
trough strategy and 
strength. Amaze the town 
with your superior archery, 
arm-wresling, sword-play, 
and dice-throwing skills. 
Ultimately, you must build 
a following that not only 
respects you, but will go to 
war for you ! 

Fake charge. Prove you 
are IRON LORD • The Cru-
sader of Justice ! 
You owe it to your home-
land. Your father, and most 
of all, to the future of your 
kingdom ! 

Atari ST 
Amiga 
CM Disc and Cassette 
Amstrad Disc and Cassette ACTION 

"DON'T GET 
PUFFED OUT... 

That's the challenge in this 
addictive arcade-style 
game. 

Avoid the enemies . . . 
Ghosts, Acid Puddles, 
Flying Dragons, and Snakes 
lurk around each corner. 
• Choose your character: Puffy is powerful, but Puffyn has 
speed ! 
• Explore twenty different levels and settings, each offering 
passageways filled with demons. 
• Race through the mazes quickly or accumulate points by 
each level in full. 
• Enjoy the colorful graphics and entertaining sound effects. 

Atari ST 
CMOtsc 
Amjtrad Disc and Cassette 

Hate Wars the sport of 
the future, combines the 
skills of soccer with the 
thrills of Rollerball, 
played in a space age 
ice stadium ! Lead your 
team to victory through 
a series of deadly 
hazards : crevasses, 
ramps, jumps, all while 
competing against the 
ruthless tactics of your 
opponents. You'll have to 
play dirty to win. Maim, trip, 
push, and shove... show no mercy. 
Only the brave win, or even survive ! 

UBISOFT 
Entertainment Saihrare 

Screen shots represent 
Commodore 64 and Amiga 
versions : others may vary Amiga 
is a registered trademark 
ol Commodore/Amiga Inc. 

UBISOFTL. 
btertanmcrt Sohwan 

Come ipete against your friends, 
even If they aren't internationally 
ranked ! Amaze the grandstand 
with an instant replay in 3-D 
animation. More than 300 
animations with zoom effects. 

arm up on one of six 
practice programs con-
taining three levels of 
increasing difficulty. Put 
away shots like a Pro ! 
Master back-hand vol-
leys, passing-shots, and 
other winning tennis 
strokes. 

lush the net with con-
fidence, knowing you 
can strategically place 
your next return. 
Feel the excitement 
build as you challenge 
your next opponent and 
make your way to the 
top I 

T r a v e l around the 
world and play at four 
International tourna-
ments. 
Test your abilities on 
grass, clay or cements 
courts. 



A GREAT TEAM... 
Manchester United began in 1878 as Newton Heath FC, a group of railway workers 
led by the Doughty brothers who played during their lunch time. Their pitch 
belonged to a church who wouldn't allow them to charge spectators; fund-raiding 
activities were organised. A business man, J H Davis, admired their determination 
and in 1902 set up a consortium to handle their finances. It was then they were 
renamed Manchester United FC. 

Five years later they won the League, thanks to star player (where have I heard 
that before?) Billy Meredith, and won the FA Cup in the following season. 1910 
saw the building of their new ground, Old Trafford Stadium, built next to the 
Manchester Ship Canal for the sum of £60,000. 

Success was lacking until the famous Matt Busby took the reigns and built up a 
formidable squad. United won the league in 1956 and 1957, reaching the FA Cup 
final and European Cup semi-final. Disaster struck on the way to the next year's 
European Cup final, the team's plane crashing and killing several of the team. 
Under Busby's leadership they overcame it and later signed up George Best. 

United suffered another difficult patch when Busby stood down but again found 
their feet, winning the League and reaching Cup finals on numerous occasions 
under different managers. Alex Ferguson is the latest leader, himself a success 
story from Aberdeen, who has made great changes in the team to compensate for 
the departure of players. 

Manchester United, the game, is far less dramatic. 

MANCHESTER 
UNITED 
Krisalis • Atari ST £19.99 
• Amiga £24.99 
An options screen presents seven icons. 
Team Squad displays attributes of active 
players, while Players Injured lists inactive 
ones and the number of weeks they'll be out 
of action. Players Suspended is where 
naughties end up and simply shows the 
names and number of weeks their ban 
remains in force. 

To buy a player from Transfers you either 
pay the asking price for a player, bearing in 
mind his skill level, or make a bid and hope 
another club doesn't top it. Selling a player 
is a matter of highlighting the player's name 
in your squad list and then accepting or 
rejecting bids made for him. Training can be 
used to hone different skills of players, up to 
four different skills practised in one week, 
and Progress Chart simply plots results. 
Disk Options not only allows statistics to be 
saved part way through a season, but also 
allows certain parameters to be altered: 
match time; language; name of manager; 
control keys; player names; difficulty level; 
and game type from full management to 
pure arcade. 

Matches are shown from the time-
honoured side view from the stands. 
Players currently under control are 
highlighted by crosshairs at their feet and a 
transparent 'radar' display (which can be put 
positions. 

The options screen has an unattractive 
mono, stipple-shaded background and icons 
lack colour, although most are animated. In 
matches the pitch is a boring stripey mass 
of unsmooth scrolling. The radar is almost 
square and too small — there's not enough 
room for the player markers to mill around. 
Sprites, with unattractive blocky black 
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Fans of the club will rave, but the title screen's one of the best things In it for armchair soccer fans 

outlines, are slow in animation. On the 
Amiga slight changes of definition and 
colouring make it mildly more appealing and 
music/effects are more sophisticated. 

There isn't much wrong with Manchester 

United, except that it's all so ordinary. With 
gameplay lacking excitement and involve-
ment, it's probably enjoyable for United 
fans, but others should shop around first. 
78% Warren Lapworth 

SATURDAY H 
It's the big night in the armchair for the OAPs and a 

lustycheering mindless freak-out on the terraces for 
the hrawnies, but guys with brains make their own soccer 
thrills on the computer — and there's plenty to be had, as 
the TGM supporters get the lowdown on the latest soccer 
releases about to hit your super-charged machines. 



SPECIAL 

shows how far players have to run as the 
ball moves from sector to sector. 

Under Coach the three types of 
training are: Squad Training for 
retraining players in alternative 
positions; Tactical Training to modify 
one of the team's four formations or 
replace it with one previously designed 
in the Tactics option; and Extra Training 
simply Improves the squad's 
performance, but If overused can lead to 
low morale. 

Time for the big match. After viewing 
the opposition's squad, you can pick 
your team. To substitutes and 11 players 
are selected plus starting formation. 

The match itself is a slightly altered 
version of Dino Dini's arcade footy game, 
Kick Off, with the action taking place on 

PLAYER 
ANCOB AMIGA £19.95 • ATARI ST £19.95 

Being the manager of a football club 
is a stressful occupation — it's 
easy to get laryngitis screaming at 
dozing players. Some enraged 

bosses even make regular pitch 
invasions. You're one such boss, but 
unlike Cloughle, your place on the pitch 
is entirely legitimate. As player manager 
of a Third Division side you can inspire 
your team to victory by playing 
alongside them. Do well and you could 
gain promotion or even win the FA Cup; 
do badly and the club's board of 
directors soon let you knowl 

If you're starting your very first 
season, the computer takes a few 
minutes creating a unique game 
environment of teams and players which 
is saved onto a blank disk (also used for 
saved game positions). 

Management menus give a wide range 
of options for tactical assessment and 
operational control, including the 
common requirements of players' 
physical abilities and skill attributes, 
selling and buying players right down to 
the price haggle (unhappy players may 
request a transfer), club records, 
finances, managerial assessment and 
the season's fixture list. The Tactics 
option helps create (and save) new team 
formations using a map of the pitch, 
where you determine the target position 
of each player when the ball is in any of 
12 sectors, as well as for goal kicks and 
comers. The Ray Trace facility usefully 

L TGM, 
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an overhead scrolling pitch. If you're in 
the selected team, you get to play either 
in your chosen position or for the whole 
team, flicking from player to player as 
they get closest to the ball — this choice 
can only be made when you start a new 
game of Player Manager. Either of your 
two subs can be put on at any time, and 
a change of tactics made 
simultaneously. If you're in a hurry, you 
can play an accelerated version of the 
match (with a static pitch and dots for 
players) or just get the final result. 

I'm overjoyed to say that Player 
Manager has been well worth the 
anxious months of waiting. The mixture 
of management and arcade games works 
so well that the burden of keeping your 
finances in the black and spotting the 
right players to bring in and who to sack 
(via in-depth profiles) is very realistic. 
Management menus are easy to use, 
neatly presented, and the great coaching 
and tactics options really pay dividends 
on the pitch.The match action is an 
improvement on Kick Off with cleverer 
computer players making for a more 
skilful game — especially when you're 
playing in one position. 

Players behave just like their real life 
counterparts, even their private lives can 
interfere with their career: they can get 
arrested on drugs chargesl The board of 
directors stop you buying a player if they 
think he's too expensive, and sack you if 
the team performs badly. 

The core Kick Off game is sadly 
lacking a two-player mode, but 
compensates with a role-playing option 
where you control just one player risking 
injury and sending offs. Football fans 
will find this an absolutely essential 
purchase, but anyone else who 
appreciates a great arcade game and an 
in-depth strategy game should enjoy it 
just as much. And with the long term 
interest offered by league and cup 
competitions you'll never want to hang 
up your boots. 

mmnmmsm 
COMING SOON... 

Liverpool FC 
Not to be confused with Liverpool from 
Grandslam. Liverpool FC is the first footy 
game Ocean have released since the great 
Matchday II. So now you can emulate Ian 
Rush and Kenny Dalglish on the pitch or 
tackle the more serious management side. 
Judging by screen shots, this will be a real 
corker. 

Super League Manager 
And following on from the 16-Bit versions of 
Emlyn Hughes International Soccer. Super 
League Manager from Audiogenic is on the 
cards for Easter release. You play manager 
of a small fourth division club working your 
way up to the top by buying and selling 
players — and playing matches. As with 
most strategy games, it contains only 
descriptions of games and no graphical 
details. But if you own a copy of Emlyn 
Hughes International Soccer you can link 
the two games and take part in matches. 
The rewards for success are high, but fail 
and you will be fired. 

International Soccer 
Challenge 
Once billed as World Cup. International 
Soccer Challenge is a late spring release on 
MicroStyle. Successor to MicroProse 
Soccer, great things are expected. We're 

9 0 % Phil King 

promised solid 3D perspective, with filled 
polygons for pitch and stadium, and the 
game, it is claimed, contains a high degree 
of computer intelligence. Out first on the ST. 
with Amiga. PC and C64 to follow. 

World Cup Soccer '90 
Not to be left out. Virgin announce the 
imminent arrival of another action-packed 
game, with features to include close up 
views of goals, free kicks, goal kicks, comer 
kicks and throw ins. You're on a team 
qualifying for the honour of winning the 
prestigious gold trophy. And it isn't that easy 
because the skill level increases with each 
round played. Due in May. World Cup 
Soccer '90 will be available in 8- and 16-bit 
at the usual prices. 
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ITALIA 1990 
Code Masters • Amiga £4.99 • 
Atari ST £4.99 

There's little to choose between the ST and 
Amiga versions — port-across conversions 
strike again. 

Cashing in on the fiver-a-throw 16-bit 
games and World Cup trends. Code 
Masters' footy special includes an 
individually-loaded training section. Solitary 
or versus another player, indoor exercises 
include press-ups. bar and weight lifts, 
squat thrusts and sit-ups. Outdoor exercises 
are sprinting, ball control (slalom between 
cones) and penalties, both as shooter and 
keeper. 

Set match length and auto or manual 
goalies then enter a knockout competition 
against the computer or a second player; 
alternatively, enter a league with two or 
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EMLYN HUGHES 
INTERNATIONAL 
SOCCER 
Audiogenic • Atari ST 
'Eeerrrrhhh!! Come on teeeeam!" 
What a shame Emlyn 'Crazy Horse' Hughes 
isn't one of the captains on A Question Of 
Sport any more. What a lad he is. what a 
card... 

'You're absolutely right, Brian, he's an 
extraordinary player. Quite remarkable. In 
fact, he's a man of two halves... errr, well, 
over to you...' 

He really injected a sense of fun into the 
programme. Even if he did lose most 
weeks... 

Emlyn's football computer game, which 
first appeared on the Commodore 64, has a 
literal wealth, nay. plethora of options, all 
accessed from pull-down menus. Skill level, 
backheels, automatic goalies, graphics' 
colour, fixtures, tables, names, individual 
player skills... the list goes on (and on). Best 
of all is the number of kicks you can use. 
Five different directions, three different 
heights and variable strength for all 15 
combinations. 

The original C64's option screen's the 
same: blank white and blue menu text — a 
nice, clean, professional look in 8-bit, it's too 
minimal for an ST. The pitch, straightforward 
looking, scrolls well, and pleasant but hardly 
staggering sprites move neatly. Sound's a 
lively tune and a number of highly amusing 
crowd sounds add a good atmosphere. 

The amount of options is fantastic and the 
number of kicks at hand unrivalled. It takes 
an age to become accustomed to the 
different directions and heights of kicks, and 
longer still to master them. But patience has 
its rewards — the amount of control you can 
have over the ball is brilliant. 
86 % Warren Lapworth 

(preferably in the right net). However, the 
real aim is to win no matter what cost. 
There's no ref. The pitch is littered with pits, 
barbed wire, mines, electrified wires and 
other pleasant obstacles. Weapons — guns, 
knives, hammers, whips and so forth — can 
be picked up and used to maim or kill 
opposing players. 

The sprites are colourful and realistically 
animated on a plan view of the pitch, which 
scrolls smoothly and swiftly in all directions. 
A status panel details the player's under 
control with portraits, weapons used, 
number of deaths, and time and score text. 
Messages like Bonus points for 
decapitation' occasionally scroll by in the 
panel. 

A lively synth-pop tune introduces the 
game while in-game sound effects are 
suitably OTT screams, grunts and 
explosions. 

Psycho Soccer is a fast, all-action game 
that tends to eschew goal-scoring elements 
in favour of bloody violence. It's much more 
fun to sprint around dodging traps and 
attacking players, particularly in two-player 
mode, than to piffle around with measly 
goals! A high death count is what makes the 
game a goody. It all gets a bit samey after a 
few games, though, and the ball control 
system is a mite awkward. An unusual, 
exciting product — but one where the 
novelty doesn't quite last long enough. 
8 6 % Warren Lapworth 

three others to 
decide who 
reaches the semi-
finals. 

Though not 
packed with detail, 
indoor training is 
good to look at (if 
you excuse the 
sprites' pallid 
faces; and also 
their long 
exaggerated 
steps, otherwise 
football match 

sprites are clear and well animated too). 
The training section is hardly ground-
breaking, but more than you get on many 
football games. However, you can't save 
training scores/times to load into the match 
program and adjust team performance, 
which would've involved you in the game 
more. 

The matches themselves are run-of-the-
mill and fail to generate excitement. It's 
good value for those not especially 
interested in football but like the occasional 
kickabout. 
77% Warren Lapworth 

PSYCHO SOCCER 
LocoSoft • Amiga £19.99 

Strictly speaking, this isn't a football game. 
True, the basic aim is to run up and down a 
pitch and score as many goals as possible 
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1Mb DISK DRIVE 
£450 OF SOFTWARE 

ARCADE GAMES 
Arkanold II Imagine 
Beyond The Ice Palace Bite 
Black Lamp Firebird 
Buggy Boy Elite 
Chopper X Mastertronic 
Ikari Warriors . Elite 
Marble Madness Electronic Arts 
Ouadralien Logotron 
Ranarama Hewson Consultants 
Return To Genesis Firebird 

Melbourne House 
Mandarin 

Electronic Arts 
Firebird 

Elite 
Ocean 

Melbourne House 
Hewson Consultants 

£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£9.99 

£14.95 
£24.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£24.95 
£9.95 

£19.96 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£19.99 

TPe Alin Super Pic* it toeel tor you If you war* lo get off to a (lying itnrt 
•«• th» n onie-UiPfr^ softwere. The P»cx rvcijOw a 5J0ST-FM 
»n»i *M6 RAM, i buttHn I Mb o«* Cnre. over £4S0 o* lop j o n H end a 
pfBc* if you buy the Supo< Pac* «1 Silica Shop w* win edd our own ST 
Starter XA loonh over C200>. free Ol Charoe Return the coupon for OeUilt 

I N C L U D I N G VAT 

SPORTS SIMULATIONS 
Eddie Edwards Super Ski Elite £19.95 
Seconds Out Tynesoft £19.95 
Summer Olympiad '88 Tynesoft £19.95 

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE 
Organiser Triangle Publishing £49.95 

JOYSTICK 
Atari CX40 Joystick Atari Corp £4.99 

FREE ATARI BUNDLE VALUE*£458.97 

1040ST-FM PROFESSIOHAL PACK 
NOW WITH TV MODULATOR 
For the serious home user and tne small business, we are 
pleased to announce a new package based around the 
I040ST-FM The 1040ST-FM has 1Mbyte RAM and a 
1 Mbyte built-in disk dr ive In addition, the 1040ST-FM 
now comes with a T V modulator built-in (The previously 
available 1040ST-F was designed tor use with a monitor 
only and did not c o m e with a modulator ) T h . s modulator 
allows the 1040ST-F to be plugged directly into any 
domestic TV set. and comes complete wim a load to 
allow you to do s o T h e new Professional Pack' from 
Silica incudes the new 1040ST-FM with modulator plus 
four high quality software packages including A spread-
sheet. database word processor ana programming lang-
uage This -Pro«ess»onal Pack" software will enable you to 
gel straight down to bus iness with your n«w computer. In 
addition lo th«s software (worth £3W.84>. il you buy the 
Pro'osvonal Pack from SHIca Shop, you wil l a lso rece ve 
the S i i ca S T Starter Kit (worth ovnr £200). Froo O l 
Charge Return tne coupon for further information 

£499 
I N C L U D I N G V A T 

With SM124 mono monitor: 

ATARI 1040ST-FM (Computer) £499.99 
V I P P R O F E S S I O N A L (Spreedeheetj £ 1 4 9 . 9 6 
MICROSOFT WRITE (Word Proceaaor) £149.95 
S U P E R B A S E P E R S O N A L (Database) £ 5 9 . 9 5 
BASIC DISK A MANUAL (Language) £24.96 

NORMAL RRP : £884.82 
LESS DISCOUNT: -£385 82 

P R O F E S S I O N A L PACK P R I C E : £499.00 

2Mb & 4Mb MEGA ST 
The MEGA ST c o u p l e r s are styled as as lightweight keyboard wim a separate CPU. 
connected by a coiled telephone slyle cable Tnere are two vers^ns of the MEGA ST, 
one w.th JMbytes of RAM and the other with 4Mbytes each version nas a i Mbyte 
double tided d*« drive bu«Hn to tne C P U unit The MEGA S T s do not oome w.th 
modulator built-in and must therefore be used with a monitor W.th every MEGA ST 
purchased, we win add the 'Professional Pack software (worth £384 83) detailed 

S T s r " ^ m 2 M b ST I 4Mb MEGA ST 
KSLTcSS £ 8 9 9 s I £ 1 1 9 9 
Return the coupon • m o n o m o n i t o r = £ 9 9 8 j « m o n o m o n i t o r - £ 1 2 9 8 
for further detain * c o l o u r m o n i t o r = £ 1 1 9 8 I • c o l o u r m o n i t o r = £ 1 4 9 8 

DTP PageStream £149 +VAT 
=£17136 

•CI** »»th ar 

PW*»hng (OTP) * one of the tawrtt growing acpocattona tor personal 
•r» piaesod to annowx* a powerful low coat pec&aga tor the Atari ST 

PeoeStreem cost* or*/ £MS (• VAT-£17136) and. becauee fl 
Atar. IOWST ana a 6#hoetia SP-1BQAI pnoler. you can be up and 

a co*«it*« system lor laaa then nOOO Some ol the 'eewres cA 
are taleo to the nght it you would Me further mlormabon on true 

eo*t*ele ana raa^n the coupon oetow. ticaicg the OTP bo* in the comer 

• TEXT-FLOW AROUND GRAPHICS 
• ROTATION O f TEXT A QRAPHICS 
• SLANT OR TWIST ANY OBJECT 
• POSTSCRIPT COMPATIBLE 
• TAG FUNCTION 
• AUTO/MANUAL K l f l N I N G » HYPHENATION 
• GROUPING OF OBJECTS 

DO YOU OWN AN ATARI 
If you already own an Atari ST computer and would Nke to be r^g^tered on our mailing list as an 
ST user, let us know We will be pleased lo send you copies ot our pnee lists and newsletter 
FREE OF CHARGE as they become available. Compieto me coupon and return i l lo our S»dcup 
orarch and oogin experiencing a specialist ST service lhat is second to none 

f To: Silii 

[ RLE 

The range of Atari S T computers offers something for everyone F rom the games enthusiast 
wtio wants the chal lenge of the very best in arcade act<on, to the businessman who wants to 
make f inancial forecasts or faultless presentations The S T offers high quality graphics, 
sound and speed for the gamer, whilst providing a fast, user fnendfy and affordable solution 
to bus iness The S T is now firmly establ ished in the home environment and boasts a wealth 
of users in education, local government, television, and a variety ot different businesses 
Software for the range stretches to cover applications as diverse as E N T E R T A I N M E N T , 
A C C O U N T S . A R T . C O M M U N I C A T I O N S . C O M P U T E R A I 0 E 0 D E S I G N . D A T A B A S E S . 
D E S K T O P P U B L I S H I N G , E D U C A T I O N . M U S I C . P R O G R A M M I N G . S P R E A D S H E E T S . W O R D 
P R O C E S S I N G and more For a full lot of the software available, as well as details of the S T 
range, complete and return the coupon betow. *» yem a v * i < i m ,-.r n em*. e ict 

520ST-FM EXPLORER PACK 
WITH BUILT-IN 1Mb DISK DRIVE 

SS^jSSSS/tSMfSti^ 
. " *- •• _ z - i - . ? gmmm r * m&ifj. 

1 ^^fl^^HA a 

The value for money offered by the Atari ST range is reflected in the Explorer Pack 
featuring the 520ST-FM computer with 512K RAM The 520ST-FM computer now 
comes with a built-in 1 Mb douWe Sided disk drive as well as 8 free mouse controller 
and a built-in TV modulator The new 520ST-FM Explorer Pack includes the 520ST-
FM computer, the arcade game Ranarama. a tutorial program and some useful 
desktop accessories In addition, if you buy the Explorer Pack from Silica, we will 
givo you the Silica ST Starter Kit worth over £200. FREE OF CHARGE Return the 
coupon for details of our Starter Kit and of the full ST range. 

£260 
• SM124 mono monitor: £398 5S + SC1224 colour monitor: £598 5? 

• VAT= 

£299 

WHY SILICA SHOP? 
Betore you decide wren to buy your r*w Atari ST 
computer, suggest you con*«5er very carefully WHERE 
you buy It. There are MANY companies who can orter 
you a computer, a lew peripherals and the too ten selling 
t'.iea. There are FEWER companies h*k> can offer a wide 
range ol products lor your computer and expert educe 
and help when you need it There is ONLY ONE 
company who can provde the Urgest range o< Alan ST 
related products in the UK. a full time Atari ST apeoaiol 
technical helpline and in-depth after sales support. r c -
luding Iree newsletters and b-ochurw delivered lo your 
door lor at long aa you raqwre after you pwchaie your 
computer That one company is Stoca Shcp We have 
beer establnhed n the rome computer IWd tor ton years 
wvi an annual turnover in exom Xt €6 million and can 
now claim to meet our customers requirements «*th an 
accuracy and understanding »Nch is «cord to none 
Bui don't |U« take our word lor « Complete and return 
the coupon below for our latest ifcrature and begin lo 
eipeneoce the Siica Shop speoaiat Atari sernce 

SILICA STARTER KIT Worm o»«r D00. FREE 
«Mtn every Atari ST computer bougnt from 5-ica 
PROfTSSIONAL PACK Free Ounr^M wltwa^e 
with W40ST-FM and MEGA STs bought Horn S«ca 
DCDICATTD SOTVTOWG. 7 lull-time Atari traMd 
stall with years or expenence on Atari servicing. 
T H E FULL STOCK RANGE All of your Atan 
n^/enwli trow om piles 
AFTER SALES SUPPORT. The staff at Silica are 
drtcateo to help you get the beet Irom your ST 
FREE CATALOGUES: Mailed O.-ecl to your fxxM 
a* »ocm as we ormt mom. featuring offers as wea 
M an ol the new releases 
FREE OVERNIGHT OELIVERY: Or at harff-are 
on>ea dipped wflhln me UK meiwend 
PRICE HATCH PROMISE: w. m a x * comp-
etitors on a seme procuct same prioe' basil 
FREE TECHNICAL HELPLINE: Full ome M m of 
Atan tecnnicai eaperta always at your service 

FREE SILICA STARTER KIT 
WORTH OVER £200 

WITH EVERY ST - RETURN COUPON FOR DETAILS 
A L L P R I C E S Q U O T E D I N C L U D E F R E E UK DEL IVERY 

To: Silica Shop Ltd. Dep< 23 TGM-0590 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Road. Sidcup. 

PLEASE SEND FREE LITERATURE ON THE 

S I L I C A S H O P : 
S I D C U P (.&, M a i l O r d e r ) 01 -309 1111 

1-4 The Mows. Hatherley Road. Sidcup. Kent. DA14 4DXM 
OPEN: MON-SAT 9am - 5 30pm LATe NIOHT: FRIDAY 9am - 7pm 

L O N D O N 01-580 4 0 0 0 
52 Tottenham Court Road. London. W1P OB A 

OPEN: MON-SAT 930am - 6 0Qpm LATE NIOHT: NONE 

Mr/Mrs/Ms 

Address: 

Initials: Surname: 

L O N D O N 01-629 1234 e x t 3914 
Seltridges fist r/oor), Oxford Street. London. W1A 1AB 

^ OPEN: MON-SAT 9am - 6 OOpm LATE NIOHT: THURSDAY9am - 8pm 
| Do you 
\ j f so. wt 

Postcode: 
you already own a computor 
. which one do you own' 
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illinium 
Ludlow Castle in game shock! 

Built on the burial ground of Magister, 
the master of dark magic and dirty 
deeds, over the years Castle Eternity 
has become a place feared and 

reviled by the locals. But now you must 
enter its dank walls, for it is where your twin 
has been grabbed and taken to a high 
tower. The first task in Castle Master is to 
decide your sex, dependent on your choice 
the other character will be carried up to the 
tower to await rescue. 

You start at the foot of the drawbridge, 
armed only with a supply of rocks and 
courage. The first task is to enter the cas-
tle. This is achieved by lobbing a rock at 
the trigger point just to the left of the draw-
bridge. Once inside you are faced with the 
courtyard and the four towers that must be 
explored (along with the caverns beneath 
the castle) to find your kin. As with all the 
other Freescape titles your surroundings 
are viewed through the character's eyes, 
with the borders of the screen holding rele-
vant displays. 
• Nope, there's no spirits in here. Our Intrepid Prince/Princess enters one of the Freescaped rooms. With full strength 
and no keys in your belt you must explore the Chapel and discover the clues that will lead you to your twin. It's a good 
thing the vicar isn't here to see the damage you are doing (above). Out In the wilderness you contemplate the 
challenge that is ahead of you. The first problem is how to lower the drawbridge... well seeing as you have read this 
far, to lower the bridge you must hit the trigger point with a rock, (below) 



G A M E P A U S E D 

• In the banquetting hall the hero ol our tale is attacked 
by a large (lying ghostie. Lob a rock at It to drive It away 
('cos as it's dead you can't kill it), but watch the energy 
level (above). In the courtyard the choice is a difficult 
one. do you go first to the stables, the chapel, or even 
the tower. One thing Is for certain, you won't get 
anywhere staring at the flagpole (right). 

The bottom of the screen shows your char-
acter's strength (this is kept up by eating 
food) and a rack upon which keys are hung 
(these are needed to get through locked 
doors). A spirit level shows how many 
spooks are around (the higher the level the 
lower your chances of survival) and a mes-
sage window keeps you in touch with your 
surroundings. There are three modes of 
movement: crawl, walk and run. These are 
accessed by clicking the pointer on the rel-
evant window to the left of the screen. As 
you move around, exploring the castle. 

objects may present themselves for collec-
tion. Food (in the guise of cheese), keys, 
gems, etc can either help or hinder you. 
Let's face it, though, you'll need all the help 
you can get. 

Mark Caswe l l 

INCENTIVE/DOMARK 

GAME CASTLE MASTER 
PRODUCER 
INCENTIVE/DOMARK 

AMIGA £24.99 
ATARI ST £24.99 
C64 £9.99/£14.99 
SPECTRUM £9.99/£14.99 
CPC £9.99/£14.99 

' j . i n r A ' / t m i 
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AMIGA 

They've done it again. Incentive claim 
that Castle Master has been over a 
year in development, and it shows. 
Some of the earlier Incentive offer-
ings were sluggish in movement, 
Castle Master on the other hand fair 
whizzes around. The graphical detail 
is, as always, faultless. The title tune 
is a hauntingly atmospheric piece 
that sets the scene perfectly. 
Although, you do have the choice to 
swap the in-game tune with the 
sound effects that are just as good. In 
short, fans of Driller. Dark Side and 
Total Eclipse will love this. 

ATARI ST 

Castle Master is as good-looking and 
fast as its 16-bit cousin. The puzzles 
are tough, and even fans will be 
stumped for a while. But with a bit of 
patience you will be able to move 
deeper into the maze of rooms. 

90 
The 64 version is just as atmospheric 
as the 16-bit games, perhaps more so 
because shading has been put to 
good use (making the 'solid' objects 
look even more so). The layout on the 
8-bit games is slightly different to the 
Amiga and ST. because they were 
written by different people. My only 
slight moan is the sluggish 64 speed. 
Ho hum. 

SPECTRUM 

Monochrome graphics which don't 
detract from the fact that the game is 
particularly baffling. As with the 64 
version, the keyboard layout is at first 
a bit confusing, but once mastered, 
movement is easy (there is a joystick 
option). Sound's pretty good too. 
What is there to say: buy it! 

90 



COMPUTER STORES 
i 

ATARI S T " A D V E N T U R E S " BOUNCE OUT 4.95 WIZBALL 7.95 
SHADOW GATE • MINDSCAPE 9.95 HUNTER KILLER 4.95 GALAXY FORCE 6.95 
DEJA-VU • MINOSCAPE 9.95 1943 5.95 STARGLIDER 2 8.95 
UNINVITED - MINDSCAPE 9.95 SARGON III CHESS 8.95 MENACE 7.95 
THE BLACK CAULDRON • SIERRA 9.95 NIGHT HUNTER 7.95 CAPTAIN FIZZ 7.95 
MANHUNTERNEW YORK • SIERRA 9.95 COSMIC PIRATE 7.95 BAAL 7.95 
LEGEND OF THE SWORD • RAINBIRD 8.95 WARP 7.95 TERRYS BIG ADVENTURE 6.95 
SILICON DREAMS •LEVEL 9 7.95 TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY 4.95 BOMB JACK 5.95 
FISH • RAINBIRD 7.95 BMX SIMULATOR 4.95 
THE PRESIDENT IS MISSING • COSMI 7.95 EYE OF HORUS 8.95 U T I L I T I E S 
TIME & MAGIC • LEVEL 9 9.95 SPEEOBALL 7.95 CERTIFICATE MAKER 8.99 
GOLD RUSH • SIERRA 9.95 PASSING SHOT TENNIS 5.99 

SOLDIER 2000 9.99 L A S T F E W O R D E R E A R L Y T O AVOID 
S T R A T E G Y CHAMBERS OF SHOALIN 14.99 DISAPPOINTMENT: 
CONFLICT IN EUROPE -PSS 8.95 TIME SCANNER 6.99 4.95 EACH 

BATMAN THE CAPED 
A R C A D E / A R C A D E A D V E N T U R E CRUSADER 7.99 TRACKER, 500CC GRAND PRIX. NORTHSTAR. EXOLON. 
ROCKET RANGER 9.95 CHARIOTS OF WRATH 6.99 PANDORA. DARKFUSION. 8LASTER0IDS, 
SEVEN GATES OF JAMBALA 8.95 LAST DUEL 7.99 THUNDERBIRDS. PETER BEARDSLEYS. 
HUSTLER POOL GAME 4.95 ARCHIPELEGOS 8.95 FERNANDEZMUST DIE. BOMBUZAL. DEFLECTOR. 
PACLAND 6.95 STEVE DAVIES SNOOKER 8.95 CYBERNOID. FLYING SHARKS.BATTLESHIPS. 
IK+ 6.95 INDIANA JONES TEMPLE OF DOOM 7.95 BUTCHER HILL. CAPTAIN AMERICA 

SZ • 
MENACE • PSYGNOSIS 8.95 CONFLICT EUROPE -PSS 8.95 ZYNAPS -HEWSON 6.95 
BAAL - PSYGNOSIS 8.95 THUNDERBIRDS - GRANDSLAM 6.95 CYBERNOIO II -HEWSON 6.95 
ARCHIPELEGOS -LOGOTRON 8.95 PASSING SHOT TENNIS - IMAGE WORKS 7.95 EXOLON -HEWSON 6.95 
GALAXY FORCE • ACTIVISION 6.95 HKM - US GOLD 6.95 SLAYER -HEWSON 6.95 
FIREZONE -PSS 7.95 STAR BLAZE -LOGOTRON 5.95 PIONEER PLAGUE -MANDARIN 5.95 
BOMB JACK • ELITE 5.95 AEGIS SONIX (REQUIRES 2 DRIVES) 29.95 PACLANO -GRANDSLAM 6.95 
TERRORPODS - PSYGNOSIS 8.95 TERRYS BIG ADVENTURE -GRANDSLAM 7.95 ROADBLASTERS -US GOLD 6.95 
SOLITARE ROYALE - SPECTRUM H0L0BYTE 7.95 THEXDER -SIERRA 6.95 EYE OF HORUS •LOGOTRON 8.95 
WICKED -ELECTRIC DREAMS 9.99 TAKE-EM-OUT -ARTRONIC 9.95 THE BLACK CAULDRON -SIERRA 9.95 
DEF CONS - COSMI 6.95 ARTURA -GREMLIN 5.99 BALLIST1K -PSYGNOSIS 7.95 
DEFLEKTOR -GREMLIN 4.99 OUT RUN -US GOLD 9.95 TIME & MAGIC -LEVEL 9 9.95 
FERNANDEZ MUST DIE • IMAGE WORKS 6.95 WORLD CUSS LEADERBOARD -US GOLD 9.95 
CAPTAIN FIZZ • PSYGNOSIS 7.95 BATTLE VALLEY -HEWSON 7.95 

SPECIAL OFFER - AVAILABLE 
ONLY AT SHOPS NOT MAIL ORDER 

ATARI S T L O G I C P R I C E R R P 

1ST W O R L D P L U S 34.95 79.95 
S U P E R B A S E 2 34 .95 99.95 
L O G I S T I X 34.95 49.95 

AMIGA L O G I C P R I C E R R P 
KINDWORDS 2 34.95 49.95 
S U P E R B A S E 2 34 .95 79.95 
MAXI P L A N 500 34.95 99 .95 

T H E B E S T DEAI 
ANDREW! 

SPECIAL MAIL ORDER OFFER 

F R E E F R E E 

TV AERIAL SPLITTER WITH EVERY ORDER 
OVER £10 - JUST WRITE "GAMESMACHINE" 

"SPECIAL OFFER" ON YOUR ORDER. 

PRINTERS COMPUTERS SOFTWARE CABLES LEADS MONITORS DISCS BOXES MICE PAPERDUST 
COVERS MONITOR PLINTH JOYSTICKS INTERFACES LABELS CALCULATORS SOUND SAMPLERS MIDI 

INTERFACES DIGITISING SOFTWARE 

TO BUY: 19 
AT THE 

N14 

U N I T 6 5 LYNTON PARADE 
CHESHUNT 

MAIL ORDER TO: 
5 LYNTON PARADE 

H 

PE1 1TN 

AND PACKING: 1-3 ITEMS 75P, 4 OR MORE £1. 



FREE! - AMEGAS - by Players 

FREE! - MERCENARY COMP by Ncwagen 

FREE' - BARBARIAN, ULT WARRIOR 5y Palace FREE! - TERRORPODS - by Psygnosis 

FREE!- BUGGY FREE! - THUNDERCATS • by Elite 

FREE! - IKARI WARRIORS - Dy Elite FREE! - W1ZBALL • by Ocean 

f f J ^ r r y r v j ) - / 
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FREE! • INSANITY FIGHT - by M.crodeal 

WHY SILICA SHOP? PHOTON PAINT PACK FREE FROM SILICA 
Beiixe you aec>de wh»t to buy your iv?w Ccyn.-nooorii Amiga computer 

loggest you consider v«iy caro«i>ity WHERE you buy >1 Tne«e are, 
MANY corrpan** wro can one? you a computer a lew pcriphtrais and 
IM top ten s* rng hkm There are FEWER compares wno can o»iy a 
•<dn rarge ot products tor your compels as wwi as e«pen atf.ioe ano 
help *rien you reed il There is ONLY ONE company who C4" prov-de 
tn« a<0«t range r,t Amiga reia«*d product* n the UK. a toll lime Amga 
spec-abst technical netplmn ano Ji-Oepth alter s.Hw support, including 
tree ar-d Brochures dchv«r«j to your door tor as long as you 
•pqu'e a t l f you purcnase yOui computer fnat one company it S<l*a 
Slop W» nave estaai.snoo in the home computer r* io 'o< ten year* 
and can row claim to me« our customers reQuirememts with an accuracy 
aro orderstandir^ wn.cn <s second to nono Here arc ,-usi some ot the 
tnr^i wo car oner VOL 

THE FULL STOCK RANGE: Tne largest range 0f Amiga 
related penpherals. accessories books arvd software in the UK 
AFTER SALES SUPPORT: The staff at Sil ca Shop are 
dedicated to help you io get the best from your Amiga 
FREE NEWSLETTERS: Mai'eo d.recl to your home as 
soon as we print them, featuring offers and latest releases 

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On an nardware oroers 
shipped to Silica Shop customers wilhm the UK mainland 
PRICE MATCH PROMISE: We will normally match our 
competitors offers on a same product same price' basis 
FREE TECHNICAL HELPLINE: Full t.me team of Amiga 
tcchmcai experts lo help you with your technical queries 
But don't |ust take our word for it Complete ana return the 
coupon beiow for our latest Amiga literature and beg.n to 
experience the Silica Snop spec-aiist Amiga service 

A500 Computer 
TV Modulator 
Photon Paint 
TenStar Pack 

TOTAL RRP: 
LESS DISCOUNT: 

PACK PRICE tf 

£399.99 
£24.99 
£69.95 

£229.50 
£724.43 
£325.43 
£399 

1084S MONITOR PACK 
A500 Computer 
1084S Colour Monitor 
Photon Paint 
TenStar Pack 

TOTAL RRP: 
LESS DISCOUNT: 

PACK PRICE « 

£399.99 
£299.99 

£69.95 
£229.50 
£999.43 
£350.43 
£649 

When you buy fhe Amiga 500 from Silica Shop, you will not oniy 
get a high power, value for money computer, we win a;&o give 
you some spectacular free gifts First of all we are now including 
a TV modulator with every A500 stand alone keyboard, so you 
can plug your Am«ga straight into your TV at nome {the 
modulator ,-s not ncluded with the A500«A1084S pac* as it is not 
required for use with monitors) Secondly, wc have added a free 
copy of Photon Paint, an advanced graphics pac<age with an 
RRP of £69 95 Last (and by no means east'; so tnat you cjn oe 
up and running straight away, we are giving away the sensational 
TENSTAR GAMES PACK with every A600 purenjsed ;il S>l.ca 
Shop This pac* features ten top Amiga l-t'es which have a 
combined RRP of nearly £230' Return the coupon tor details 

FREE TENSTAR PACK 
Mien you Ouy your Amiga 500 A m e g a s 
from Silica Shop wc wart to A r t X , C h e s s 
make sure you get the best A n ^ n e s s 

deal possible That is why w* 
are gi.'.ng away the TENS T AR 
G A M E S P A C K worth nearly 
£230. absolutely F R E E W i l l i 

every A500 purchased from us 
The TenStar Games Pac« irc-
tixtet ten titles for the A5Cu 
each individually pac«aged in 
its own c3S--ntj with instructions 

Barbarian. Ult Warrior 
Buggy Boy 
Ikari Warriors 
Insanity Fight 
Mercenary Comp 
Terrorpods 
Thundercats 
Wlzball 

TOTAL RRP: £229.50 

£14.95 
£24 95 
£19.95 
£24.95 
£24.95 
£24.95 
£19.95 
£24.95 
£24.95 
£24.95 

£229.50 
INC VAT 

if you already own ar Am ga compute' and would HM to oe registered on our mailing list * s an 
Amiga user :i>: us »no» We will ce pleased to send you copies 0« our price lists ano newsletters 
FREE OF CMARGf as they become available C o m p i l e thfc coupon ano return it to our S»3cup 
arar.cn ard begm experwrorq a specialist Arnica service thai <s second to none 

Silica Shop Ltd Deot 22 TGM-O50O1-4 The Mam, Hathertoy Road, Sidcup, Kant DA14 40X 
PLEASE SEND ME FREE LITERATURE ON THE AMIGA 

r-\ 
IIGA | 

SILICA SHOP: 
Mr/Mrs/Ms; 

Address: 

Initials: Surname: 

SIDCUP (& Mail Order) 
1-4 The Mews. Hat her toy Road. Stdcu, 

OPEN: MQN-SA T 9am 5 3Qpm 
01-309. 1111 

up. Kent. DAT4 41 
LATE NIGHT. FRIDAY 9am 

OA 14 4DX 
fpr. 

LONDON 01-580 4000 
52 Tottenham Court Road. London. W1P OBA 

OPEN ,\tON- SA T 9 30.1'" (! (JQpm LATE NIGHT NONE 
LONDON 01-629 1234 ex t 3914 

Selfndges < 1st floor). Oxford Street. London W1A IAB 
^ OPEN: MON SAT 9dm 6 OOpm LATE NIGHT: THURSDAY9am - 8pm 

Postcode. 
Dp you already own a computer 
if so. which one do you own'' 

FREE! TENSTAR PACK WORTH OVER £229! O commodore 

M M DELIVERY 
The Amiga 500 is one of a new breed of technologically 
advanced computers, which are now emerging as the new 
standard for home computing, based around the new Motorola 
68000 chip The A500 has 512K RAM and a 1Mbyte double 
sided disk drive built-in. It can be connected directly to a wide 
range of monitors, or to a domestic TV set through a TV 
modulator. Designed with the user in mind, the A500 features a 
user triendly WIMP environment and comes supplied with a free 
mouse And. when you buy your Amiga from Silica Shop, the 
UK s No1 Amiga specialists, you will experience an after sales 
service that is second to none, including a technical support 
helpline and tree newsletters and price lists Return the coupon 
below for our current information pack, which will give details of 
the Silica service and the very latest Silica Amiga offers E & O E 

. . . - i - „ • 



milium 
Where's Asterix The Gaul? 

OCEAN 

VXfZ&^MVSSi&ESB 
* > • - J } Mtk t I I 

h. % V ' " •» \ 

GAME IVANHOE 
PRODUCER OCEAN 

AMIGA £24.99 
ATARI ST £19.99 

ATARI ST i n 

"jQqooaaad TIME 

Oh heavieee, the kingdom is in turmoil... 
the lentil crop has perished, long hair 
is out and someone's stolen my flairs. 
Ohh, and Vivian's kidnapped King 

Richard. The poor guy needs rescuing and 
I'm not volunteering. 

As usual you play the hero with a silly 
name who must brave five peril-filled lev-
els. Level one takes place in the local for-
est. Clad in armour and sporting a sword 
and shield. Ivanhoe must hack and slash 
his way through the likes of wizards, vul-
tures. axe-wielding dandies (what, you 
mean Warren is featured in the game? -
Ed) and stick-brandishing thugs. 

Throughout the game power-ups are to 
be found. These supply you with extra 
energy, a flaming shield or two shadow 
Ivanhoes. Some attackers only take a cou-
ple of swipes to kill. Others have energy 

bars that must be whittled down. You must 
reach the relative safety of the end of the 
level to qualify for an, erm... end-of-round 
bonus and the chance to earn a bonus life. 

The bonus round takes place in a cave 
with your opponent at one end and you at 
the other. More often than not your oppo-
nent is huge and built like a freight train. 
Beat him and you get an extra life. 

Harr, Jim lad. the second level takes you 
on a 'yo, ho, ho and a rottle of bum' excur-
sion on a pirate ship. A motley bunch of 
pirates attack with everything from knives 
to hand bombs. For some strange reason 
some of the pirates do Tarzan impressions. 

The third scene takes place on horse-
back. As you gallop along you must jump 
over obstacles while destroying airborne 
attackers. Level four takes place in an 
unnamed town. The guys from the first 

The first thing that strikes you upon 
loading the game is the graphics. 
Great detail has gone into both the 
character and background sprites, 
but when you discover that the 
graphic artist is the guy who worked 
on the Asterix The Gaul movie you'll 
understand why Ivanhoe has such a 
cartoony look. Sound, on the other 
hand, is initially pleasant, but quickly 
grates. But as pretty as the game is, 
the visuals can't hide the lack of 
payability. Apart from a few unim-
pressive extra weapons, Ivanhoe has 
only his sword to swipe at the numer-
ous bad guys. Pretty graphics 
maketh not a good game. 

level are back, so you get to tackle even 
more axemen, archers and pole swingers. 
The fifth and final level houses the castle in 
which the king is held captive. 

Mark Caswel l 

mSMTTTl 



e had The Lost Patrol a couple of 
months back, so you should be well 
prepared for the water warfare of 
Gunboat. Upon loading, you have 

two choices; practice (piloting or guns) or 
go on a mission. Your main aim is to rise in 
the ranks by completing a number of these 
missions. 

As in the real world, your PBR (patrol 
boat: river) contains four crew members: a 
pilot, the bow gunner, the engineer/midship 
gunner and the stem gunner. The com-
manding officer will offer you a mission in 
one of three areas: Vietnam. Columbia or 

mand of the other three. Although it follows 
orders unquestioningly. its gunnery leaves 
a lot to be desired. In times of quiet (there 
are very few of them) the best place is in 
the pilot's seat. However, when things hot 
up, leap into one of the gunner seats and 
let rip. 

The mission can end in three ways: suc-
cessful completion, the death of all crew 
members, or you becoming totally bored 
and going to the cinema to watch the latest 
Vietnam war movie — I doubt you'll ever 
encounter the latter. 

Mark Caswell 

Prepare to cast off and enter some of 
the hottest action that you are likely 
to experience in a game. Graphically 
Gunboat contains some really nice 
(and realistic) touches. Such as both 
the P B R and guns hav ing to be 
powered up before use, the safety 
catches which have to be taken off 
the guns before they can fire, and in 
night missions the spotlights which 
must be swi tched on (though this 
does make you a sitting duck) . All 
three graphics modes are supported, 
with beautiful VGA, and the game is 
very playable in al l . Gunboat a lso 
supports the Tandy 3-Voice, CMS. 
A d L i b and Ro land MT-32 
soundboards for added realism. 

In the navy, you can sail the seven seas 

ACCOLADE 
the Panama Canal Zone. Though, your 
rank determines the area you are sent to, 
so the first few missions are based in 
Vietnam. Once a mission brief has been 
chosen it only remains to arm your PBR 
with the relevant weapons. 

While you move around the boat, mas-
tering each post, the computer takes com-

• We've all seen combat (light simulators where you 
have to man several posts at once. Now Accoladelet you 
do this with a lite on the ocean wave (I thought you said 
this was an Accolade game — Ed) amongst a group of 
nice sailors — extra-curricular activities aren't included 
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OFT WARE CITY 
Unit 4, B.D.C, 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton WV2 4AN Tel: 0902 25304 

Call us on: 24 Hour Credit Card Hotline 0902 25304 

ATARI ST & AMIGA GAMES SIXTEEN BIT COMPILATIONS 
ST AMIGA 

34) POOL ..13.99 .. 13.99 
4TH AND INCHES- N/A .13.99 
ARB - .13.99.... ....13.99 
AFTER THE WAR ...13.99. . ....13.99 
ALTERED BEAST ,.13.99 ....16.99 
ALIEN SYNDROME 6.99 699 
ANT HEADS (CAME FROM THE 
DESSERT ADDON) N'A ... 9.99 
ARCHIPELAGOS .16.99 16.99 
ARCHON COLLECTION N/A . 6.99 
AXELS MAGIC HAMMER N'A — 13.99 
BAD COMPANY ...16.99 16.99 
BALANCE OF POWER 1990. ..16.99.. ...16.99 
BARBARIAN (PALACE) 6.99 6.99 
BARBRARIAN (PSYGNOSIS) .. ..-.6.99.. . 6 99 
BARBARIAN 2 (PALACE) ...16 99 .....16.99 
BATMAN THE MOVIE ...13 99... ,-..16.99 
BATTLE CHESS ...16.99.... 16.99 
BATTLE OF AUSTERLITZ ...16.99 ... 16.99 
BEACH VOLLEY ...13.99.. . 16.99 
BiONIC COMMANDO 6.99... 6.99 
BLACK TIGER ...13.99. .16.99 
BLADE WARRIOR ...16.99.... 1699 
BLOODWYCH_ ..16.99... . .1699 
BLOOOWYCH DATA DISC 9.99 9.99 
BOMBER ...19.99... ...19.99 
BRIDGE PLAYER 2150 - ...19 99 19.99 
CABAL ...13.99.... 16.99 
CAPTAIN BLOOO 699... 6.99 
CARRIER COMMAND ...16.99... 1699 
CENTREFOLD SQUARES ...13.99 13.99 
CHAOS STRIKES BACK 1699..- N'A 
CHASE H.Q ...13.99.... .. .16.99 
CHESS PLAYER 2150 ...16.99.. - . 16 99 
COMMANDO ...13.99.. . ...13.99 
CONFLICTS EUROPE ...16.99 -.1699 
CONQUEROR ...16.99- 16.99 
CONTINENTAL CIRCUS- ...13.99... 1399 
CRAZY CARS 2 ...13.99... 16.99 
CYBERBALL ...1399... 13.99 
CYCLES ..N/A — 16.99 
DAILY DOUBLE HORSE 
RACING ...13.99... 13.99 
DAMOCLES ...16.99.... .16.99 
DELUXE STRIP POKER ...13 99.. -.13.99 
DEMON'S WINTER -16.99- 16.99 
DOUBLE DRAGON 2 ...13.99.... 13.99 
DRAGONS BREATH ...1999 19.99 
ORAKKHEN ...19.99 .. 19.99 
DUNGEON MASTER ...16 99. 16.99 
DUNGEON MASTER EDITOR ... 699 6 99 
DYNAMIC DEBUGGER ...16.99.... 1699 
DYNAM/TEDUX — ...16.99... —16.99 
ELITE ...16 99 16.99 
ESCAPE FROM SINGE'S CASTLE . N'A 29 99 
F16 COMBAT PILOT ...16.99... .... 16.99 
F29 RETALIATOR ...16.99... 16.99 
FAERY TALE N/A. 13.99 
FALCON MISSION DISC ...1399 13.99 
FAST LANE ...13.99.... 1399 
FEDERATION OF 
FREE TRADERS ...1999 19.99 
FERRARI FORMULA ...16.99.... 16.99 
FIENDISH FREDOY'S 
BIG TOP OF FUN ...16.99... .... 16.99 
FIGHTING SOCCER -16 99 . -..16.99 
FIRE BRIGADE (1 MEG) ...19.99... 19.99 
FOUNDATION WASTE 6.99... 699 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 2 ...13.99... 1399 
FOOTBALLER OF 
THE YEAR 2 -13.99- 13.99 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 
EXPANSION KIT 13.99... 1399 
FORGOTTEN WORLDS ...13 99 ...1399 
FULL METAL PLANET ...16.99 . 1699 
FUTURE WARS ...16.99... 16.99 
GARRISON 1 OR 2 .. ..6.99.... 6.99 
GAUNTLET 2 6.99... 6.99 
GHOULS AND GHOSTS .16.99 . —16.99 
GHOSTBUSTERS2 ...16.99.... 16.99 
GIN ANO CRIB8AGE N/A.... -.1999 
GRAVITY ...16.99.... ..16.99 
GRID IRON ...16.99 ... 16.99 
GUNSHIP . .16.99 . ...16.99 
HARD DRIVIN . 16.99... 16.99 
HEAVY METAL ...13.99.-.. 16.99 
HILLSFAR ...16.99. . 1699 
HOUYWOOO POKER PRO 6.99 6.99 

HONDA RVF 750 16.99 16 99 
HORSE RACING - N/A 16.99 
HOUND OF SHADOW —16.99 16.99 
INDIANA JONES LAST 
CRUSADE 13.99 -16.99 
INDIANA JONES 
THE ADVENTURE - 16.99 16 99 
ITALIA "90 .4.99 4.99 
IT CAME FROM THE DESERT 
(1 MEG ONLY) N/A. 19.99 
INFESTATION —16.99 16.99 
IVANHOE 13.99. 16 99 
JACK NtCKLAUS GOLF 16.99 16 99 
JOAN OF ARC 6.99 699 
KEEF THE THIEF N/A..—16.99 
KENNEDY APPROACH 16 99 16.99 
KENNY DALGUSH 
SOCCER MATCH 13.99 13.99 
KICK OFF. 13 99-—13.99 
KICK OFF EXTRA TIME 699 - 6.99 
KID GLOVES 1699 16.99 
KNIGHTFORCE 16 99 16 99 
LAZER SQUAD 13 99- 13.99 
LEISURE SUIT LARRY 16.99 16.99 
LEISURESUfT LARRY LOOK 
FOR LOVE 19 99 N/A 
LOMBARD RAC RALLY 16 99..—16.99 
LORDS OF THE RISING SUN N/A 19.99 
THE LOST PATROL 13 99 16 99 
MAN. UTD 13 99 16.99 
MARBLE MADNESS 6.99 6.99 
MiCROPROSE SOCCER 16.99 16 99 
MIDWINTER 16.99 1699 
MUSCLE CARS - — 150 
NEW ZEALAND STORY 13 99 16.99 
NORTH AND SOUTH— „ 16.99 1699 
OPERATION THUNOERBOLT 16 99 1699 
OUTRUN 6.99 6.99 
PAPERBOY 1399 13.99 
RAUL GASGOINE 
SUPER SOCCER 16.99 1699 
PLAYER MANAGER 13.99 —13.99 
POPULOUS 16.99..—16.99 
POPULOUS NEW WORLD 6.99 6.99 
POWERDRIFT 16.99 1699 
PRO TENNIS TOUR 16.99 16 99 
RAINBOW ISLAND 13 99...—16.99 
RENAISSANCE - 13.99..—1399 
RiCK DANGEROUS 1699 1699 
ROADWARS 6 99 - 6.99 
ROBOCOP 13.99 16.99 
ROCKET RANGER 16.99 —19.99 
RUNNING MAN 16 99.—1699 
SHADOW Of THE BEAST JifA.—.24 99 
SHINOBI 13.99..—13.99 
SHOOT EM UP 
CONSTRUCTION KIT N/A. 19 99 
SPACE ACE —N/A .2999 
SPACE HARRIER 2 13.99...... .16 99 
SPACE QUEST 3 N/A—16.99 
STARGUDER 2 - — 16.99. —16.99 
STARWARS TRILOGY 16.99 16.99 
STRIDER 13.99 13.99 
STUNT CAR. 16 99 -.1699 
SUPER LEAGUE SOCCER 16 99 1699 
SUPER WONDER BOY 16 99 16 99 
SWORD OF SODAN ....N/A .16.99 
SWORDS OF TWILIGHT N/A 16.99 
T.V SPORTS FOOTBALL —16 99 19.99 
TEST DRIVE 2 N'A..—1699 
TIMES OF LORE —16.99.—16.99 
TOWER OF BABEL- 16.99. 16.99 
TRACKSUIT MANAGERO -...13.99 -.13.99 
TURBO OUTRUN -.13 99 —16 99 
ULTIMA 5 19 99 N/A 
UMS 16.99 1699 
THE UNTOUCHABLES 1399 16.99 
VULCAN - 13.99 13.99 
WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH 13.99 13 99 
WARLOCKS QUEST — 4.99 4.99 
WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY —N/A 16 99 
WATERLOO - N/A—.1699 
WORLD BOXING MANAGER 13.99 13 99 
WEIRD DREAMS- ...16.99 ..—1699 
WORLD CLASS LEADERBOARO ...6 99 - .6 99 
X-OUT - 1399 -13.99 
XENON 2 MEGABLAST 16 99 16.99 
XENOPHOBE ...1699 16.99 

MAGNUM FOUR 
OPERATION WOLF. AFTERBURNER. 

DOUBLE DRAGON, BATMAN THE 
CAPED CRUSADER 
ST & AMIGA £19.99 

GIANTS 
GAUNTLET 2, ROLLING THUNDER. 

1943. OUTRUN 
ST & AMIGA £19.99 

THRILLTIME PLATIGNUM 
VOL 2 

IKARI WARRIORS, BUGGY BOY, 
BOMBJACK. SPACE HARRIER, LIVE 

AND LETDIE, THUNDERCATS, 
BEYOND THE ICE PALACE. 

BATTLESHIPS 
ST & AMIGA £16.99 

THE STORY SO FAR VOL 1 
IKARI WARRIORS. BUGGY BOY, 

BEYOND THE ICE PALACE. 
BATTLESHIPS 

ST £13.99 AMIGA £13.99 

LIGHTFORCE 
R-TYPE, IK+, VOYAGER, BATMAN 

THE CAPED CRUSADER 
ST & AMIGA £16.99 

THE STORY SO FAR VOL 3 
SPACE HARRIER. LIVE AND LET 
DIE, BOMBJACK, THUNDERCATS 

ST £13.99 AMIGA £13.99 

3.5 INCH DOUBLE SIDES, 
DOUBLE DENSITY 

WITH LABELS 
1 ...0.79 
m ...6.99 

.1699 

PRECIOUS METAL 
CAPTAIN BLOOD. XENON, 
ARKANOID 2. (ST ONLY) 

SUPERHANG ON, 
(AMIGA ONLY) CRAZY CARS. 

ST £13.99 AMIGA £16.99 

WINNERS 
THUNDERBLADE. LED STORM. 

BLASTEROIDS, IMPOSSIBLE 
MISSION 2 

ST & AMIGA £19.99 

MOUSE MATS 2.99 
MOUSE COVER 4.99 

ST & AMIGA EXTENSION LEADS 
5.99 

AMIGA 1/2 MEG EXPANSION 79.00 
AMIGA 1/2 MEG + CLOCK 89.00 
FREE DUNGEON MASTER WITH 

EVERY 1/2 MEG EXPANSION 

R " "ORDERFORMANDINFORMATTON" N 

All orders »«nt FIRST CLASS subject to availability. Just flllln the coupon and send M 
to:-Software City. Unit 4. BDC 21 Temple Street, Wolverhampton. WV2 4AN. 

Name 
Address 

ORDER FORM (Block Capitals) 

Postcode Tel No. 

J Name of game Computer Value 

Postage 

TOTAL 

POSTAGE R A T E S - Please add 50p for post and packaging on allordors 
under £5. Overseas add £1.50 per item. 
PAYING B Y CHEQUE • Cheques payable to Software City 

Card Type Expiry Date • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. EUROPEAN ORDERS MASTER 

Signature CARD EUROCARD ACCEPTED 

Date TGM MAY 
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BLACK TIGER US GOLD 
• Amiga • £24.99 
Originally reviewed: TGM029. 
Err, little can be added to the ST com-
ment... the graphics are the same, bold 
and colourful (the 16-Bit code was taken 
from the arcade machine, so they should 
look good). The action is as fast and fre-
netic. but sadly there isn't much improve-
ment in the sonics department. 
MC 
Machine update: 84% 

DOUBLE DRIBBLE 
Konami • NES • £29.99 

Nintendo claim this to be the first five-on-
five full court home basketball game, and I 
for one am not going to argue. You must 
decide between one and two player 
modes, the time limit per period (there are 
four periods per game), teams (Boston, 
Los Angeles, New York and Chicago) and 
finally the difficulty level (1 to 3). Now my 
knowledge of basketball goes no further 
than the Harlem Globetrotters (and the first 
one to whistle 'Sweet Georgia Brown' gets 
thumped), but even I know that to win a 
game you have to score baskets'. 

There are three ways of doing this. First 
there's the bog standard two-point throw 
from within the boundary. Next, if you want 
to show off, there's a slam dunk (running 
up to the basket and athletically hurling the 
ball) for two points. And finally, there's an 
out-of- boundary throw which earns you 
three points. So lob those balls and hit 
those baskets. 

Double Dribble is a good way to 
acquaint yourself with one of America's 
biggest and best sports. Graphically the 
game is a little disappointing; the sprites 
are colourful, but they lack detail. Though 
sound is a mixture of jingles and spot 
effects, they blend together nicely to create 

MINDROLL 
Thalamus/Epyx • Amiga • 
This was originally called Quedex ('QUEst 
for the ultimate DEXterity') and was 
released for the Commodore 64 on the 
Thalamus label. American companies tend 
to change the name of products when they 

COBRA TRIANGLE 
Rare/Ultimate • NES • £29.99 
You control a highly modified Cobra Class 
speed boat. Your mission is to battle your 
way through 25 stages filled with more 
challenges than you could shake an 
Anneka Rice at. These are (in no particular 
order), race to the finish, collect the pods, 
dispose of mines, beat the monster, guard 
the people, reach the finish, jump the 

S T A G E 1 
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the right atmosphere. Recommended to 
fans of the sport. 
MC 
Machine rating: 79% 

have gained the marketing/conversion 
rights. 

The game is unchanged. You guide a ball 
through ten different planes, working 
against a time limit and often with a limited 
number of jumps. The planes test joystick 
skills and intelligence with a combination of 
maze, reaction and switching games. 

waterfall and shoot the targets. Okay. I 
know that doesn't constitute 25 levels, but 
those eight appear in different combina-
tions. 

As you battle your way through each 
section, you are allotted an energy level 
(shown in the instrument panel). As you 
make contact with hard objects (that is, 
other craft, river banks and so on) this 
drops dramatically. You can collect power-
up pods to gain turbo speed, increased 
firepower, increased speed, missiles and a 
force field. 

You can tell that Cobra Triangle comes 
from the people that brought you RC 
Pro—Am because the same graphical 
style is in evidence. There are only eight 
levels of play, but every one is tougher 
than the last. Perhaps the most frustrating 
is the jump-the-waterfall section, but 
patience reaps rewards (as always). 
MC 
Machine rating: 80% 

For some strange reason, Epyx have 
decided to completely change the graphical 
style, from high-tech to mystical. The result 
is pretty naff: lots of pretentious columns 
and motifs. Worst of all is the ball itself, 
which is now an eyeball which rotates in a 
highly irritating manner when not being 
controlled. Sound is adequate and scrolling 
juddery. 

Quedex was the worst of Stavros 
Fasoulas' three Thalamus games and is 
now showing its age (it was originally 
reviewed in TGM002). Unfortunately in its 
16-bit incarnation the game is not going to 
set the World alight. 
WL 
Machine update: 76% 

WAYNE GRETZKY 
HOCKEY 
Bethesda Softworks • Atari 
ST • £19.99 
A considerably more polished product than 
the C64 original, but still a pretty rough 
piece of software considering the upgrade 
from eight to 16 bits. The options screen is 
easy to use. but very bland and the hockey 
pitch is little more than a wide open space. 
Player sprites move well, but are small and 
lack in detail. Loud thunks, thwacks and 
sirens mean this is one to annoy the neigh-
bours. Disk access is slow and frequent 
and, along with visual weaknesses, spoils 
what would've been a great game for hock-
ey fans (well I really like it - Dominic). 
WL 
Machine update: 76% 
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X-OUT 
Rainbow Arts • Commodore 
64 • £9.99 cass , £14.99 disk 

Originally reviewed: TGM027 
The sharp graphics of the Amiga original 
helped the game along tremendously. So 
it's no surprise that this game is far less 
remarkable on 8-bit. Good use has been 
made of the C64's colour and resolution. 
Sound takes inspiration from Paradroid, 
but unfortunately payability is a few notch-
es below that of the classic Braybrook 
game. 
WL 
Machine update: 79% 

FIENDISH FREDDY'S BIG 
TOP O' FUN 
Mindscape • Amstrad CPC • 
£9.99 cass , £14.99 disk 

Originally reviewed: TGM022 
Although a touch on the blocky side, graph-
ics are well defined and animated smooth-
ly. Music is jolly but irritating after a while. 
Loading, whether from disk or tape, is slow. 
Some sequences from the original Amiga 
version are missing, but the essence of the 
game remains true, and that means high 
payability and plenty of fun. 
WL 

Machine update: 83% 

FRED Ubi Soft • Amiga • £24.99 Originally reviewed: TGM029 

Virtually identical to the ST version except 
for a slightly larger playing area. Some 
great dwarf sprites, but boring background 
and Fred graphics. Silly sounds and outdat-
ed gameplay. 
WL 
Machine update: 67% 

MEGA MAN 
Capcom • NES • £29.99 
It was the brilliant Dr Wright who created 
the human-like robots that were used to 
perform everyday tasks. Mega Man was 
his first triumph. Along with his assistant, 
Dr Wily, Wright created another six: 
Cutman, Iceman. Gutsman, Bombman, 
Fireman and Elecman. Unfortunately Dr 
Wily turned out to be a complete fruitcake 
and reprogrammed the supposedly docile 
domestic droids into raving rebellious 
robots. Wily now controls the maniac 
robots and plans to take over the World. 

You control the amiable Mega man and 
must thwart Wily's attempts. 

Each of the maniac robots resides in dif-
ferent terrain. Iceman, for instance, inhab-
its icey wastes while Fireman dwells in the 
smokey depths of hell. To reach Wily you 
must first tackle his minions. Mega Man is 
armed only with a laser gun. but by shoot-
ing certain of the creatures both energy 
top-ups and weapon power-ups can be 
collected. Once one of the robots has been 
beaten, you are given a more powerful 
weapon and moved onto the next battle 
ground. 

Mega Man is great; six very tough oppo-
nents stand between you and success 
(well seven if you count Dr Wily). 
Graphically and sonically Mega Man is 

ATOMIX 
Thalion • Amiga £19.99 

Which everyday substance does HIJKLM-
NO represent? Easy: water — H to O (eau! 
-Ed) . 
Coincidentally, H20 is the first chemical 
formula that must be assembled in Atomix. 
In each level, the different parts of a formu-
la are spread around an angular, maze-like 
area. Using a cursor, the elements have to 
be shifted around and connected to each 
other in the correct order. This isn't as easy 
as it sounds because, once set in motion, 

'TGNL 
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very good. The wide variety of backdrops 
is impressive. Sound consists of an aver-
age tune and the occasional spot effects. 
It's a shame the game has only been 
released now. Mega Man has been avail-
able in the States for over a year. Even 
Mega Man 2 is out in the US. 
MC 
Machine rating: 83% 
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the elements don't stop until they hit some-
thing and are adverse to changing direction 
while in motion. 

A great picture of Albert Einstein, backed 
by a moody but plain tune, leads to a very 
bland looking game. Colours are few and 
not very detailed. 

Atomix's design is an old one. It's 
already been used in Entertainment 
International's Leonardo and Logotron's 
Xor. The game's fine, but it's all been done 
before. 
WL 

Machine rating: 73% 

HOT ROD 
Activision • Spectrum • 
£9.99/£ 14.99 
See Amiga review 
I really don't know why I'm wasting my time 
reviewing this pile of donkey doo. The cars 
are monochromatic; you never know which 
vehicle is yours, and once you've sorted 
out which car is which you lose track of the 
direction it's facing... aaaghh! Take my 
advice, if you buy this. Mr Mad will probably 
leap out of the packaging screeching 'you 
need a check up from the neck up!' 
MC 

Machine rating: 40% 

HOT ROD Activision • Amiga • £24.99 
Sega have released many top class coin-
ops in the past, but I must admit that this 
isn't one of my favourites. Not that it's 
awful, I'd say it's more average than dire. 
Hot Rod is a rip roaring racing game in 
which you strive to come first (or at least 
finish the race). You are allotted a supply of 
fuel that must last you throughout the race 
(run out and it's end of game). Supplies 
can be picked up, but you've got to grab 
them fast as other competitors have no 
qualms about pinching it from beneath your 
nose. 

Other cars aren't your only worries. 
Obstacles of all sizes try to prevent you 
reaching that finishing line. But when you 
do reach it, you are awarded with lots of 
dosh and points bonus. You also move into 
the parts store. Here bumpers, tyres, front 
and rear engines, and wings are on offer. 

. '.IK 
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EMOTION 
US Gold • Spectrum • £9.99 
cass, £14.99 disk 

Originally reviewed: TGM029. 
Because of the monochromatic nature of 
the sprites, the only way you can distin-
guish between atoms is to watch the sym-
bols. This is annoying. The game in gener-
al. however, is fast and very, very playable. 
MC 
Machine update: 88% 

. T G M , 
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Graphically Hot Rod is very pretty, although 
the main sprites are blocky. Sound consists 
of an annoying tune that numbs the mind. 
This isn't the strongest Sega title that 
Activision have released, though it isn't the 
worst either. 
MC 
Machine rating: 72% 

HOT ROD 
Activision • Atari ST 
See Amiga review 
Graphically this version of Hot Rod is a 
dead ringer for the Amiga. The sound is 
just as annoying. As with the Amiga game, 
the scrolling screen causes your car to get 
trapped in the corner - very frustrating. 
MC 
Machine rating: 70% 

SUPER CARS 
Gremlin • Atari ST • £19.99 
Originally reviewed: TGM027 
Although not quite as colourful, the intro 
screens are similar to the pleasing Amiga 
ones. Actual game graphics are short on 
colour; the so-called 'super' cars are simply 
wimpy little boxes. Music is old-fashioned 
and irritating, and disk access is slow and 
unnecessary. 
WL 
Machine update: 61% 

TYPHOON THOMPSON 
Broderbund/Domark • Amiga 
• £19.99 
Originally reviewed: TGM018 
A very special man, Typhoon Thompson, 
has been given the job of rescuing a child 
stranded on the sea world of Aguar. He 
starts the game by being dumped into his 

Jet-Sled by a galactic cop. The child has 
been captured by amphibian imps called 
sea sprites, who live in villages made up 
from tiny islands. Each village has a central 
island where a sprite leader guards a magi-
cal item that Thompson must collect. To 
gain the item, Thompson has to capture 
each sprite in the village. Shooting an 
island forces a sprite to come out in a flier 
(a hovering vehicle that can damage 
Thompson or his sled). Shooting the flier 
drops the sprite into the drink, where he 
can be scooped up into a bag. 

Apart from a larger playing area and 
smoother graduation on the sky shading, 
it's virtually identical to the ST original. 
There aren't many graphics - the screen's 
mainly full of sea - but what's present is 
brilliant. The sprites are small, but clearly 
defined and animated in a realistic and 
humorous manner. In fact, little short of 
amazing considering the size. Sound is 
close to the ST, but the crude bleep effects 
suit the game perfectly and music is nice 
and Dick Barton'. 
I'm pleased that Typhoon Thompson has 
finally reached the Amiga with fantastically 

high payability fully intact. The sled's diffi-
cult to control but once accustomed to it's a 
joy, and becomes highly addictive. Fun. 
original and great value at £19.99 - get it. 
WL 
Machine update: 90% 

MINDROLL 
Epyx • PC £24.99 
See Amiga review 
Even EGA can't help the unsavoury look of 
this game: definition is grainy and some 
bad choices of colour have been made. 
Scrolling is fine for the PC, but sound is the 
usual warbly noise. Gameplay is even less 
exciting when using the keyboard. 
WL 
Machine rating: 70% 

1 
CRACKDOWN 
US Gold • Commodore 64 • 
£9.99 cass , £14.99 disk 
Originally reviewed: TGM029. 
On the C64, Andy and Ben are blocky, but 
they manage to cause enough trouble for 
the attacking drones. My only slight moan 
is the fact that in a group of drones your 
character is almost invisible. 
MC 
Machine update: 87% 

CRACKDOWN 
US Gold • Spectrum • £9.99 
cass , £14.99 disk 
Originally reviewed: TGM029. 
Monochromatic sprites abound (no sur-
prise), but the Speccy version is just as 
playable as the other versions reviewed. In 
all. Crackdown is excellent. 
MC 
Machine rating: 88% 
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PC ENGINE PAL TV VERSION & 1 FREE GAME £175.00 INC PS 
PC ENGINE SCART VERSION ft 1 FREE GAME - £160.00 INC PV 
PC ENGINE OR SEGA JOYSTICK .-OMR 
CD ROM UNIT ft INTERFACE UNIT £5502 
SEGA 16 BIT MEGADRIVE ft FREE GAME (SCART) - £195.00 INC NF 
SEGA 16 BIT MEGADRIVE PAL TV VERSION ft F R E E GAME £195 00 INCW 
WE HAVE NOW BEEN SUPPLYING PC ENGINES ft SEGAS FOR OVER 12 MONTHS- WHY NOT TRY I 

FOR A FAST TURNAROUND ON ALL ORDERS 
BUY YOUR SEGA FROM US AND GET £10 OFF GOLDEN ACE OR SHINOBI 

NEW RELEASES 
PC ENGINE S O F T W A R E 
D o r a m a n 

Spacs Invaders Speca l 
P C Kid 
Enduro Biker 
New Zealand Story 
Tiger Road 
Neutopea 
Knight RkJer Special 

H o a v y U n * 
Chase HQ 
Aton*c Robolod 
8atman 

• M V / / / / 
LEAVIN' TERAMIS 
Thal ion • Atari S T • £19.99 
You're Nigel MacGibbons and, after a 
heavy drinking session, wake to find your-
self in unfamiliar surroundings and unable 
to remember the happenings of the previ-
ous night (like one of your weekends, then. 
Wan-en? — Ed). You're stuck in a very long 
ship and have to reach the end of its eight 
sections within a time limit. Aliens have 
taken over the ship and try to stop you. 
With your laser you try to convince them 
otherwise. 

Graphics are small and lacking in detail, 
but scrolling's fine and end-of-level aliens 
are good. Intro music is excellent. 

Someone at Thalion has clearly been 
playing Sega's Alien Syndrome: Leavin' 
Teramis has similar scenario, gameplay 
and graphic style. Unfortunately it hasn't 
copied the good bits very well. Gameplay 
and visuals are boring, and there's very lit-
tle to do. At least with Alien Syndrome 
there were people to rescue as well. Leave 
this on the shelves; give it a miss. W L 
Machine rating: 6 0 % 

WEIRD DREAMS 
Rainbird • C o m m o d o r e 64 • 
£14.99 
Originally reviewed: TGM020 
Graphics are drab and undetailed. 
Animation is mediocre. Sound effects are 
few and unremarkable. The imaginative 
visuals were the only element to give the 
16-bit versions any credibility; the severely 
watered down versions seen here mean 
this really is nothing to write home about. 
WL 
Machine update: 57% 

PAL inc Vigilante £174.90 
SCART inc free game £164.90 
CDROM and interface £299.90 

PC ENGINE S U P E R GRAFX PAL £295.90 
SCART £274.90 

PAL inc free game £184.90 
MEGADRIVE SCART inc free game £184.90 

G A M E B O Y AND A T A R I L Y N X NOW A V A I L A B L E 
SPECIAL OFFERS WHILST STOCKS LAST 

PC ENGINE 
Heavy Unit £29.95 
F1 Triple Battle £29.95 
Knightrider Special £29.95 

SEGA MEGADRIVE 
Kujakuoh II £29.95 
Curse (Shoot-em-up) £29.95 

Ring now for latest releases. P & P 
£5 Machines £1 Games 

Cheques and PO's/SAE for full price list to : 
Raven Games London 66 Durham Road, Bromley, 

Kent BR2 (TSW 
Telephone : 01 464 2933 

GUARANTEED FAST DELIVERY. 

METAL GEAR 
Konami • N E S • £29.99 

Ever since an early age, Verman CaTaffy 
has dreamed of becoming a terrorist. Now 
he has taken over the small country of 
Outer Heaven and turned innocent locals 
into terrorists. But more importantly he has 
created the ultimate super weapon named 
Metal Gear CaTaffy. and has threatened 
the free world with its awesome might. 
Only you as Solid Snake, a mercenary of 
high regard, can destroy CaTaffy and his 
weapon. 

At first you have nothing for defence but 
your bare hands, but there are three ways 
to gain essential weapons and equipment. 
You occasionally come across enemy 
trucks or storehouses. Both of these may 
contain certain goodies. If you feel particu-

larly brave you can kick the donkey doos 
out of certain guards and pick up their 
weapons. So there is your mission: destroy 
CaTaffey and Metal Gear and get out in 
one piece. Metal Gear is my least favounte 
of the Nintendo games reviewed this 
month, mainly because of the amount of 
trudging around that's necessary. There 
isn't enough action for my liking, though 
more patient souls may find this interest-
ing. Graphically the game is good. The 
usual chunky Nintendo sprites have been 
put to good use with Solid Snake manfully 
yomping around and blasting the stuffing 
out of ail and sundry. Take a look at Metal 
Gear if strategy games are more your cup 
of tea. 
MC 
Machine rating: 7 0 % 
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The complete guide to everything arcade: reviews, previews, news, 
tips, charts... There's only one person who could supply such 
comprehensive coverage; pity we couldn't get him. But fear not, a 
more than able substitute comes in the (not very small) form of Mark 
'Corky' Caswell... 

SHADOW DANCER 
• Sega 
Joe Musashi of Shinobi fame is back and 
this time he's brought his dog. Shadow 
Dancer is a tale of Ninjitsu magic, shuriken 
stars and hospital treatment. It sounds 
violent, and it is. 

Your humble city has been taken over by 
a group of terrorists. They have already 
struck elsewhere in the world and their 
tactics are well known. The band of 
criminals have placed time bombs 
throughout Metropolis which are set to go 
off within 24 hours. As a caring citizen, Joe, 
and Fang the Wonder Mutt, must seek out 
the time bombs and disarm them. 

There are four areas to the city, each with 
15 districts, all inhabited by thugs from 
street gangs, animals and the terrorists. 

The first section places Joe and Fang in 
an airport terminal. Armed with a samurai 
sword, shuriken stars and a limited supply 
of ninja magic, you must both progress 
along the screen beating up everything in 
sight. Attackers wield knives, swords and 
guns, and none spare time to introduce 
themselves. Get out there and kick ass. 

While the sword and stars are useful, it 
won't stop the guys who catch you from 
behind. Leave these to the Wonder Mutt, 

he'll soon rip their throats out. However, 
even Fang has been known to end up in 
doggy heaven so have ninja magic ready at 
all times. One cast of this little spell and 
Joe's invincible. Use it sparingly though, you 
have three more areas to go — and they 
don't get any easier. 

SEARCH AND RESCUE 
• SNK 
Into the depths of space an exploration ship 
disappears. Back on Earth, they receive a 
last ditch mayday message from the 
aforementioned vessel. There's no time to 
waste. As a tough, rough and not-quite-
ready-yet agent, you are sent out to 
investigate and report. Where are they? 
Why are they there? Who's with them...? 

When you reach the craft you find it 
physically intact but completely devoid of 
lifeforms (human lifeforms. that is). There 
are some deformed creatures, but they 
couldn't be your crew, could they? No time 
to ask questions, just whip out your machine 

gun and protect yourself. Of course, the 
ship's own onboard security system has to 
be taken out too. it thinks you're the intruder. 

As you blast through the corridors of the 
ship, you find scattered about extra 
weaponry. (Could come in useful.) The 
action is certainly fast and furious, with 
attacks often coming from behind as well as 
the sides. It's just as well the joystick knob 
twists around for total control over the man. 
With excellent sonics too (there's a great 
pounding soundtrack) I would highly 
recommended Search and Rescue. 

PANG 
• Mitchell Corp 
Pang has a big problem. He is trapped on a 
world where large bouncing bubbles 
threaten to squash him flat. It's a hard life in 
the big city, so choose the city you want to 
start in and get popping. Shooting the 
bubbles may reduce the size of some of 
them, but it doubles their quantity. One more 
blow from your blaster and they'll totally 
disappear, only to reveal bonus objects. 
These range from improved weaponry and 
bombs to little clocks that freeze the bubs in 
their tracks. 

The swift scrolling and impressive sound, 
combined with compelling gameplay, create 
a surefire hit for the arcades. 

HOT SLOTS FOR 

FINAL FIGHT 

BEAST BUSTERS 

SCI 

BIG RUN 

WORLD CUP 

MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE 

VAPOUR TRAIL 

PUNK 

SHADOW DANCER 

OPERATION THUNDERBOLT 

T 7 # 
HI 

9P • 
UTTON TO 

• I know I said give the man a hand, but this is ridiculous. Deep in the stricken spaceship the intrepid hero of Search 
And Rescue is attacked by giant robot hands. 
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BEAST BUSTERS 
• SNK 
Looking like something out of a George A 
Romero zombie film, SNK's Beast Busters 
is yet another Operation Wolf done. 

People have been disappearing recently 
under mysterious circumstances. And the 
strange thing is that they've all gone AWOL 
in the same place. Enter our three heroes: 
Johnny, Sammy and Paul (sounds like Big 
Fun). They enter a city full of zombies 
(sounds even more like Big Fun). Not just 
human ones; devil dogs, zombies and evil 
birds (among others) try to make you join 
them in the land of the undead. 

Like Wolf, the cabinet features a bolt-on 
machine gun. with the display panel 
showing grenades, bullets and energy. The 
latter can be increased by picking up extra 
goodies which float down the screen when 
you kill a baddie. 

There are three types of grenade 
available. The normal explosive type, 
electro grenades that create a spectacular 
lightning display, and rocket-powered ones 
that destroy everything (for good!). The 
culmination of a level means confrontation 
with either a large zombie or numerous 
small buggers. 

Summing up, Op Wolf all over again. But, 
then again, that's not a bad thing is it? Keep 
an eye out for Beast Busters. 

BIGGER AND BETTER 
Coin-op conversions are big business 
nowadays. Any software house will tell 
you, coin-op licences are an integral 
part of their publishing strategy. TGM 
checks out the coin-op conversion 
scene for early 1990... 

US GOLD 
Successes with games like Stridor, 
Ghouls 'n' Ghosts and Turbo Out Run 
have made the Birmingham-based 
software house even more determined 
to battle it out with the others to gain 
the big coin-op titles. On the cards for 
the next few months are Black Tiger, 
Sega's Crackdown, Capcom's Dynasty 
Wars and UN Squadron. 

Despite years of delay, Black Tiger 
looks very nice, but the game itself is still 
very old. Dynasty Wars isn't the life story 
of the Carringtons, it's an oriental slash-
'em-up with evil warriors trying to slash 
each other's throats (actually, it does 
sound a bit like Dynasty). And in UN 
Squadron three brave agents set out to 
infiltrate and overthrow a criminal cartel 
that plans to take over the world. 

DOMARK 
Domark, who only signed up longterm 
with Tengen just over a year ago, have 
proved that almost anyone can 
produce great coin-op conversions if 
they make an effort. Witness their 
recent hits Vindicators, Xybots and 
Hard Drivin'. Four more are on their 
way... 

Cyberball is the first, a futuristic gridiron 
game. It'll be quickly followed by Escape 
From the Planet of the Robot Monsters, 
like Xybots another two-player game, and 
like Cyberball it seems to be coming on 
nicely. 

Timed to coincide with the release of the 
arcade game, Klax is set for an April 

release. Armed with a paddle, the player 
must catch coloured tiles as they roll down 
the screen and then deposit them in a bin. 
Sounds like a Tetris challenger to me. 
STUN Runner, complete with stunning 
graphics, has been delayed and is now set 
for a summer/autumn release. 

OCEAN 
The Manchester-based company have 
done well to balance their original 
product with their film and arcade 
licences. 1990 looks like another 
successful year for the software 
company that can do no wrong... 

Shadow Warriors is the story of a ninja's 
one man battle against crime and 
destruction in NYC. Also on the cards is 
Midnight Resistance, where one or two 
be-stubbled chaps use their credit cards' 
to obtain extra weaponry on their quest 
through an enemy stronghold. Another 
interesting release is Special Criminal 
Investigations (Chase HQ II), more motor 
massacre on the crime-riddled streets. 
One for next Christmas, perhaps? 

ACTIVISION 
Apart from original titles like 
Hammerflst and Warhead, Reading-
based Activision are on the brink of 
releasing six arcade conversions in the 
next few of months. 

Due for a March release (on all major 
formats) are Ninja Spirits, a multi-level 
oriental beat-'em-up; Hot Rod, a rip-
roaring racing game; and Sonic Boom, 
one man's fight in the latest jet fighter 
technology. The other three don't have 
release dates yet: Atomic Robo Kid, a fast 
action beat-'em-up; R-Type II, an 
upgraded sequel; and Dragon Breed, 
myths, mayhem, knights and dragons. 

Coming to a screen near you soon. 

• It's 57 years later, but Ripley is back in Konami's sci (i chiller Aliens. Here she is attacked by one of the nastier end 
of level aliens, when it appears on the screen it rolls around in a ball. But beware because as Ripley finds out there is 
a nasty surprise inside (and it isn't a Kinder toy). 

• Deep in the underground the zombies attack. Beast 
Busters is the latest SNK blaster that owes more than a 
little to Taito's classic Operation Wolf. Blast the undead 
hordes, but watch the ammo. 

ALIENS 
• Konami 
It all started when the interstellar tug 
Nostromo received a mysterious message 
from an alien presence, possibly stranded 
on a planet know only as LV-426. They 
investigated and found a strange bio-
mechanical creature who killed all aboard 
except Warrant officer Ellen Ripley. 

Now. 57 years later, LV-426 has been 
named Acheron and a colony has been 
established there. Ripley has been found in 
the shattered remains of her escape pod 
and upon recovery from her long hypersleep 
she is asked to accompany a Space Marine 
investigation to find out why Earth has lost 
contact with its colonial outpost. 

When you land, you find a young child, 
Newt, the last remaining human on Acheron. 
After spending many hours rescuing her, 
Newt is nabbed from you by the aliens. No 
time to waste, you must trek out and find the 
young nipper. 

Though not 100% accurate to the film — 
some elements have been implemented to 
increase gameplay — Aliens is still as eerie 
as the James Cameron film. As Ripley walks 
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CORKY'S ALL-TIME 

For those who may not have all the 
latest coin-ops at their fingertips (like 

anyone living in Ludlow!)... 

Tempest — From the mists of time 
comes this classic wireframe blast-

'em-up. 

Operation Wolf/Thunderbolt — both 
are violent, and both incredibly 

addictive. 

I Robot — The first solid 3-D game 
released in this country. It looks as 

good today as it did in 1984. 

Golden Axe — Much has been heard 
of this slash and hack extravaganza. 

Computer versions are inevitable. 

Aliens — Konami's version of the ace 
sci-fi film. 

Search and Rescue — Contact has 
been lost with one of our spaceships, 
two brave volunteers are needed to 

investigate. Sounds a bit like Aliens... 

Afterburner — After the shock of 
losing your lunch to this game, you 

are stunned by the slick graphics and 
pounding soundtrack. 

Galaxy Force — Another hydraulic 
machine that makes sure you're 

shaken and stirred. 

Beast Busters — A three-player 
blaster similar to Operation Wolf. 

Special Criminal Investigations — 
Chase HQ's ace sequel is now on 

general release. 

iiiiuiiiiimmm 

• One ol the Crude Busters is about to have his legs 
singed, the rubble in the background was New York City 
betore the atomic bombs hit. Big Valley were the genls 
responsible, it looks rather like Ludlow on a Saturday 
night. But back to business, hit barbecue breath where II 
hurts and watch out for the Batman style "hit" baloons. 

VAPOUR TRAIL 
• Data East 
Vapour Trail makes no pretensions to be 
anything but a vertically-scrolling UN 
Squadron — and a rather playable one at 
that. 

Choose from three aircraft — Silph (fast 
and agile), Selyen (quick and well-armed) 
and Valkyrie (heavily armoured) — and enter 
the skies to confront yet more oppressors. 

Once in the air you are up against a wide 
variety of both airborne and ground-based 
targets. Enemy planes kick out bullets, 
helicopters dispatch heat-seeking missiles 
and even the occasional SAM missile makes 
sure that you aren't lonely. The obligatory 
power-ups are thankfully in plentiful supply. 
Extra weapons are the most common, and 
some of them are pretty devastating (thank 
goodness). 

Some of the attention to detail is quite 
astounding. One particular sequence sees 
you attempting the destruction of a huge 
SAM missile. The longer you take to blast it 
the nearer it comes to launching. It does 
nothing good for the nerves to see and hear 
the engines starting up. 

Nothing intrinsically new here, but quite 
addictive all the same. 

CRUDE BUSTER 
• Data East 
In the year 2010, a great catastrophe hit 
New York, nuclear devices of unknown origin 
decimated most of the city. Twenty years 
later, details are becoming clear of who 
perpetrated this foul deed. A crime syndicate 
calling itself Big Valley is subversively trying 
to take over the world. The US Government 
have no alternative, they call in two guys 
known to the underworld as the Crude 
Busters. 

Trudging through the remains of NYC. the 
Busters encounter villains under various 
guises. They vary from two-foot tall midgets 
to guys who would make the Hulk look like a 
choirboy. And there you are with just your 
hands and feet! 

Occasionally you'll encounter certain 
flashing objects, these can be picked up and 
swung around or thrown at attackers. Hitting 
an attacker displays a POW!, BIFF! or 

UNCORKING S.C.I . 
Special Criminal Investigations is one 
of my favourite coin-op games at the 
moment. To help struggling criminal 
investigators, here's the Cork Guide to 
the game that's sweeping the nation — 
if you can call Brighton 'the nation'... 
• Instead of continually blasting away 
with your Colt .45, hold down the fire but-
ton for a second or two and then let go. 
Amazing, you will now have automatic 
fire. 
• Contact with other road users slows 
you down and loses valuable time. To 
avoid a crash shoot at approaching vehi-
cles. 
• When approaching the target vehicle it 
is best to dispose of the outriders first. 
• Never tackle a big baddie until the heli-
copter has dropped a bazooka. 
• On tight bends, instead of braking try 
shifting from high to low gear quickly. 
• Use turbo boosters only when the tar-
get vehicle is in range. 
• Don't get a thing wrong on the final 
stage, time is of the essence. 

CLUNK! — just like the old Batman TV 
show. There's also some great speech 
interaction with your enemies: 'Here catch 
this concrete block, pal!' 

Crude Buster is a fun and humorous beat-
'em-up that is well worth getting rid of your 
change on. 

FINAL FIGHT 
• Capcom 
Contrary to what you might think, Final Fight 
is not the latest boxing game. It is, 
unfortunately, yet another walk and hit game. 
(And they blame computer game producers 
for being unoriginal!) Although each of the 
player representations — Guy, Cody and 
Haggar — do have their own fighting style. 

The action starts in the city streets with a 
variety of bad guys appearing from 
doorways, ends of the walkway, behind 
potted plants, etc. Some wield weapons, 
whilst others try to crush you with their bare 
hands. You start weaponless, but as you 
progress, knives, lead pipes, etc appear with 
which you can whack all and sundry. Once 
the first section has been cleared it's into the 
subway to beat up a big fattie and leap 
aboard a tube train. 

Graphically, Final Fight is very impressive; 
brilliantly drawn and animated bad guys may 
beat seven bells out of the hero, but he can 
give as good as he gets. Highly 
recommended. 

around the ship she isn't alone for long. The 
aliens soon live up to the bad press they've 
been getting, and jump on Ripley with 
venom. One blast from your smart gun soon 
turns then into alien slime, with their dripping 
entrails splashing against the corridor walls. 
And if that wasn't violent enough for you. 
around the ship you'll find more weaponry 
like three-way firing guns, multi-bullet guns, 
missile launchers and flame throwers. 

Graphics are impressive, especially the 
digitised pictures of the crew which create a 
wonderful atmosphere. One adventure that's 
well worth entering. 

COIN-OP SOLUTIONS 
Tearing your hair out? Breaking 
pieces of furniture? Running over 
hedgehogs? 
• Y E S Relax. Next month we'll be 
introducing a new section with tricks, 
tips, hints and solutions to all the top 
coin-ops. 
• NO You must be an arcade addict. If 
you are, send in solutions, tips, maps, 
etc to your fave coin-op corkers. 
They'll be prizes up for grabs. Send 
'em to the usual address, marking 
your envelope 'Arcade Addicts'. 
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Batman — 
The Movie 
Amstrad 
Well we've had tips for 
every other format of the 
game so why not the 
Amstrad? Gregory Moor 
from West Didsbury reveals 
a quick cheat. Thanks, Greg. 
To skip to the next level just 
type in ED209 whilst playing 
the game. 

T he Super Shi nob i 
gets blown wide 
open and Ghouls 
'n'Ghosts 

shouldn't pose anymore 
problems. Robin Candy 
sorts through your 
letters and comes up 
with the most 
comprehensive tips 
section around... 

X - O u t 
Amiga 
Here's tips from that ace 
arcadester, Dennis Cowie of 
Cleethorpes. 
Select the smallest ship and the 
smallest bullet then click on the 
alien at the top and you will be 
rewarded with 50,000 credits. 

Gates of Zendacon 
Atari Lynx 
Levels: YARB. BREX, SEBB , 
SNEX, ZAXX, BROT, STOB. 
XTNT, BOTZ, SNAX. ZYBX, 
XRXS. ANEX. NEAT. YARR. 
EYES . NYXX. ZYRB. SRYX, 
BARE. STAX. SZZZ, STYX. 
XRAY. RATT. NYET, TERA. 
BYTE. BETA. TRAX. ZEBA. 
ROXY. NEXA. NEST. EBYX. 
BREX. BOXX. STAB. TENT. 
ROXX. NERB. TREY. STAR. 
TRYX. SSSS . ZORT. 

Guardian levels: NEAR. 
ZEST. BRAN. 
End level: ZETA. 
Hidden level: First you must 
enter level TRYX. As soon as 
the level starts, immediately 
press down and right. If you do 
this quick enough you will pass 
through the floor without 
crashing. Once under the floor, 
dodge the obstacles and 
eventually you will find a gate 
which will take you to the 
hidden level. 

Ninja 
Warriors 
Amiga 
Darren Coston from Reading 
has help for all you ninjas. 
Start the game as usual then 
press Caps Lock. Now type in 
CHEDDAR and the screen 
border will flash. Release Caps 
Lock and you will have 
unlimited credits. 

Thunder 
Force II 
Sega Mega Drive 
Has your chopper got the 
best of you? Fear not, Philip 
Lond of Liverpool is totally in 
control of his. (Whoops, it 
was a good joke, even if it 
was for Thunder Blade\) 
When the title screen appears, 
press button A and start at the 
same time. A new set of menus 
will now appear allowing you to 
adjust the game's difficulty etc. 

Enduro Racer Indiana 
Jones 

Sega 
Useful tips from David Coles 
of Cardiff. 
Reset, then press up. down, left 
then right. You can now choose 
which round of the game you 
wish to begin on. 
The Untouchables 
Amiga 
Type in 
SOUTHAMPTONGAZETTE on 
the title screen. Pressing F10 
will now advance you a level 
while pressing HELP on levels 
two, three or six will 
automatically place you halfway 
through that level. 
C64 
Type in TECHNIQUE on the 
title screen. Now when you play 
the game press F5 for extra 
time and F7 for renewed 
energy. While if you pause the 
game and press the left arrow 
you advance to the next level. 
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The Arcade Game 
Atari ST, Amiga 
Get yourself onto the high score 
table and type in SILLYNAM as 
your name for a continuous 
continue option. 

ARB 
Amiga 
From N Mooney in 
Birmingham. 
When the title screen appears, 
push the joystick forwards and 
press fire. The game will now 
start on day 16. 

Blue Lightning 
Atari Lynx 
Lynx cheats already. I am 
surprised. Unfortunately I lost 
part of the letter so I don't 
know who to thank for the 
following tips. Anyway, thank 
you. whoever you are (there 
can't be many people with 
Lynx machines out there). 
Mission 1 AAAA Destroy 
enemy aircraft. 
Mission 2 PLAN Destroy land 
and sea targets. 
Mission 3 ALFA Engage and 
destroy enemy convoys. 
Mission 4 BELL Fly through 
canyon and destroy enemy 
tanks. 
Mission 5 NINE Fly low and 
knock out all enemy radar 
installations. 
Mission 6 LOCK Deliver 
documents to hidden airstrips. 
Mission 7 HAND Strike 

hidden radar installations. 
Mission 8 FLEA Sneak in at 
night and avoid detection 
bomb radar. 
Mission 9 LIFE Kill enemy 
tanks and destroy radar 
installations, but don't kill 
friends. 
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Ghouls 'n' Ghosts 
All formats 
If things that go bump in the 
night are troubling you, then 
fear no longer! 
ZZAPI64/AMIGA7MSX/ORIC/J 
UPITER ACE person Robin 
Hogg has generously 
supplied this definitive guide 
to completing Ghouls 4n* 
Ghosts. 

General tips 
Should you lose your armour, 
look around for a magic chest. 
Open it and a magic wizard will 
appear and change you into a 
duck. Now avoid any ghouls 
and when you change back into 
your normal less duck-like self 
your armour will be restored. 

Magic is best used in 
moderation, it takes vital 
seconds to power up and even 
then its effects aren't always 
that impressive. The Arthur 
clone is best suited to tackling 
those nasties which require 
multiple hits but the best magic 
is the three-way electrical beam 
when used with the lance. 

Level one 
Watch out for skeletal reapers 
coming up from below and 
those approaching from just 
under your line of fire. While 
progressing through the level, 
try to avoid staying on top of 
hills, you're more vulnerable to 
attack there. 

The second chest contains 
magic armour. Climb onto the 
roof of the ruins to shoot at the 
vultures but try to avoid leaping 
when near the guillotines. 

In the second half, climb the 
hill, jump and run up to the left, 
jump up again and run to the 
right. Kill the wimpy pig 
creatures and fall down the 
cliffs. 

Walk slowly to the head-
lobbing final guardian. Jump up 
and fire like mad until he's 
close. Then run away turning 
around now and then and firing 
at his head. If you can, get the 
fast-free dagger and couple it 
with an autofire joystick. 

Level two 
Run as fast as you can. move 
carefully under the low-
bouncing turtle heads, and 
collect the magic armour from 
the second chest. Kill any low-
flying, winged monsters and 
jump up onto the collapsible 
platforms. 
Run along the first part of the 
platform (you'll have to move 
quickly because the platform 
falls away) and leap over the 
next half. Jump onto the next 
platform and keep jumping. 
Now leap onto the third platform 

then off onto the floor between 
the two sand traps. Jump onto 
the fourth platform and 
immediately do a running jump 
to clear the gap. Keep jumping 
till you're clear of the fifth and 
final platform. 

Kill the winged demon by 
standing in the centre of the 
screen and firing up, but beware 
of his evil saliva. When you 
notice that the ground graphics 
have changed, proceed 
carefully, holes suddenly start 
appearing in the ground! Watch 
out for the pesky fire sprites, 
shoot one if it gets too close. 
Kill the venus flytrap with two 
shots and jump over the fire 
chasms. Kill the other fly trap 
and when you reach the fire 
wolf, shoot like mad at him 
before he leaps. Jump away 
from him and start firing again. 
It takes about 15 shots to kill but 
don't forget to shoot the falling 
fire bombs for bonus points. 

Level three 
Move to the far right of the 
screen to kill the first knifing 
knight, to the left for the second 
and stay in the middle for the 
third. The green sprites are best 
avoided, especially the stone-
dropping ones! The fourth 
knight is a lot harder, mainly 
because he comes so soon 
after the third knight while the 
fifth knight is nigh impossible to 
defeat. Instead, go to the left of 
the spikes and run over to the 
right as fast as you can. 

As the screen scrolls upward, 
waste as little time as possible 
killing creatures. Just keep 
running and you may get away 
without loss of armour. You can 
just about scrape by without 
hitting the ledge above. 

Run along the first 'tongue' 
and wait under the second. As it 
begins to rise, leap up onto it 
and run along — timing is 
crucial if you're to land on the 
platform below. Keep running 
with the platform and try to jump 
onto the next 'tongue' (ignore 
the chest, it's not worth it). 

Miss the third tongue' and 
you may just land on a platform. 
If so then quickly leap back to 
the platform on your left and 
keep leaping to avoid following 
the platforms into oblivion. 
Make it onto the third 'tongue' 
and again you have to time it so 
that you fall onto the next 
platform. Jump onto the fourth 
'tongue', down onto the last 
tongue' and then back onto the 
ground. Finally, leap over the 
holes and fire continuously at 
the rotating cloud-eye. 

Level four 
The skeletal reapers from level 

one make a reappearance, so 
use the same tactics as before 
to avoid them. Kill the dragon 
head by firing rapidly but keep a 
safe distance. Kill the spitting 
stone by jumping up and firing 
from the ledge below (where the 
dragon head was). 

When you come to the 
slippery slopes initially keep to 
the centre of the screen to avoid 
falling off and dying. Getting 
passed the hands is a bit tricky, 
once again timing is crucial. 
Wait until they fire, run up close 
and hit them. Now jump over the 
gaps. 

Once through, take it carefully 
on the falling platforms. You 
can't always see where the next 
platform is so follow these 
directions. On the first one leap 
left to the second, then left 
again, leap right, right, right and 
right again. On the final platform 
do an extra large jump right onto 
the large creature. Kill the 
maggot nests in left-to-right 
order by running above them, 
leaping up, and firing down on 
them. Any loose maggots 
obviously need to be shot first. 

Level five 
There are no platforms to leap 

between but there's many a 
demon that needs to be killed — 
if you don't kill them they'll 
follow you, firing all the way. 

Avoid or kill the winged 
creatures and climb the ladders. 
Just beyond the harmless 
stationary eye there are two 

platforms. You have to be right 
up close to them to be able to 
jump onto them. Running jumps 
will be rewarded with death. 

After this, climb the ladders, 
kill the pigs, and collect any 
useful weapons from the 
chests. The flame-spitting skulls 
aren't too difficult to avoid; just 
move in staggered steps 
between skull spits and you 
should get to the top. Jump off 
the platform and then back 
again to attract the Demon 
Lord's attention, and just leap 
up and fire at him after he's 
fired his salvo of fireballs at you 
(you don't need to duck). 

The two flame-gobbing heads 
are easy, providing you're quick. 
Kill the left one before it fires (a 
random event, so be careful) 
and then keep your distance to 
destroy the second head. 

Next, open the chest and pick 
up the magic armour to face the 
two Demon Lords (a dose of 
magic when using the standard 
lance wouldn't go amiss here). 
The two clouds can be similarly 
disposed of. Once they're dead, 
just be careful running up the 
slopes, open the final treasure 
chest, climb the ladder, and 
drop down into the final room. 

To kill the Fly King it's best to 
stay under it and fire up (while 
being very quick to dodge his 
'bullets'). You've got to hit his 
head so it's no use staying on 
the ledge. Also the swarm of 
flies are immune to your shots 
so avoid! He's a very accurate 
shot so try to move about lots. 
Once he's dead you've finished 
the game. (Well, actually, 
there's another screen on the 
Amiga, but Hoggie's yet to suss 
that!) 

corner 
I rarely receive so many tips for one console, 
especially from one reader. All the following 
Nintendo cheats were supplied by Stephen 
O'Connell from Stratford. 
Metal Gear 
For a full inventory of weapons, type in the 
following code: 5XZ1C GZZZG UOOOU UYRZZ 
NTOZ3. 
Punch Out 
Try this secret programmer's code: 106 113 0120, 
then hold down the select, A and B buttons at the 
same time. 
Tiger Heli 
To continue from where you died press both the A 
and B buttons simultaneously. 
Gunsmoke 
When on the title screen press A four times 
followed by select three times and then right twice. 
Now press start. You should begin the game with 
mega weapons. 
Life Force 
When on the title screen press up twice, down 
twice, left, right, left, right. B. A then start. You will 
now have 30 lives to play with. Alternatively repeat 
this procedure four times for up to 120 lives. 
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TRICKS 'U 

Shinobi 
Sega Mega Drive 

Time to don those black bfankets and jump around making 
silly noises. No? Well, u^ing these tips from David and 
Dominic Smith of Thoj^e Bay you can live out all your ninja 
fantasies without looKmg too daft. Here's their guide on how 

J a j j c l ^ M those e n ^ f level guardians. 

Round four 
Robot Car Thrower 
This one throws cars and 
engines at you so you'll have 
to be very careful. Whence 
looks as if he is going to throw 
something at you jump onto 
the nearby pile of rubbish. 
Then as he runs at you jump 
and somersault over him. 
When you land shoot him in 
the head. Continue this 
process until he's dead. It 
takes about 15 normal 
shurikens to destroy him or 
about eight if you've got a 
power-up. 

Round one — Samurai 
Walk away, jump, turn around 
and fire at his head when the 
samurai slashes at you. It 
takes approximately ten shots 
with normal shurikens to 
destroy him but only four with 
a power-up. 

D o o r y o u 
cannot e n t e r 

D o o r y o u 
can e n t e r 
Crate 

Round two 
Shadow Ninja 
When he lands on the floor 
just keep firing at him. Stay 
close and he won't hit you. As 
soon as the last yellow 
'shadow' disappears you are 
left with just a silhouette of 
him. Fire really fast at him and 
he won't be able to fire back. 

Round three 
Generator 
As soon as you appear on this 
screen run towards the 
'engine', jump and somersault 
onto the back of it. Stay there, 
dodging the laser, you can 
only hit the enemy when the 
brain opens up. Then lob in 
two Mijin magic potions. 
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Round five — Armoured Truck 
Duck down straight away and fire at the red globe, you will have 
to move now and then to avoid the electricity. If you are hit by an 
electric bolt your energy is depleted. When you've destroyed the 
globe proceed to the next one. Jump over it. Then stand beside 
it. You should be safe from the electric bolts. Now kick the globe 
until it explodes. The last globe is the hardest to destroy. Stand in 
the 'ditch', jump up and shoot at it while dodging the electric 
bolts. Each globe needs to be shot 12 times with normal 
shurikens or six times if you've got a power-up. 

Round six — Spider-Man and Batman 
By this stage of the game you should have accumulated enough 
lives to be able to waste a few. Use a Mijin magic potion on 
Spider-Man and he will be turned straight away into Batman. 
Otherwise you will have to shoot at him while he is crawling 
around the top of the screen. Once he has turned into Batman 
start shooting at the bats. Batman will then disappear off the top 
of the screen. Get ready to jump. As he comes flying in from the 
right side of the screen jump up and shoot at him. Repeat this 
procedure as he flies in from the left. 
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Round eight 
Neo Zeed 
Only protection and mega-
jump magic potions work on 
this screen. You can't really 
do anything until Neo Zeed 
starts to swing his hair. Walk 
up to him and kick him once 
then quickly walk away. He 
will then throw his hair at you. 
You can usually jump over it 
but sometimes he throws it 
high in which case duck 
down. When it returns to his 
head run back towards him 
and kick him again. Repeat 
this process until he's dead. 
Whilst fighting this bloke, your 
girlfriend runs around in a 
blind panic in the background. 
What appears to be a wall 
gradually descends on her. 
Shoot either of the black 
holes on either side of the 
screen to halt the wall for a 
short while. If you kill the ninja 
master before the wall 
crushes your girlfriend there's 
a happy ending but if your 
girlfriend gets flattened then 
it's all rather sad. 
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Round seven — Dinosaur 
A quick way of destroying this monster is to 
throw three or four Mijin magic potions at him but 
as this is a waste of lives it should only be used 
as a last resort. 
The heroes amongst you should start off by 
jumping onto the ledge and firing at the 
monster's head. When he looks as if he is going 
to spit fire at you jump down. His next burst will 
be aimed at the ground so jump back up onto 
the ledge and continue firing at his head. When 
he gets close enough for you to be able to kick 
him in the head, jump and somersault over the 
top of him. When you land, stand still and wait 
for him to approach you. When you hear the 
sound of thunder jump back over to the other 
side of the screen. Jump back onto the ledge 
and fire like crazy at his head. Don't worry about 
him spitting fire at you as you should be out of 
range. Depending on how quick you fire and how 
accurate your shots were you may have to 
repeat the process again. It takes approximately 
20 shots with normal shurikens or 13 shots with 
a power-up to destroy him. 

£50 SOFTWARE MUST BE WON! 
Stuck for software? No cash? Well 
increase the size of your software 
collection by sending in all your 
game tips and cheats. Each month 
the sender of the best set of 
tips/cheats/maps wins a £50 
software voucher and a free TGM T-
shirt, complete with built-in street-
cred enhancer. Send all your 
information to: Newsfield, Robin 
Candy's Tricks 'n* Cheats, Ludlow, 
Shropshire SY8 1JW. 
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The excellence of games is no longer in the hands of the 
programmer. Machines are so powerful these days, that it's easy to 
write a game that's looks good and is well-implemented. It's no 
longer up to the programmers to amaze us with the way they've 
'pushed the machine to its limits'. Because of this, people now, 
more than ever, want a decent game; well-designed and original. You 
don't need to be a number-cruncher to design a good game. Sean 
Kelly looks at the prospects for potential designers. 

Ever thought you could create the 
perfect game, but are daunted by the 
thought of programming the video, 
never mind a computer? Until 

recently, this was a major problem. Unless 
you had the programming skills to make 
your game a reality, no software house 
would be interested. 

Even then, to stand a good chance of 
publication you had to have a pedigree. 
Without a previous coding record, no-one 
was interested in your work, but without 
anyone taking an interest in your work, then 
you couldn't get a pedigree. Catch 22. 

Over the last couple of years, however, 
computer gaming has changed, and the 
way in which games are created has also 
changed. If you've always believed that 
you've got a perfect idea for a game, one 
so good you're amazed no-one's 

thought of it 
^ already, then 

today you 
^ L are more 

J likely than ever 

rr to have your 
dream turned into 

a reality. 
More and 

more 

<1 
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software houses are willing to consider any 
proposal for a game that comes their way. 
Adrian Cale of System 3 states: 'Yes. we'd 
look at any proposal for a game, although 

are willing to invest more money in the 
average 16-bit project than they would ever 
have dreamed of doing for even the most 
prestigious 8-bit product. 

The major result of bigger investment and 
the enhanced technical abilities of the 
machines is that practically all of the major 
games for the Amiga and ST are original, 
innovative and sophisticated. Not for your 
average ST or Amiga user the dubious 
pleasures of dodgy licences like The Real 
Ghostbusters or Moonwalker. They want 
more. More graphics, more sound, more 
gameplay and longer life for their £25 
investment. 
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• Very early sketches from the attack scene in Microprose's Midwinter. Mike Singleton and members of his 
programming team Maelstrom approached Microprose with the game idea: Midwinter took several man years to 
complete once the game concept had been accepted by Microprose. Mike Singleton is renowned for brilliantly novel 
gaming concepts like Lords of Midnight. Doomdark's revenge. Whirligig. Dark Sceptre, and Grimblood. 

we haven't picked up on any that have 
arrived in the post yet. The idea would have 
to be very good, and presented in the right 
manner — the presentation is every bit as 
important as the idea. We get stuff arriving 
on bits of paper, obviously ripped out of 
someone's maths book, and that stuff ends 
up straight in the bin.' Gremlin Graphics' Ian 
Stewart has already used a proposal from a 
non-programmer; Footballer of the Year just 
turned up one day and was quickly turned 
into a game. He echoes Adrian's views, 
adding 'You have to remember that we have 
probably ten game ideas every week, and 
so it would have to be something really 
special, something that really made you sit 
up and look. It would also have to be 
incredibly well presented before it got taken 
on.' 

The advent of 16-bit software has helped 
the aspiring designer. The bigger profit 
potential means that the software houses 

Interphase, Falcon, Knights of the 
Cry stallion, Sim City and, of course. 
Populous are all examples of extremely 
successful, highly-sophisticated games that 
are popular because they meet these 
criteria. These are the sort of games that 
will still be selling months, even years, after 
their initial release, and it's this kind of game 
that the software houses are interested in 
producing. The change in game styles has 
effected how the games are created. Nigel 
Brookes, of Smart Egg Software, recently 
responsible for Ocean's Liverpool football 
game, takes up the story. 

There are probably only 20 or so major 
projects, games that go across six or seven 
formats, initiated in any given year. These 
projects can take anything from eight 
months to over a year from start to finish.' 
It's difficult enough to predict what will be 
selling in six months, let alone a year, so it's 
imperative that projects are kept to 
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schedule. 

'Because the projects are much bigger 
and more sophisticated, different areas will 
be assigned to different people, each 
specialising in a particular area. There'll 
probably be a graphic artist, a coder, a 
sound effects and musical person, all 
possibly working on two or three format 
versions, and a games designer.' The jobs 
allocated to an individual will be fairly rigidly 
adhered to. because of the tight time 
schedules of projects, he says. The coder 
doesn't want to be stuck with designing the 
game, or be expected to design a detailed 
sprite in 15 running and jumping positions 
halfway through the schedule.' 

Karl Jeffery takes it one stage further. Karl 
is the Software Manager at Images, who are 
responsible for. amongst other things, the 

stunning conversions of R-Type, and 
programming the forthcoming Back to the 
Future games for Mirrorsoft. He believes 
that in future the designer will be not just an 
important member of the team, but the team 
leader. In his opinion, future games will be 
predominantly dependent on the emergence 
of games designers, and he has recently 
started started employing games designers 
with no programming skills, just a stack of 
good game ideas and a determination to 
succeed. 

With the emergence of Compact Disc 
Interactive (CDI) software, there are no 
longer any real memory constraints, you 
can have over 500Mb on one disk. There's 
so much memory to play with, there's 
absolutely no real limitations, so the games 
design has to be brilliant. Members of teams 
programming for CDI games will obviously 
be specialists in one particular field, and 
someone has to be responsible for pulling 
the teams together, giving a project 
direction. That task will fall to the games 
designers.' 

It's not just the smaller software houses 
and programming houses that are taking 
steps in this direction, though. In fact, 
MicroProse. renowned for high quality 
simulations and games, recently advertised 
for full-time designers, concerned exclusively 
with coming up with good game concepts. 

MicroProse's Martin Moth explained why 
they are taking this step. 

'The American MicroProse. based at 
Baltimore, has had two game designers, Sid 
Meyer and Arnold Hendrick, for quite some 
time now. This has had considerable 
success, and having just established a UK 
in-house development team, it seemed like 
the logical progression. 

The American designers' job is to come 
up with good game ideas, and then present 
the programmers for a particular project with 
a highly specific brief, indicating exactly what 
they want, soundwise, graphics wise, 
atmosphere — everything. One of our new 
games, Railroad Tycoon, was designed by 
Sid, and then programmed by someone he 
briefed. He thought that designing and 
building a huge railroad network could be the 

basis for a great game. He then set about 
deciding when and where the game would 
be set, what style of game it would be, and 
what the aim would be. He then briefed the 
programmers on the projects, and the 
results should be with us very soon.' 

A recent addition to the ranks of British 
designers is Michael Clarke, who has just 
joined Images as a full-time game designer. 
'I started designing bits and pieces about six 
years ago, for the Atari 800XL. and the CPC, 
but nothing that was published. Later I 
designed demos for friends. A while ago I 
noticed that there was quite a lot happening 
software wise where I live. So I put a 
package of about six rough game designs 
together, and posted out to everyone based 
around me. Images were one of the first 
people I sent my stuff to, and Karl Jeffrey 
called me up and asked me to come in for a 
chat. I joined Images a few weeks ago full-
time. and have just completed designing the 
game for Mirrorsoft's Back to the Future III. 

MASTERS OF STRATEGY 
• All manner of things need to done when producing a 
game: coding is a small pari. Game scenario, manual 
and packaging all play an important role. 

That's going to be a massive game, it's 
much larger than Back to the Future II. I've 
just started working on a huge vector-based 
game that I've been designing for quite a 
while. The design for that ran to 400 pages.' 
What!!?? '400 pages! It's a big game. Some 
of it may have to be left out.' Hmmm. Very 
possibly. 

Dean Lester has been designing games 
for several years now. He now works for 
Teque London, where a lot of his time is 
taken up putting game designs together. He 
explained how he originally got started. 

'I'd coded a couple of games for 
Audiogenic on the BBC. while I was a 
trainee nurse. As a consequence of that I 
managed to get the 'tea boy' job at 
Audiogenic. It was there that I learned about 
design, and I ended up doing a couple of 
game designs for them...' 

'From Audiogenic I moved to Mirrorsoft as 
a Project Manager... I did a couple of games 
for them that never got off the drawing 
board, including a vector car racing game 
months before Hard Drivin' even hit the 
arcades. Then I got involved in the 
Interphase project, which needed someone 
to push it along.' Dean worked on the 
Interphase project for six months, taking it to 
the highly successful conclusion. He then left 
Mirrorsoft to help set up Teque London, 
where a large proportion of his time is taken 
up with designing games, including the 
forthcoming Grandslam game Hunt for Red 
October. 

So how does De3n go about coming up 
with a game design? 'My starting point is 
always with a handful of games that are. in 
my opinion, the best games ever written. 
The first is Mr Do. the arcade machine. That 
has got the ultimate gameplay. simple 
graphics but incredibly playable. It's perfect. 
There's so much that any games designer 
can leam, like difficulty curves, extra 
features, keeping the eyes busy...' He rattles 
on about Mr Do for some considerable time 
before turning to his next choice. Dungeon 
Master. He also mentions Bubble Bobble, 
Rainbow Islands. Elite. Joust 'novel control 

FROM PAPER TO PACKAGING — HOW TO PUT 
YOUR IDEA ONTO THE SHELVES 

Be business-like in your approach to a software company. They expect — demand 
— that you've done some comprehensive background research, and taken time 
out to check your project's plausibility. Here's a few pointers to help you along the 
way to megabyte megalomania. 

• Midwinter In all its glory. From rough sketches to radical strategy action in a year. Midwinter's scenario is based on 
research carried out on the possibilities of a global freeze. In this case a meteorite crashes into Earth causing polar 
shifts. Unless such a disaster occurs, it looks very unlikely that an ice age will ever occur again. 
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methods always make a game a bit more 
interesting' and Arkanoid before getting the 
plug for Teque in. 'Manchester United is 
another of those games, like Interphase, that 
is a blend of strategy and an arcade game. 
It's difficult to do, but it manages to blend two 
distinctive styles of gameplay, rather than 
being two games for the price of one. It's 
great. When I'm designing games I think 
about all of these, they are, in a way, my 
mentors.' 

The next step, having had an idea, is to 
put pen to paper to do 

basic design plan/Firstly, you need to tell 
them what the graphic style will be — 
isometric, 2-D. first-person perspective, 
whether it's sprites or vectors. Next you 
include the game structure — how the levels 
build up. how many levels there are, what 
the aim on each level is. It also helps to give 
an indication of how the joystick or mouse 
will function. This gives sc -.leone an 
impression of how the game will play. It's 
also good to include some simple mock-up 
screens created on an art package. It 
doesn't have to be brilliant, but it does give 
some idea of what you are aiming at. A 
picture speaks a thousand words and all 
that... Within the first couple of pages, 
people should already have a pretty good 
mental picture of the game that you are 
proposing.' 

Once a game design has been 
commissioned, then it's time to extend the 
length of the design brief to 30 or 40 pages. 
By this stage, absolutely no design 
decisions should be left to the programmer. 
The whole artificial intelligence thing has to 
be included at this point, and nothing should 
be left out. When people play a game, they 
don't see this, but someone has sat down 
and worked out what everything onscreen 
will do in any instance. If an insect walks into 

• Railroad Typcoon. one ot Microprose's forthcoming releases, was thought up by American in-house designer Sid 
Meyer. The job ot Microprose's in-house designers is to come up with good ideas, and then present the programmers 
tor a particular proiect with a highly specified brief. Everything from the setting to the sound must be included in the 
brief. Sid thought that designing and building a great railway network could form the basis of a great game... 

a wall, then it backs up four character 
spaces before turning. If it bumps into 
another insect then it flies off at a different 
angle and so on. That's ail got to be here, 
and the obvious things are sometimes the 
hardest." 

As a final addendum, Dean also likes to 
include extras', features that can be 
included if there is time or memory free. 
These are the types of things that can be 
included in the game, but that aren't an 

CASE HISTORY: MIDWINTER 
These two brief case histories should give you some idea of the 
part that the game designer plays in the evolution of a game, and 
the way in which a game moves from scrap paper to the local soft-
ware emporium. 
The original idea for Midwinter began in 
1988 after Mike Singleton and the other 
programmers at Maelstrom had written a 
routine to scroll large solid vector objects 
around smoothly and fast. One of the 
objects Mike Singleton designed for a 
demo to show off this routine was a huge 
mountain with 96 faces, all programmed 
by hand. Mike wanted to incorporate his 
mountain into a game, and set about 
designing one, which was Midwinter. He 
then put it in with a number of other ideas 
for games he had, which he then present-
ed to MicroProse. 'I wanted to do some-
thing more than just an arcade game. I 
wanted something like chess, which is fun 
because you have a number of pieces to 
move around the board — playing chess 
with just one piece each is bound to be 
dead boring. Same with Midwinter, I want-
ed a game that involved moving a number 
of characters around, without losing any 
time by moving all of them.' 

At this stage, the game proposal was 
only about two pages long, detailing how 
the game would evolve and what would 
happen. Out of the number of briefs 
Maelstrom presented, this was the one 
which MicroProse were really into doing, 
and so Mike had to come up with a more 

specific brief. 'This was around forty to fifty 
text heavy DTP'd pages in length, concen-
trating on screen layout, display, how 
many characters there would be and how 
they would interact.' 

Once this had been given the go ahead, 
a team of nine or ten (Mike, mathematical 
genius that he is, couldn't remember 
exactly how many) programmers set to 
work on the project. From this point 
onwards, the project evolved along natural 
lines, although some changes had to be 
made. 'We had planned to have some dis-
plays for refuelling vehicles, or collecting 
supplies, but then we realised that once 
you had made the decision to refuel or 
collect supplies, there wasn't much else to 
do. As a consequence we decided these 
displays would have been pretty point-
less." 

Of course the project has evolved and 
changed in other respects, the changes 
coming about due to machine limitations, 
expendability or following mutual discus-
sion between Maelstrom and MicroProse, 
who were, of course, keeping an eye on 
the project. The project is just about fin-
ished now. and should be hitting the 
shelves any moment. 

integral part of it. If you put these things in 
the main specification, then something 
important may be left out to include one of 
these 'decorations', and that would be 
wrong.' 

Games designers are here to stay, and 
will play a large part in shaping the games of 
the future. Software houses are interested in 
the work of anyone with an accurate 
perception of what people will be playing in 
the future. Reckon you've got it? You could 
do a lot worse that enter the game designing 
competition in this issue of THE GAMES 
MACHINE. Even if you aren't successful 
then, there's still plenty of other 
opportunities. Back to Smart Egg's Nigel 
Brookes. One of the best things that could 
happen from a feature like this is for, in two 
or three months time, decent game ideas to 
suddenly start arriving in the post and ending 
up on my desk.' Well, what are you waiting 
for? 
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mum. 

PART ONE: THE IDEA 
Have a stunning idea that no-one has 
thought of before. This is the most difficult 
bit. Once you are convinced that you have 
one, try to figure out why no-one's thought 
of it before. Look at all the other games that 
have anything in common with your game. 
Try to figure why they didn't implement the 
features you want in yours. 

Familiarise yourself with the rudiments of 
the machine you are designing for. Take into 
account the fact that the ST isn't so hot on 
scrolling, that even the most stunning game 
on the Speccy, even if it's the best ever, isn't 
going to sell if it needs a cassette load every 
other minute. 

Think about the sales. If it's yet another 
driving game or beat-'em-up, it's going to be 
sitting on a shelf with ten or 20 similar 
games. Software houses are interested 
games that will not have to share space with 
another similar title from another producer. 

• Sim City is an original game concept that will 
doubtless remain on the shelves long after the likes of 
Rainbow Islands. Dragon's Lair II and Turrican have been 
forgotten. Sim City is the sort of game that will be selling 
months, even years, after its release — and its the sort 
of game software houses are very interested in producing 
at the moment. 

CASE HISTORY:INTERPHASE 
Cyberpunk is go! Another massive computer game, this time owing 
more than a little to Neuromancer by William Gibson. 
Wouldn't it be good to base a computer 

game around the sort of events in 
Neuromancer,' said Simon Knight, having 
just read the novel. 'Yes, lovely,' said 
everyone else at Mirrorsoft, forgetting for 
a moment that everyone had other more 
pressing projects to be working on. 
Practically simultaneously, Adrian 
Stephens turned up with some totally bril-
liant 3-D routines, and no game to put 
them in. Perfect, said Mirrorsoft, you can 
do our new cyberpunk game Mainframe. 
As a consequence. Mainframe had a 
coder, a basic idea, and no game design-
er. 

Enter Dean Lester, who had just joined 
Mirrorsoft as a project manager. I'll design 
it," he said, and he did, spending two days 
of every week for the next six months trav-
elling down to Bristol, where Adrian was 
doing the coding. Although they had a 
pretty good idea of what the game they 
wanted was like, it evolved during the cod-
ing period. 'You can't have a totally inflexi-
ble plan, it must be flexible enough to 

evolve. You'll often find that a good idea 
will come from following what can ulti-
mately be a totally pointless path.' The two 
days would be spent coming up with new 
ideas, improvements and alterations, and 
the remaining three would be used by 
Adrian to implement the modernisations. 'I 
know he's a mate and everything,' says 
Dean 'but he really is an absolute coding 
genius. I'd say Wouldn't it be good if the 
tractor beam could pick up this or that,' 
and then half an hour later he'd have it 
coded in. and half an hour after that it'd be 
working perfectly, debugged and all.' 

Then, Danny Emmet turned up with 
some designs for objects and characters 
for a 3-D environment, offering to do the 
designs for any projects. It just happened 
that they were perfect for Mainframe, so 
he was brought in on the project, and 
ended up putting a lot of his own creative 
input into the game. 'A lot of the quirkiness 
that's in the game, like the unicycling frog, 
were all down to Danny.' says Dean. 

A game's more saleable if it can go across a 
number of formats and still retain the 
payability. (Stunt Car Racer and X-Out are 
both good examples of this.) If your game is 
available on five formats, as well as 
increasing your royalties five-fold, you're 
going to increase the profits for the software 
house five-fold. Software houses are 
interested in this kind of thing as well! 

PART TWO: 
PRESENTING YOUR IDEA 
Every software house I spoke to asked for 
excellent presentation. Make sure that what 
you send to the software houses is going to 
give them an accurate impression of your 
game. Take care to include as many details 
as possible, without going into waffle. 

They'll want to know what machine or 
machines it's aimed at, who's going to buy 
it. the number of levels or sections, what a 
typical game might consist of. and drawings 

of screen layouts. If it's something like Oil 
Imperium, where turns are taken along with 
other computer-generated players, then a 
flow chart indicating the options and actions 
of a typical game will help. If you expect a 
software house to take your idea seriously, 
then you will have developed it to the stage 
where around five or so pages of diagrams 
and words will be needed to give the details 
and an accurate idea of how the game will 
play, look, sound, and feel. 

Having done all that, the next thing is to 
do it all over again. As Ian Stewart at 
Gremlin says; they have ten ideas a week, 
and the chances of your one idea being 
good enough to make it are slim. Even the 
professionals probably only see one idea in 
ten make it onto the shelves. So. if you send 
in ten designs, you're ten times more likely 
to succeed. No-one said it was going to be 
easy, but the potential rewards — fame, 
money, lunches at the software house's 
expense — will more than make up for it. 

• The bigger profit potential of 16-bit games means that 
software houses are willing to invest more money. The 
result of bigger investment means more innovative and 
sophisticated games like Falcon for the ST above. 
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Far, far away, in a distant galaxy their lived a wise 
old console. The console spread its teachings 
across all lands, through all cultures and into the 
homes of all those who would receive him 
favourably. There were few who refused his 
didactic teachings — they became outcasts, 
known as Segas. In the third century, the chief 
console, Engine, sent out his sidekick, Shintaro 
Kanaoya, with news of his latest creation, and one 
that could revolutionise the way the Engine was 
perceived throughout the land... 

Today's lesson is taken 
from Our Man in Japan, 
Issue 30. And from the 
east, a bright new star 

rose over the horizon. It was no 
ordinary star, t'was dark, almost 
grey, with strange obtrusions. 
And so men, women and 
children came forward in their 
multitudes, playing these 
wonderful Engines, as they 
were to become known. But 
how could this be? From where 
were these beasts gaining their 
life juice? (For there were no 
electric sockets in the 
desert.) Each 
possessed not the 
legendary TV screen, 
or even a new-fangled 
monitor, but a strange 
display made from 
liquid crystal. And 
so started the fifth 
coming of our 
lord. PC 
Engine. And 
the lord 

bellowed: 'I am hand-held'. 
Yes, it's totally and utterly 

true. The PC Engine has 
become hand-held. Not just an 
ordinary hand-held — it 
wouldn't be like NEC to obey 
the laws of research and 
development — but one that 
can be expanded in two very 
important ways. Not only is 
every machine totally 
compatible with all existing 
ROM-card software, but each 
could also have a built-in TV 

tuner. (Other sockets 
allow two hand-

helds to be 
connected 
together, and 
audio output 
through 

headphones.) The tuner could 
be a real advance in personal 
entertainment. Just imagine 
being able to play Gunhed on 
the train and then flick to 
watching Neighbours on the 
same little screen. However, the 
tuner bit is still a possibility — 
not even a probability — as 
NEC have yet to set a price. 
They have said that it won't top 
£220. which means the TV 
could have to go. This is mainly 
due to the fact that it's probably 
coming out the same time as 
the Nintendo Super Famicon. 
which is around £200, too. 

ANY MORE ENGINES? 
There's still uncertainty about 
the real' fifth PC Engine. NEC 
have denied to comment on 
whether they'll be upgrading the 
original Engine with 16-bit 
technology — don't forget, the 
Super Grafx is only 8-bit. And 
there's also the matter of the 
LCD add-on screen for the old 
Engine. With the advent of the 
hand-held it seems unlikely that 
NEC will release this. More's 
the pity. 

Still, don't fret, there's plenty 
of games to keep you going 
over the next few months. Take 
Afterburner, for example. In 
Japan alone, it's the sixth 
incarnation of the game: the 
original arcade, the Sega 8-bit, 
the Nintendo 8-bit, the X68000 
and the FM Towns preceding it. 
Expect the Engine version 
within the next few months. 

Oh, no. Shock, horror. 
Jason's back. Well, actually the 
character's name is Rick and 
this time, you control him. The 
game is another arcade 
conversion. Splatterhouse. 

Nice graphics, bad guys called 
Top-Heavy, Torture Dead, 

Green Dead Man, Body 
Eaters, Hanging Dead, 

etc. all appear 
on April 3 in 
Japan. 

SOMETHING ORIGINAL! 
Here's something really original. 
You're a robot, you run up the 
screen killing bad monsters. 
There are extra weapons and 
power gas as you go. It comes 
out early April. It's called 
Psycho Chaser. 

Britain: The home of so many 
things. Here's one now: soccer. 
In fact it's Formation Soccer 
Human Cup 90. From a total of 
16 national teams, Japan being 
the weakest, play countries 
from all over the world. This 
game is radically different from 
most other games in that up to 
four players can play at the 
same time; two people 
controlling two members of one 
team and two others controlling 
two opposition members. 

The game of football 
originated in England way back 
in... Nah, I'll leave the history 
lesson for another time. 
Anyway, prepare for your own 
World Cup in April. 

TGM looked at the Sega 
Mega Drive version of Golden 
Axe back in Issue 29. One 
drawback to the Engine version 
is that it's only available on CD. 
Great if you've a CD-ROM but 
not much use to the majority. 

Also on the CD-ROM is Ultra 
Box. It's not a game, not a way 
of life, but a disc full of bits and 
pieces. Interesting things like a 
horoscope, little picture puzzles, 
a small game, a list of Engine 
products and other very useful 
things. The most interesting 
item is a foreigner chat-up 
simulation'. Can you chat-up a 
foreigner with your English? All 
this for only £20. God help 
Japan... 

One last game, on the 8-bit 
Nintendo, is the brilliant 
Boulderdash. Unfortunately, 
there's no Rockford! It just won't 
be the same. 

Well, my children, here 
endeth the lesson. But I will 
return in 30 days to bring forth 
further tidings of that nether 
world to your east. But for now. 
Your Man in Japan sends his 
eternal blessings. Amen and 
Sayonara. 
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TGM doesn't bow to 
reader pressure. Early 
results from the TGM 
Questionnaire show that 
you all like graphics 
features, so that's what 
you're going to get. This 
month sees the start of 
the TGM Gallery. We want 
to see your artwork in 
these pages. Of course a 
straightforward art 
gallery would be a bit 
boring so we thought we'd 
add a new twist... 

A 
J L S well as your 

main picture we'd like to see several other 
screens showing the different design 
stages and techniques used. That way your 
artwork gets immortalised in these hallowed 
pages and you help out other readers. And 
if that wasn't incentive enough, the 
designer of the month's best screen will 
receive a £50 software voucher. 

To begin with, we only want screens on 
the Amiga. S T or PC. If all goes well, we'll 
include 8-bit artwork. Send all your disks to: 
Newsfield, TGM Gallery, Ludlow, 
Shropshire SY8 1JW. Enclose a SAE if you 
want to see your disks again. 

To kick off the column, we invited 
Macintosh Master Roger Kean to supply 
some hi-tech designs, and top art critic 
Brigitte Van Reuben to explain why they're 
not very good... 

JANUS 
Stooping into Roman mythology, Kean has 
dragged the god Janus, through the ages, 
into a 20th century setting. Utilising repeat 
imagery, a la Warhol pop art, Kean has 
constructed a startling, yet simple, image. 
The shirt and tie serve to add a more down 
to earth element to the deity. Just as the 
shirt and tie are products of man's 
inventiveness, so is Janus. And just as 
clothes are necessary for our physical well 
being, a god is necessary for our spiritual 
development. They provide us with a raison 
d'etre, a focus for our lives. Here Kean is 
echoing Voltaire. The image is essentially 
saying that 'If god did not exist, it would be 
necessary to invent him.' 

Never let it be said that 

HEALTH SCARE 

JANUS 

Here Kean has attempted to tackle the 
current bete noire of the computer world. 
Viruses, the hermetic menaces, waiting 
unseen, only to strike at critical moments, 
robbing us of our data. A cathartic piece for 
Kean, himself a victim of a computer virus, 
Health Scare gives shape and form to our 
fears. And by exposing them for what they 
really are — lamentable progeny of a 
deranged programmer's mind — Kean 
shows us that only by facing up to our fears 
can we overcome them and move onto 
better things. 
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THE MOUNTAIN 

IIIIIUMESZm 
Here Kean has mixed hi-tech with the more 
natural concerns of Green politics. The 
Keep Out sign, more of a question than a 
statement, raises the issue of whether man 
can co-exist in harmony with nature or, 
rather, whether industrial society can. 

The irony is that an industrial society is 
supposed to enrich our lives with its 
productivity. But isn't it ultimately 
destructive? Are we not in fact destroying 
our planet and ourselves? And for what? 
Such transitory pleasures as frozen food. In 
the foreground stands Man — represented 
by his brutal inventions; stark piping and 
crude metallic tiling — defiantly in the 
background Nature with her unconquered 
peaks. The two contrasts sizing each other 
up like prize fighters ready for the final 
showdown. 

The man-made road between them 
suggests that man and his machines are 
about to march on nature's last reserves. 
But peering out from behind the mountain a 
ray of sunshine staving off the imminent 
doom, literally a ray of hope. Representing 
the increased profile of Green politics, the 
underlying statement of the piece is all 
bound up with that ray of light, that man 
must treasure nature for what it is. rather 
than raping it for its treasures. 
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Home-produced software is making a come-
back. Some of the best, and cheapest, adven-
tures could well be designed by the guy (or 
gal) next door. Paul Rigby is one of its biggest 
supporters... 

Novelty Corner 
Now here's a novelty. Tevex, one of 
America's most well-known computer 
retail outlets, have launched themselves 
into the software business. The game is 
called Napoleon at Austerlitz and follows 
the classic style of wargame, the look-
down SSI type. Apparently, Tevex were 
so concerned with the dearth of new 
wargame titles that they thought they'd 
give the genre a bit of a lift. Watch out 
for a review of the PC version in the near 
future. 

Talking about novelty, American soft-
ware house, Miles Computing, have pro-
duced an interesting game known as 
The Fool's Errand. The plot surrounds a 
fool who is in search of wisdom. The 
game includes over 80 puzzles, sub-
games in themselves. The difference 
being that each puzzle is interwoven into 
the overall plot which is revealed as you 
complete each puzzle. I've heard that 
The Fool's Errand, a favourite of ex-
Infocom man Steve Meretsky, is a tough 
nut to crack but your hard-earned efforts 
are well rewarded with a closing four-
minute animation sequence. A PC ver-
sion is winging its way towards me, via 
carrier pigeon, as you read these words. 

General Quarters Software, who hail 
from sunny California, are a new name 
to me. Their first product, Midway: The 
Battle That Doomed Japan, is an opera-
tional level simulation for the PC that 
includes all surface ships from destroyer 
upwards (including land/sea air wings). 
The play map reaches from the 
Japanese mainland to Pearl Harbour. 
Features include three different types of 

detection: airborne 
recce, visual or radar 
as well as surface, and 
sub-sightings. Weather 
is variable, aircraft 
have to fuelled and 
pre-flighted, and so on. 

ADVENTURE 
STRATEGY 
ROLEPLAY 

Column 

LARRY LAND 
Larry Horsfield, the 
force behind FSF 
Adventures and author 
of Magnetic Moon and 
Starship Quest 
(reviewed in issue 28) 
has announced that 
his next release, Axe 
of Kolt, will have a 
whopping £50.00 prize 
for the first person to 
complete it. Anybody 
who wishes to place 
an advanced order 
with Larry should con-
tact him at 40 Harvey 
Gardens, Charlton, 
London SE7 8AJ. 

Issue four of the first adventure mag 
on a disk, Syntax, has crossed my palm. 
Edited by Sue Medley, the latest issue 
includes an interview with Let Sleeping 
Gods Lie author, Steven Green. In addi-
tion there are reviews; Adventure Game 
Toolkit, Darkness is Forever, Suicide or 
Murder and Dead End; hints and tips, 
solutions and lots of other good stuff. 
One issue costs £3.50, with a year's sub 
at £20.00. Interested? Contact Sue 
Medley, 9 Warwick Road, Sidcup, Kent, 
DA14 6LJ. 

On the subject of mags. Issue Nine of 
Official Secret's Confidential has just 
arrived, and a rattling good read it is too. 
Interviews with Linda Wright and Anita 
Sinclair, a beginners' guide to adventur-
ing and a look at the new MUG game, 
Mirrorworld... 

This is a good time to mention a letter 
I received from New Zealand — TGM has 
infiltrated more countries than the KGB. 
Chang is desperate for comprehensive 
help on Sierra's Space Quest 3. Well, 
contact Intermediates at PO Box 847, 
Harlow CM21 9PH. (Tel: 0279 600197.) 
They've a SQ3 hint book for £6.99, which 
also includes help on many other 
games. 

CONVERSION SWAMP 
Swamped by conversions again. 
Goodness knows where they come from. 
(Programmers, probably — Ed.) The 
Amiga version of Dungeon Master's 
Assistant: Encounters from SSI has 
arrived. Used specifically as a number-
cruncher for tabletop AD&D RPGs, the 
DMA includes over 1300 monsters and 
characters from Monster Manuals one 
and two. The ST version of Origin's 
Windwalker has also appeared. Packed 
onto three disks Windwalker is STE 
compatible. 

The PC version of Interplay's Dragon 
Wars (£29.99) is now available. This ver-
sion really shows what the system can 
do as it is freed from the shackles of the 
C64's disk drive. Pity the dungeon walls 
are paper-thin, though. PSS's Conflict 
Europe has also made it to the PC. My 
lukewarm reception of this game has 
grown distinctly colder for the PC ver-
sion where it mixes with the big boys 
and comes off with a bloody nose... 

Finally, a word about two cracking adven-
tures I have been playing on my Amiga. 
Both are text-only, both are by Jim 
MacBrayne and both are Public Domain. 
The first is The Golden Fleece and the 
other The Holy Grail. The titles are self-
explanatory. But what they don't tell you 
is the wealth of text, atmosphere and 
mind-bending puzzles they offer. In fact 
The Holy Grail is for 1Mb Amigas only! 



(Don't forget this is a text-only adven-
ture!) The style is very Infocom-like, 
which is no drawback, but the author's 
own style is the solid foundation to both 
games. My examples emerged from 
17Bit Software, PO Box 97, Wakefield, 
WF1 1XX. (Tel: 0924 366982.) Both 
games cost a piffling £2.50.1 wholeheart-
edly, unreservedly... oh, just buy them! 

Right, that's all for this month. I'm off to 
write a letter to the Editor asking for a pair 
of long johns. It's ruddy freezing sitting on 
the top of this column. My word processor's 
iced up and the ten million pigeon inhabi-
tants are causing merry hell with my flop-
pies — it's like Christmas every day of the 
year... 

PAUL RIGBY, NEWSFIELD, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1JW. 

All import games reviewed this month 
can be obtained from Computer 
Adventure World, 318 Kensington, 
Liverpool L7 OEY. Tel: 051 2636306. 

PC £24.99, C64 £18.99 

PANZER 
BATTLES 
SSG 
Panzer Battles is from the Battlefront 
series. Utilising six battles along the 
Russian front, you play either the German 
or Russian side. Scenarios cover Minsk 
(June 27. 1941). Moscow (December 4. 
1941), Kharkov (May 12. 1942), 
Prokhorova (June 12, 1943), Kanev 
(September 23, 1943) and Korsun 
(February 10. 1944). Each scenario has a 
range of suggested variants to extend 
gameplay even further 

The Battlefront system is by no means 
state of the art, even though it has been 
constantly upgraded. However, there is still 
plenty to keep you occupied. Incidentally, 
any SSG wargamers would do well to ring 
Electronic Arts on 0753 49442 to enquire 
about SSG's own propriety Run 5 maga-
zine. No doubt further scenarios for Panzer 
Battles will be offered in this publication. 

C64 

WAR OF THE 
LANCE 
SSI 
War of the Lance is SSI's first AD&D 
wargame. It keeps faithful to the original 
books — a rather unique occurrence for a 
wargame. 

The basis of the plot surrounds the 
attack from the armies of the Queen of 
Darkness on the lands of Ansalon. All 
aspects of combat are involved; including 
draconians, dragons and fleets. An addi-
tional element is used by both sides via 
the well-known characters of the books 
who quest for precious objects which may 
(or may not) enhance the performance of 
their respective armies. Each bunch of 
questors can be hampered by the subver-
sive moves of their opponents. If, by 
some unfortunate chance, one of your 
questors is captured, you can order the 
others to rescue them. Questors also risk 
injury or death which may slow down the 

group to varying degrees. 
I would have liked to have had more 

control on the questors. Success or failure 
at finding objects is too random for my lik-
ing. Control could also prevent capture or 
premature death. 

It would also have been beneficial to 
have direct tactical control, especially dur-
ing those tempting battle close-ups. Such 
control would not be unreasonable in this 
particular game because you do not play 
any one leader. Realism, therefore, would 
not be affected. 

Nevertheless, I thoroughly recommend 
War of the Lance to any wargamer out 
there and any adventurers who may like 
to get into wargames but are cautious of 
the genre. The inclusion of text screens 
giving story updates and the wealth of 
background provided by the TSR Dragon 
Lance books really helps the atmosphere. 
Well done, SSI. More please! 

example. Trouble is, you start with nothing 
but a small amount of money and a few 
wagons. You need, therefore, to increase 
your dosh. raise an army, attack a few cas-
tles, sink a few ships, while juggling with 
the economic side of affairs. 

In fact the main strength of Medusa is in 
its handling of the economics. There is 
quite a bit of trading, mining, wages, trans-
port and so on. Scouts can be used to look 
for raw materials or check out a nearby 
army. The terrain has an effect on transport 
and combat. For example, your army will 
sink in swamps without much-needed help 
from magic users. 

When you enter a town you can buy and 
sell various items (food, weapons, etc), 
gamble in the tavern, enlist personnel, etc. 
Combat is poorly implemented. Apart from 
the general lack of information, you have 
very little control and tactics are unvaried. 

Finally, the product is too expensive — 
especially considering the opposition. 

ST, C64 

A DARK SKY 
OVER PARADISE 
Interactive Technology, PO 
Box 146, Sheffield S13 
7TY. 
A curious graphic adventure game this. 
The Earth is in a bit of trouble. 
Overcrowding, ecological disaster and all 
that. So the plan is to colonise Mars from 
the Moon headquarters. Here, a rocket 
base is being constructed. However, 
money is a big problem. The bill for the 
colonisation plans threatens to fling the 
Earth into a massive economic recession 
Meanwhile, you have been summoned to 
the Moonbase. Why? You've no idea. But 
when you arrive at Moonbase you're quick-
ly made aware of the unstable nature of the 
society you find yourself in. Curfews, 
bombings, intrigue and so on. 

Dark Sky is a well-presented game with 
a short, nicely-produced manual and digi-

ST £29.95 

RINGS OF 
MEDUSA 
Star byte 
Your are a prince in search of five rings 
needed to summon the goddess Medusa 
who is spreading evil throughout the land 
with the help of her 'hell army'. Only after 
Medusa is summoned do you have the 
chance to defeat her in combat. However, 
after every ring is found you gain an extra 
advantage — increased army strength, for 
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PC £49.50 (also Amiga) 
import 

GENGHIS KHAN 
Koei 
Genghis Khan is really two games in one. 
In the solitaire mode, Mongol Conquest, 
you can become Temujin, the Bordighin 
tribesman who is destined to unite the 
Mongols as Genghis Khan. The game 
then switches to the World Conquest 
mode which can be played with one to 
four players. Other notable characters 
include Richard I (England). Alexious III 
(Byzantine Empire), and Minamoto 
Yoritomo (Japan). 

Using a similar design to Koei's previ-
ous release, Romance of the Three 
Kingdoms (a game well received in the 
Column), Genghis Khan improves further 
still. All command decisions cost attribute 
points. Your character has a range of abili-
ties: judgement, leadership, planning, per-
suasion and on. When an action is made 

which utilises one of these abilities it 
reduces the points allocated. When the 
points fall under a certain level you will be 
unable to do the action. This means that 
you will need a fair sprinkling of several 
abilities before you charge into battle, for 
example. You could say that this area of 
the game accurately reflects the pressures 
of leadership. 

Genghis Khan is an excellent product. 
It's kept me up late more times than I care 
to mention. The challenge of the game is 
high as the opponents are no fools. They 
love to attack when you are at your weak-
est, opponent tactics are intelligent too. 
Despite the high price this is unreservedly 
recommended. 

STRATEGY 93% 

tised graphics for the ST version. The initial 
gameplay is frustrating as you need to 
keep a number of timed appointments. 
However, you will find yourself becoming 
lost while you desperately map out the 
area, trying to find the necessary locations. 
Death and missed appointments will mean 
that you will need to re-boot a few times 
while you complete your map. Surely a fully 
detailed map should have been included? 
In addition, the parser can be quite 
unfriendly and unhelpful. Precise inputs are 
the order of the day. 

The main saviour of this game is the plot 
which is fascinating. The story keeps you 
guessing and bewildered at times, espe-
cially the dream sequence. Even so, there 
are enough hooks to make you want to 
press on. It's just a pity that the basic 
design of the adventure isn't a bit friendlier. 

HOMEGROWN 72% 

PC £59.95 import 

STAR SAGA 2 
THE CLATHRAN 
MENACE 
Masterplay 
The second in the planned trilogy (the first 
was reviewed in September 1989), Star 
Saga 2 brings the horror of an absolutely 
gigantic Clathran space fleet storming 
through the known universe crushing 
everything in their path. You're an intrepid 
starship pilot and you are our only hope. 
For hidden in them thar planets is the 
secret to destroy the Clathrans. To find the 
secret involves exploring umpteen planets, 
interacting with alien species, manipulating 
objects and dabbling in a bit of combat. 

The Star Saga series breaks all the 
rules, it's a whole new genre of gaming as 
it uses the first true, customised expert 
system designed specifically for commer-
cial leisure purposes. It is text-only and 
playing it can only be described as reading 
an interactive novel mixed with playing a 
boardgame, an RPG and a standard 
adventure and probably a few other things 
too. 

The text comes in six character booklets 
and 14 game text booklets (containing 
50,000 paragraphs!). This game is. in a 
word, BIG! The story is well-written and 
atmospheric, there is an excellent interac-
tive system and an economic element 
incorporating trade. My only grumble is 
that the combat (which plays a greater role 
in this sequel) is too automated by the 
computer. You do have a variety of options 
— it's just that I would have liked more. 
The author, understandably, argues that 
greater player control would mean each 
player hogging the computer for too long. 
Find out for yourself... 

PC import 

THE SCOOP 
Spinnaker 
Set in the Thirties, The Scoop is a murder 
mystery, graphic adventure. The story is 
based on a novel written by members of 
the London Detection Club (headed by 
Agatha Christie, no less). 

You play a crime reporter set to search 
for the scoop story which will put your trou-
bled newspaper back on its feet. The con-
venient murder surrounds a lady, Geraldine 
Tracey, who was found stabbed to death in 
her bungalow. In fact, you are provided with 
a front page replica of a Morning Star 
newspaper which includes details of the 
murder. Missing are the murder weapon 
and... her husband (sound of dramatic 
chord)! Strange that the Morning Star 
reporter, sent to cover the murder story, 
has also been found murdered in a phone 
box. This is where you come in... 

There are few problems with The Scoop. 
Criticisms include you having to be at cer-
tain locations at the right time to obtain a 
certain clue or find a certain witness and 
the time limit which is more of a personal 
hate rather than a design fault. However, I 
enjoyed this game and recommend it to 
any mystery fans out there. 
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• Murder, mystery and suspense are a daily occurence 
in a hack's lite but can you solve crime and earn 
yourself the all important Scoop? 



PC import 

HIDDEN AGENDA 
Springboard 
Fancy becoming El Presidente of a 
Banana Republic? Now's your chance. 
Coming in a sturdy box. complete with two 
manuals, a map and two floppy disks. 
Hidden Agenda sees you having just been 
swept to power in the pseudo-South 
American country of Chimerica. 

From a group of nine politicians, three 
from each party, you have to pick your 
ministers. Each character comes with their 
own biography, and their own definite 
ideas on how the country should be run. 

You begin the game with a three party 
coalition and a mandate for a three year 
term in office. During this time you will 
receive conflicting advice from your minis-
ters and outside agencies as well as the 
ordinary people of your troubled country. 
Throughout your term you will receive 
countless complaints, advice from every-
one who all know better than you, you will 
be cajoled, threatened, persuaded and will 
probably go quite mad with the complicat-
ed. confusing and frustrating job of being 
El Presidente. If things get too bad you 
can easily be subject to a coup, assassina-
tion. etc. 

Hidden Agenda really is an excellent 
game, for pure originality if nothing else. 
The real trick is trying to keep the delicate 
balance. It is impossible to please every-
one all of the time and you will always 
have someone on your back. The trouble I 
had getting rid of the Death Squads, for 
example. It's not as easy as you might 
think! 

STRATEGY 85% 

PC £27.50 import 

2400 AD 
Origin 
2400 AD is an Ultima-type game. 
Interaction is quite basic but essential to 
completing the game. You will be able to 
roam the city as well as delve in the under-
ground which is a complex tunnel system 
set up by the rebels. 

During the game you will be arrested if 
you don't check in after a set amount of 
moves. A bit silly this as you are always 
put in the same cell, with the same secret 
panel to help you escape. Then you are off 
on your merry way again. The items con-
fiscated from you during your arrest can be 
easily picked up from the storage room 
where they are always placed. Seems like 
a waste of time to me. 

2400 AD is a big disappointment. The 
game feels like one of the early Ultimas 
giving little challenge with no real puzzles 
to think over. The plot has promise but the 
whole system needs a drastic re-write 
before it can be deemed worthy of sale. 

PC, C64 

THE MAGIC 
CANDLE 
Mindcraft/M icroProse 
Ah, now where would we be without our 
regular TGM exclusive, eh? This month I 
can reveal that MicroProse have laid their 
hands on a rather nifty RPG from 
American impresarios Mindcraft. The 
Magic Candle takes an Ultima viewpoint 
on the world of Deruvia. The flame of the 
magic candle holds captive the evil 
Dreax. Disaster seems inevitable now as 
the guardians of the candle have disap-
peared and the candle is burning down. 
When it is extinguished Dreax will take no 
prisoners. Your team has to find a way to 
stop this calamity. 

I like The Magic Candle. Why? 
Because it implements quite a few of 
those design philosophies that I hold dear 
to my roleplaying heart. The boring 
method of hack 'n' slash is kept down to a 
bare minimum as the game concentrates 
upon puzzles, plot and roleplaying, which 
is what the RPGs are all about, after all. 
Monster generation is realistic. You'll find 
a limit to the numbers of monsters. They 
are only re-generated when a 'new patrol' 
enters the area — about every three 
game months. However, dungeons have 
a fixed number of monsters. Once they're 
dead there's no more. Characters are 
pre-generated. each one has a unique 
character instead of being a bunch of 
numbers which you've created and 
named Fred, or something. 

Character teams don't walk around 
everywhere like a bunch of hooligans. 
They have the ability to be split into many 
sections. While in a town you can have 
two of your team training, others earning 
a wage working for jewellers, in taverns, 
etc. The list goes on. magic users can 
wield swords and wear armour. 

For goodness sake why hasn't this 
been done before? Okay, magic users 
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may not be too skillful at swordsmanship, 
they'll probably miss more times than 
they hit. But if they want to carry a sword 
and wear armour — let them! Weapons 
and armour are subject to wear and tear, 
combat has a good tactical edge on it 
with intelligent characters. This means 
that a bunch of thick ores will attack willy-
nilly. However, face a bunch of intelligent 
magic users and they'll use effective 
strategies. Maybe they'll gang up on your 
strongest character, head for any wound-
ed characters, etc. 

There is a good use of stats, and magic 
can only be learnt from books and the 
included spells only leamt from uninter-
rupted periods of concentration. Once a 
spell has been cast it has to be re-learnt. 
Good, this prevents the magic users dom-
inating the game. One or two of these 
features (there are many more that I've 
not had a chance to mention) may have 
been seen in other games but you won't 
have seen them all in one release, and 
certainly not as well integrated. 

The Magic Candle is not perfect, com-
bat can drag on sometimes. Even so, the 
high standard of the design has won 
through. Probably the highlight to Candle 
is the end sequence which is one of. if not 
the, most satisfying end-games seen in 
any RPG so far. This is one of the few 
commercial RPGs on the market which 
has been produced by games players for 
games players, without the disastrous 
intervention of the pin-stripe brigade. I 
reckon Mindcraft (and MicroProse) have 
got a winner on their hands. The Magic 
Candle is a quality RPG. I can't wait for 
the sequel. 
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READER CLASSIFIEDS 
WANTED 
PC Engine games wanted. Will pay up to 
£15. Send lists to S. Billing, 206 Ash 
Grove. Hounstow. Middx. TW5 9DT or 
ring 01 569 4132 between 6.30pm and 
10.00pm 

Sega games wanted will pay £10 for 
required - PC Engine games wanted will 
pay £15 for required. Must be in good 
condition Phone 01 874 5408 

Sega games wanted, buy or swap. Also. 
Atari VCS/2600 console and games 
wanted. Tel: (031) 332 4618 (after 6pm). 
Dave McDougall. 20 Buckingham Terrace. 
Edinburgh EH4 3AD. 

Mind Power Designs want the best 
artists musicians ooder(s) to join us to 
achieve new and original ideas! Amiga 
dedicated only send some of your latest 
work now!! The best only need apply! No 
swapping!' Anybody local! T Clarke. 58 
Charlotte Road. Wallasey. Merseyside 
L44 0DW. 

FOR SALE 
PC Engine (PAL) for sale, boxed, and ten 
games like Side Anns. Gunhed. Tiger 
Heli. Bloody Wolf. Ordyne. P47 Cost 
£500. P&P included sell for £230. Wnte 
to:- Rich. 4B Currents Lane. Harwich. 
Essex C012 3DE. 

Sega system with light phaser. 3D 
glasses, over twenty games, joystick, 
games include R-Type. Vigilante and 
Space Harrier 3D Worth over £450. still in 
box. cost £250. Ring (0344) 54185 after 
6pm any day. 

16 bit Sega Megadrive (PAL), brand new, 
stunning condition. Includes Golden Axe. 

ADVENTUREl 
HELPLINE 

Do you play computer adventures? | 
Have you ever been faced with a 
seemingly impossible situation? 

WE CAN HELP 

Our adventure rescue 
team work 7 days and 7 
evenings a week and will 

be pleased to answer 
your queries. Open 
noon till midnight. 

We offer help with any 
games or any computer 
- so if you are tearing 
your hair out ring this 

number now! 

0898 338 933 
T M l It. 10* Hi rlhUhwl MjmIkmcvMIMIA 

Ghouls and Ghosts, Rambo III and Alex 
Kidd. Swap for Amiga 500 or sell for very 
good price Ring Wll on (0742) 352669 
(Sheffield) 

"Sega", boxed, plus 12 classic games 
including Outrun. Afterburner. Shinobi, 
ThunderWade. Space Harrier. Value £400. 
sell for £150. 48K -Spectrum" with 150 
games, joystick, lightpen, Voxbox. 
recorder. Value £500. sell for £150 ono. 
Tel: 0932 854764 

Sega Mega Drive, brand now. with 
Ghouls and Ghosts and World Cup 
Soccer. Sell for £200 ono. Tel Milton 
Keynes 0908 618937 before 5.00pm 
Monday to Friday. 

Atari STFM. £800 of the best games, all 
over 90%. Dungeon Master. Populous 
etc... Last 2 years of ST Action. 13 
months old, boxed as new. worth £1500. 
only £300. Ring for details (0494) 765560 

Sega Megadrive fully boxed, excellent 
condition, includes Alex Kidd. Altered 
Beast. Super Hangon. Ghouls and Ghosts 
plus What Game Vidoo. All for £230. 
Phone Andy after 6pm on (0858) 880537. 

Atari 520 STFM. 7 months old. boxed, 
perfect condition, mouse, joystick, basics, 
mags, blank disks. £900 latest software 
inc. Xenon 2. Ninja Warriors. Forgotten 
Worlds. Chase HQ. Sell for £375 ono. 
Ring (0892) 662926. 

Atari 520 STFM. 1 Meg drive. 2 joysticks, 
about £900 worth of software including 
Populous. Falcon. TV Sports VM S., DM 
and more. All for an amazing £375 ono. 
Phone Haz on 01 7230344 or 071 
7230344. 

SCART Megadrive and four games £150. 
SCART PC Engine and nine games £150. 
Nintendo Deluxe set and ton games £120. 
Phone Richard after 6pm on 021 523 
0144. 

Sega • Hang On. Dinamite Dux, Dead 
Angle Worth £130 sell for £95 ono. Call 
Richard after 5pm on 01 883 4479. 
anytime on woekends. 

C128. cassette recorder, 2 joysticks, dust 
oover. manuals and over 115 original 
gamos. All for onty £100. Call Trevor on 
01 460 9918 between 5 and 10pm. All 
goar in good condition. 

PAL PC Engine, brand new. still boxed, 
with five games plus AV booster. Sell for 
£190 ono. Phone (0767) 312070 after 
5.30pm 

Sega Megadrive inc. 1 joypad and 
Ghouls and Ghosts. Golden Axe, 
Thunderforce II and Super Shinobi. 
Almost brand new. Years guarantee. 
Worth £370. sell for £280. Phone 0869 
253203 and ask for Pete. 

Blakes 7. Dr Who. Star Trek ST 
databases, full episode guides, facts, ptcs 
etc. Only £5 each or 38 3 for just £10. M. 
Cowley, 1 Severn Road. Stonohouse, 
Glos GL10 2DJ 

Sega system plus 12 games inc. 
California Games, Accept £150. Tel-
(0484) 717310 after 6pm. 

Amiga 500 including Ten Star pack 
Batman pack and three flight sims. Only 
one month old. A real super bargain at 
£300. Telephone Nick on 0860 306406 8-
8pm. 

Bargain Commodore 64 for sale, data 
cassette, light gun. music keyboard. 250 
games from Jet Set Willy to The 
Untouchables All this for £250 ono. Tel: 
01 435 7879. 

PAL PC Engine with joypad. joystick, and 
7 games mc R-Type, Vigilante. Space 

Harrier. Alien Crush, Chan and Chan. 
Victory Run and Wonder Boy 2. All boxed. 
Worth over £400. Sell £180. Phone 
Richard on 0709 544815. 

Sega console plus 10 top games inc 
Wonder Boy III and Time Soldiers. Also 
Inc. light phaser and control pads. Worth 
£375 will sell for £200 or nearest offer 
Telephone Mark on 0423 565891. 

Trade! Webley Eclipse air rifle and scope 
worth £250 for Megadrive or PC Engine. 
Also many air rifle mags. Call Daniel on 
0372 720841. Other offers welcome. 

Loads of games for Amstrad CPC 
machines. Send for list from J. Clarke, 
Rose Cottage. Rectory Road. Mellis near 
Eyo, Suffolk IP23 8EA All games at very 
cheap prices, brand new and never been 
used. 

Amiga 500 • joystick, loads of games 
including Operation Wolf. Space Ace. 
Batman, Power Dnft and Chase HQ. 
Excellent condition. Worth over £710 new. 
£370 ono. Tel: 06285 23007 after six 
o'clock. 

Sega Megadrive (PAL) for sale inc 
joypad and 3 games: Golden Axe. Super 
Shinobi and Space Harrier II All in 
oxcefcjnt condition Sell for only £190 Tel 
01 876 4177 

Atari 520 STFM, 6 months old. Philips 
8833 stereo monitor, £1400 software. 1Mb 
upgrade kit, STOS sound sampler. 
520STFM with 0.5Mb drive, 12 PD disks, 
joystick. 2 mice. Only £600 ono. Ring (01) 
323 5726. Phone Paul weekdays 8am to 
4pm only. 

PEN PALS 
Amiga contacts wanted to swap PD 
programs and software. 100% reply. Write 
to Ragnar Hansen. Haaleitisbraut 57,108 
Reykjavik. Iceland. 

Atari ST contacts wanted from aH over 
the world. 100% reply guaranteed Write 
to: Antti Nikunen. Vehkaoja, 16300 
Orimattila, Finland. 

Amiga contacts wanted Send disks to: 
Jamppa Surakka, PPA 1 Vuonos 1. 83500 
Outokumpu, Finland 100% reply 

Amiga contacts wanted (as usual!). 
Write to Nik. 1 Downsview Road, St 
Helens. Ryde. Isle of Wight P033 1YE. 
England or phone (44) (0983) 874473 
after 6pm. No beginners. 

Atari ST contacts wanted around the 
world. Please write to: Henrik Nielsen, Gl 
Landevej 63.4874 Gedser. Denmark 

Giddayll Amiga user wishes to expand 
upon an already largo number of 
contacts. If you considor yourself a good 
contact then write to: Martin Roberts. PO 
Box 33116. Takapuna. Auckland, New 
Zealand. 100% reply guaranteed. 

USER GROUPS 
M-H-T PD for the best Atan ST Public 
Domain. Only £1,50 per disk. Covers all 
interests For a free list write to: M-H-T. 16 
Bruce House. Headlam Road, London 
SW4 8LT. Overseas users are very 
welcome! 

Contacts wanted to swap/sell latest VHS 
videos, also to swap Amiga stuff. 100% 
reply. UK only please Send to: Jezz, The 
Laurels. Rope Way. Hook Norton, Oxon. 
OX15 5QD. 

FANZINES 
FREE bumper tips section in issue 2 of 
AmigaZine. the all now Amiga Fanzine, 
over 20 great gamos reviewed. Send only 
75p and an A4 SSAE to 29 Littleworth 
Hill Hednesford, Cannock. Staffs. WS12 
5NS. 

STAC users! You need "ADVENTURE 
CODER" magazine! STAC routines, tips, 
and more! "An excellent effort" - Mike 
Gerrard! Only £1 monthly! Cheques-'PO's 
only payable to:- 'C.A. Hester. 3 West 
Lane. Baildon. West Yorks. BD17 5HD. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
MEGAPRIX Britains No.1 motor racing 
PBM now entering it's 3rd season. 30 
teams. 65 drivers. 16 grand prix tracks. 
Start-up £2, turns 50p. More details send 
SAE to M Sims. 76 Mount Road. 
Canterbury. Kent CT1 1YF. 

Make money from tho comfort of your 
own home! Send SAE to. 13 Lyndhurst 
Road. Wood Groen. London N22 5AX. 

Earn ££££'s simply and legally. For free 
Info send SAE to Jason Li. 20 Lower 
Manor Lane. Burnley, Lanes. BB12 0EB. 
Don't mtss the chance of a lifetime. 

35 WORDS FOR ONLY C4.50! 
Flit In tho form below and enclose with your £4.SO paymont, cheque or postal order made 
poyabio to MEWSf IE10 LIMITEO. Photocopies ot the form are acceptable. 

TGM Reader Classif ied section is not open to trade or commercial advertisers, but Fanzines 
OR S A L E . U S E R G R O U P S , 

_ J H _ ) • The maximum wordage is . ^ H _ 
in the first available issue. The editor reserves the right to refuse ads which do not comply 

open I 
may use it Headings are: WANTED. FOR S A L E . U S E R GROUPS . PENPALS . FANZINES and 
E V E N T S DIARY (for clubfuser groups). The maximum wordage Is 35. Smal l ads will be printed 
• • • b t available Issue. The editor reserves the right to refuse ads which do not comply 
with normal decent practice, or which could be interpreted as oncouraging software piracy. 
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Postcode 
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29A Bell Street, Reigate, Surrey RH2 7AD Tel:0737 223869 FAX: 0737 246733 
CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0737 223869 J lk 

COMPILATION BONANZA! 8 BIT 
SOCCER SPECTACULAR 

ONLY 4 . 9 9 CASS 8 . 99 DISC 
FOOTBALL MANAGER, PET ER 

' B E A R D S L E Y S INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL 
WORLD CHAMPIONS. SOCCER S U P R E M O . PET ER 

SHILTONS. HANDBALL MARADONNA 

20 C H A R T B U S T E R S 
ONLY4 .99 C A S S G H O S T B U S T E R S . FA .CUP 

FOOTBALL . AGENT X2 KANE. LA .SWAT NINJA 
M A S T E R , RASPUT IN . O L U E & L I S S A . RICOCHET. 
ZOLYX, WAY OF THE EXPLODING F IST . DAN DARE 

FORMULA 1 S IMULATOR . BRIAN J A C K S 
S U P E R S T A R CHALLENGE . TAU CET1, l -BALL . 

PARK PATROL. THRUST . HARVEY HEADBANGER. 
WAR C A R S . 

COMPUTER CLASSICS 
ONLY 3.99 

ZYNAPS. INTOTHE EAOLES NEST. OYMANITE OAN, 
ALIENS CAULDRON II 

10 COMPUTER HITS VOL 5 
ONLY 4.99 CASS 9 99 DISC 

SAMURAI WARRIOR. MORMUUS. 
TARZAN, TRA2. MEGA-APOLCALYPSE. 

MAGNETRON, NINJA-HAMSTER, 
MYSTERY OF THE NILE. FRIGHTMARE. 

ENLIGHTENMENT. ORUIDII 

S U P R E M E CHALLENGE 
ONLY 4 . 9 9 C A S S 9 . 99 OISC 

E U T l , ACE 11 .SENTINEL STAR GL IDER . T E T R I S 

3 S P E C I A L B U Y 
COMPILAT IONS FOR ONLY 

9 9 9 
C64, S P E C , AMS. 

B U Y ANY 2 • G E T O N E F R E E 

COMPUTER HITS VOL 3 
GEOFF CAPES STRONGMAN. ELIDON 

B U G G E R GOES TO HOLLYWOOD. 
CAULDRON, 3D LUNATTACK 

CRAZY COMETS. DYNAMITE OAN 
HERBERTS DUMMY RUN, 

ATTACK OF THE MUTANT CAMEL8 
BASIIOON BONO 

COMPUTER HITS VOL 2 
SUPERP1PEUNE, MUNTANT MONTY, 

HENRYS HOUSE, GRIBBLYS OAY OUT. 
SNOOKER. MAMA LLAMA. 

RASXEL. AQUA RACS I . FRENZY. 
CIRCUS. 

FIVE STAR VOL 3 
URIOIUM P U I S . WAY OF THE 
EXPLODING HST. TRAP OOOR 

TAU CETI. AUENS. 
FIRELORO, STRIKE FORCE HARRIER 

TRACKLISTS VARY ON DIFFERENT COMPUTER SYSTEMS • PLEASE CALL US BEFORE ORDERING 

COMPILATION BONANZA! 16 BIT 

ST ft AMIGA 
MAGNUM 4 ONLY 19.99 

BATMAN-CAPEO CRUSADER, AFTERBURNER, 
OPERATION WOLF DOUBLE DRAGON 

COMPUTER HITS 2 ONLY 8. 99 
TETRIS. TAU CETI TRACKER. JOE BLADE 

LIGHT FORCE ONLY 18.99 
R-TYPE, IK-VOYAGER, BATMAK-CAPEO CRUSADER 

PRECIOUS METAL ONLY 1S.99 
CAPTAIN BLOOO,XENON. CRAZY CARS, ARKANOIO 

FLIGHT COMMAND 
BRAND NEW RELEASE 

FIVE M I L L GAMES FOR ONLY 19.99 
LANCASTER. ELIMINATOR. STRIKE FORCE 

HARRIER. SKY FOX II 

ST & AMIGA BEST SELLERS CHART 

RAINBOW ISLANDS 14.99 
OPERATION THUN0ER80LT 16.99 
TV SPORTS BASKETBALL 16.99 
CHAOS STRIKES BACK 14,99 
CYBERBAU 14.99 
THE LOST PATROL 15.99 
WARHEAD 16.99 
PLAYER MANAGER 14.99 
MIDWINTER 16 99 

18.99 
GAZZAS SUPER SOCCER 14.99 
X -OUT 14.99 
FUGHT COMMAND 19.99 
GOLD OF THE REALM 14.99 
HYPERACT10N 16.99 
NINJA WARRIOR 14.99 
CHASE HQ 13.99 
DRAGONS BREATH 18.99 

8-BIT BESTSELLERS CHART 
. . . .OISC OPERATION 

THUNOERBOLT DOUBLE DRAGON II 6 .99 . . . . . 10.99 
OPERATION 
THUNOERBOLT 6 . 9 9 . . . . . .10 99 

MYTH CHASE HO 6 99 . . 10 99 
TURBO OUTRUN .19.99 GAZZAS SUPER SOCCER . .10.99 

. 1 0 . 9 9 FIGHTER 80MBIR . . .14 .99 ROBOCOP 8.99 

. .10.99 

. 1 0 . 9 9 
SCRAMBLED SPIRITS 6.99. . 19.99 BATMAN THE MOVIE 6 9 9 . .10.99 
CYBERBALL . .10.99 THE BIZ 11 99 
LIVERPOOL 8 .99 . . . . . .10 .99 KICK OFF 6.99 . .10.99 
TOLKIEN TRILOGY 
SUPER WONOERBOY 
10.99RAINB0W ISLANDS 

7 .99 . . . 
6.99 
6.99 . 

. . .11 .99 

. . .10 .99 

POWER DRIFT 
CALIFORNIA GAMES 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT 

8 99 
8.99 
5.99 

. .18.99 

SPECIAL OFFERS ST & AMIGA 
8TAR BLAZE 1 9 9 
BAD COMPANY 
AMAZON ADVENTURE 
NORTH AND SOUTH 12.99 
MURDER IN VENICE 9.99 
OPERATION NEPTUNE 8.99 MENACE 
SAfFARI GUNS 10.99 

8 0 BO 
12.99 TIN TIN 
.8.99 ACTION SERVICE 

CITY 
QUESTION OF SPORT. 

. . .8 .99 
.10.99 
. . .4 .99 
.14.99 
. . . 7 .W 
. . .9 .99 
. . .9 .99 

SOME SEGA AVAILABLE - PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS 

8 BIT FULL PRICE 
CASS OISC 

APB 8.99 9.99 
ACTION COUNTDOWN 6.99 9.99 
ACTtONFlGHTER 6.99 9.99 
AFTERBURNER 6 99 9.99 
AJRBOURNE RANGER 9.99 12.99 
8ARBARIAN2 6.99 9.99 
BEACH VOLLEY 6.99 9.99 
BEVERLY HILLS COP 6,99 9.99 
BIONIC COMMANOO 8.99 9.99 
BLOOOWYCH 6.99 9.99 
CABAL 8.99 9.99 
CAPTAIN FIZZ 8.99 9.99 
CRAZY CARS 2 6.99 
DOUBLE DRAGON 6 . 9 9 . . 9.99 
DRAGON NINJA 6.99 9.99 
DYNAMITE OUX 8.99 
ELIMINATOR 6.99 9.99 
EMLYN HUGHES SOCCER 6.99 9.99 
FIGHTER BOMBER 8.99 
FOOTBALLER OF THE YEAR 2 6.99 
FOOTBALL OIRICTOR 6.99 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 8.99 
GARFIELDS WINTER TALE 6.99 9.99 
GRAND PRIX MASTER 6.99 9.99 
GUNSHIP 9.99 12.99 
HEROES OF THE LANCE 8.99 9.99 
HUMAN KILLING MACHINE 6.99 9.99 
IN CROWD 9.99 
INC. SHRINKING SPHERE 8.99 9.99 
I JONES LAST CRUSADE 6.99 
K.DALGEISH SOCC.MAN 6.99 
KICK OFF 6.99 
LAST DUEL 6.99 9.99 
LAST NINJA 2 9.99 
UCENCE TO KJU. 6.99 
UVE AND LET WE 6.99 9.99 
MICROPROSE SOCCER 6.99 9.99 
MOONWALKER 8.99 9.99 
MYTH 6.99 
NEW ZEALAND STORY 6.99 9.99 
NIGHTRAIDER 6.99 9.99 
OPERATION WOLF 6.99 9.99 
OUT RUN 6.99 9.99 
PACLAHO $.99 
PACMANIA 5.99 8.99 
PURPLE SATURN DAY 6.99 9,99 
R-TYPE 6.99 
RALLY CROSS 6.99 
REAL GHOSTBUSTERS 5.99 
RED HEAT 6.99 
RENEGRA0E3 6.99 
RUNNING MAN 5.99 8.99 
SAINT A GREAVSIE 5.99 8.99 
SCRABBLE DE LUXE 7.99 10.99 
SKATE OR DIE 6.99 9.99 
SPACE HARRIER 2 6.99 9.99 
STAR6LIDER 2 9.99 13.99 
STUNT CAR 8.99 9.99 
TANK ATTACK 8.99 10,99 
TEST DRIVE 2 6.99 
THUNDERBIRDS 7.99 9.99 
THUNDERBLADE 6.99 9.99 
TOLKIEN TRILOGY 7.99 11.99 
TRACKSUIT MANAGER 8.99 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT 9.99 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT NEW BEG 9.99 13.99 
TYPHOON 6.99 9.99 
VIGILANTE 6.99 9.99 
VINDICATORS 8.99 9.99 
WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH 6.99 
WECLE MANS 8.99 9.99 
XENON 6.99 9.99 
XENOPHOPE 6.99 9.99 
100% DYNAMITE 10.99 

16 BIT FULL PRICE 
AMIGA ST 

APB 14 .99 . . 14.99 
A1R80URHC R A K G E R . . . . . . . . . . . 
AUSTERUTZ 

16.99. . 
17.99 . 

16,99 
17.99 

BALANCE OF POWER 1990 . . 18.99 16.99 
BARBARIAN (PSYGNOSIS) 16.99 . 18.99 
BATTLE HAWK 1942 19 .99 . . 19 99 
BEACH VOLLEY . . . . 17 .99 . . 15.99 
BLOOD MONEY 16 99 18.99 
BLOOOWYCH 17.99 . 17.99 
BOMBER 21 .95 . . 21.98 

CARRIER COMMAND 16 ,99 . . 16.99 
COMMANDO 15.99 .15.99 
DAY OF THE VIPER 16 99 16.99 
DE LUXE SCRABBLE 15 .99 . . .15.99 
ORAGONS OF FLAME 
OUNGEON MASTER 

18 .99 . . 
19.99. 

18.99 
19.99 

EMLYN HUGHES SOCCER 18.99 . 15.99 
17.BB 

15 99 .. 15.99 
FERRARI FORMULA 1 19 99 .19.99 
FUGHT SIMULATOR 2 27 .99 . . 27.99 

FOOTBALL MANAGER 2 18 .99 . . 15.99 
.1599 

GAMES SUMMER 17 .99 . . 17.99 
GAZZAS SUPER SOCCER 16 99 i s n 

14.99 . . . .14.99 
LASER SQUAD .14 ,99 . . 14.99 
LOMBARO R A.C RALLY 16.99. 16.99 

MOONWALKER 
18 .99 . . 
15.99 . 

16.99 
15.99 

NEVERMIND 15.99 . . 15.99 
NEW ZEALAND STORY 13.99. 13.99 

PAPERBOY 14 .99 . . 14.99 
15.99 

POPUCOUS 19.99. 1999 
23 .99 . . 23.99 

RED STORM RiSINQ 17.99 
RICK DANGEROUS 14 99 .14.99 
ROBOCOP 19 .99 . . 14.99 
SAINT & GREAVSIE 9,99. . 9.99 

14.99 . 1 4 , N 
SILKWORM 14 .99 . . 14.99 
STRIDER 15 99 .14.99 

19 .99 . . 14.99 
19.99 

14 .99 . . 14.99 
TRIAD 2 
TV SPORTS FOOTBALL 

17 .99 . . 
21 .99 . . 

17.99 
17.99 

ULTIMATE GOLF 17 .99 . . 17.99 
WAR IN MIDDLE EARTH. . 
ZENOPHOBE.. 

14 .99 . . 
17 .99 . . 

.14.99 
17.OT 

JOYSTICKS 
KONIX SPEED KING 14.95 
COMPETITION PRO EXTRA 18.99 
QUICK SHOT 2 TURBO 9.99 

SPECIAL OFFER 
COMMOOORE MUSIC MAKER 
128 (keyboard overlay) DISC 9.99 

BLANK DISCS 
31/2' DSOD (all guaranteed) 
10 7.99.20 14.99 
50<+FREE STORAGE BOX) 37.50 
100(*FREE STORAGE BOXES) 69.99 
500(+FREE STORAGE BOXES) 304.99 

NEW RELEASES 
.AMIGA ST CASS DISC 

RAINBOW ISLANDS 16.99 16.99 ..7.25 10.99 
FULL METAL PLANET 16.99 16.99 
SPACE HARRIER II 14.99 14.99 7.25 10.99 
BLACK TIGER 14.99 16.99 7.25 
MIDWINTER 22.99 .22.99 
DIE HARD 
UCAUV UCTAI 

16.99 . A QQ 16.99 4 A AA 7 OK in QQ HEAVY MtlAL ..... 
SCRAMBLED SPIRITS 14.99 14.99 7.25 10.99 
5TH GEAR 14.99 14.99 
BAD COMPANY 16.99 16.99 
DEFENDERS OF THE EARTH. 14.99 14.99 7.25 
CHAOS STRIKES BACK 
PIPEMANIA 

16.99 
16.99 

16.99 
14.99 7.25 —..10.99 

F29 RETALIATOR 16.99 16.99 
14.99 14.99 

CROSSBOW 14.99 14.99 7.25 10.99 
JACK NICKLAUS GOLF 16.99 16.99 
DRAGONS BREATH 21.99 ...21.99 
CYBERBALL 16.99 16.99 7.25 10.99 
IVANHOE 16.99 14.99 
THE LOST PATROL 16.99 14.99 
CONQUEROR ...16.99 14.99 
CRACKDOWN. .7.25 
AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS SOME TITLES MAY NOT BE RELEASED. 

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUE OR PO PAYABLE TO STAR SOFTWARE — ORDERS OVER £5.00 P&P INC. UNDER PLEASE ADD 50P PER ITEM. 
EUROPE + £1.00 P&P ELSEWHERE + £2.00 PLEASE STATE COMPUTER SYSTEM WHEN ORDERING-TO SAVE DELAY 



CONSOLE QUEST T!S7 
TEL:(0424) 718961 

ATARI LYNX N INTENDO Q A M E B O Y 

Wo soil the ATARI LYNX, plus FREE power pack, this means a mains load adaptor, 
plus FREE game for only CI75.00 

Our present stock of gamos includes BLUE LIGHTNING. GATES OF ZENDOCON. and 
CHIPS CHALLENGE on sale for only C29.25 ©»ch. 

The NINTENDO GAMEBOY is also in stock, again with a FREE gamo for C110.00. Our 
present stock of gamos includes TETRIS, PINBALL PARTY. NAVY BLUE. MASTER 

KARATEKA. ASMIK WARRIOR & ALIEN for only E29.50 each. 

We also supply games for the PC ENGINE & SEGA-MEGADRIVE. examples being PC 
ENGINE F1 PILOT £17.75 SEGA-MEGAORIVE-ZOOM C33.75 
GOLF BOY CI9.50 GHOULS N GHOSTS C38.40 
TIGER HELI C33.75 NEW ZEALAND ST C38.40 

Ploase ring for the latest details. At Console Quest, we are here to holp. All prices 
Include VAT. postage and packaging ( for overseas a charge must bo mado). despatch 

will bo quicker than you think. 
Credit cards orders have a 3% surcharge. 

CONSOLE QUEST. PO BOX 115. HASTINGS. EAST SUSSEX TN34 2TT 

ADVERT IS WRONG, 
O S WHO PUTS IT RIGHT? 

Wo do The \<1vertislng Standards Authority ensures 
advertisements men wiih thes l r l r l (lodeof \d\ertlslne I'rartlee 

So if viiu question an advertiser. the> have to 
answer to us. 

To flnet mil more about the \S \ . please virile to 
\dvertisinc Standards \uthoritv 

Department \ Hmnk House. 
Torrington Hare . I.ondon WCIK 7IIN 

ng I ' rai l lee 

ASA 
• I s , 

ADVERTISEMENT 

G-: 
°6 Everything you need; ; * 

ju' to know about Girls! 
^r. Chatting up,kissing, f T . 
• - flirting and more! . 
DIAL 0 8 9 8 1 2 2 9 8 1 . 

A Voiceline production. Calls cost 25p (cheap rate) and 38p 
(at all other times) per minute inc. VAT. Voiceline Ltd., 

P.O.Box 1640. London NW1 8NP. 
You must get your parents permission before you dial. 

WHY 

TliLEGAMES 
STILL EUROPE'S LARGEST VIDEO GAME CENTRE 

C I E ^ B e ? ( N i n t e n d o ) 
P C S U P E R 
G R A P H I X 
NOW IN 

NINTENDO 
GAMEBOY 

/ 7 1 G G I K D R I V E 

NOW AVAILABLE WHAT VIDEO GAME' 2 HOUR VHS 
FILM SHOWING ALL POPULAR GAMES SYSTEMS 

-OVER 400 GAMES CI 4.95 

S P E C I A L O F F E R S 
MEGADRIVE COMPLETE WITH F R E E 

GAME, JOYST ICKS 
SCART/PAL VERSION £229.95 

SCART VERSION £219.95 
PC ENGINE COMPLETE WITH 2 

GAMES, 2 JOYST ICKS 
PAL VERSION £219.95 

SCART VERSION £209.95 
PC ENGINE 2 PLAYER ADAPTOR £42.95 

WITH ANY PC GAME FREE 

NOTE: We only sail fully compatable, 1 year 
guaranteed items 

Send for lists (state make of game) 
TELEGAMES, WIGAN, LEICESTER, LE8 1 TE(0533-880445) 

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW 
- AND MORE - ABOUT 
VIDEO GAMES AND 
GAME CONSOLES ON 

ONE GREAT 
VIDEO 
FEATURING: 
SEGA 8 BIT • KONIX • 

NINTENDO GAME BOY • 

PC ENGINE • LYNX • 

COLECO VISION • ATARI 

7800 • INTELLIVISION • 

ATARI 2600 • SEGA 

16 BIT • NINTENDO 

OVER 400 
GAMES SHOWN 
VHS AVAILABLE NOW 

£15.95 
Video game systems and software 
now available from — 

mi 

TELEGAMES 
EUROPE'S LARGEST VIDEO GAME STOCKISTS 
KILBY BRIDGE. WIGSTON, LEICESTER LE8 1TE 

Tel: (0533)880445/813606 

Come into the 
showroom or 

ring our hotline 
0533 889989 



SAVE £3 ON A12 
MONTH SUB! 

W 

TAKE OUT A 12 MONTH SUB TO TGM NOW & GET 
TWO ISSUES FREE! 

12 MONTHS UK MAINLAND £15 OUTSIDE UK £22 
OUTSIDE EUROPE £35 

outside Europe goes Air Mail 

This is the very best time to take out 
a subscription to The Games 
Machine. We'll give you 12 months of 
all-action gaming, delivered straight 
to your door — and save you £3 on 
normal prices! That's two issues free! 
Don't miss your chance — hurry, hurry, 
hurry to page 85 and fill in the order 
form! The Games Machine... 

The only way to play! 
TGM May 1990 85 



SPECTRUM 

SAVE £££'S WITH INFOGRAMES 

TIN TIN 
16-bit SAVE £7.00!! 

Amiga. ST. PC NOW ONLY 
£12.99 RRP £19.99 

8-bit SAVE up to £5.00!! 
SPEC . C64. CPC cass 

£6.99/£9.99 disk 

PURPLE SATURN DAY 
16-bit SAVE £7.00!! 

Amiga. ST. PC NOW ONLY 
£12.99 RRP £19.99 

8-bit SAVE up to £5.00!! 
SPEC , C64. CPC cass 

£6.99/£9.99 disk 

STIR CRAZY 
FEATURING BOBO 

16-bit SAVE £7.00!! 
Amiga. ST. PC NOW ONLY 

£12.99 RRP £19.99 
8-bit SAVE up to £5.00!! 

SPEC . C64, CPC cass 
£6.99/£9.99 disk 

f ~ 7 ! * K i . 

SIM CITY 
save £11.00!! 

Amiga NOW ONLY £18.99 
RRP £29.99 

C64 disk SAVE £7.00!! NOW 
ONLY £12.99 RRP £19.99 

DRAKKHEN 
SAVE £11.00!! 

Amiga, ST. PC NOW ONLY 
£18.99 RRP £29.99 

KULT 
save £8.00!! 

ST, Amiga. PC NOW ONLY 
£16.99 RRP £24.99 

IMPOSSAMOLE 
Gremlin 

£7.99 c B £11.99 d 
SAVE £2/£3! 

CASTLE MASTER 
Domark 

£7.99 c B £11.99 d 
SAVE £2/£3! 

CRACKDOWN 
US Gold 

£7.99 c B £11.99 d 
SAVE £2/£3! 

AMIGA 
KLAX 

Tengen 
£15.99 SAVE £4.00! 

ESCAPE FROM THE 
PLANET OF THE ROBOT 

MONSTERS 
Tengen 

£15.99 SAVE £4.00! 

CASTLE MASTER 
Domark 

£15.99 SAVE £4.00! 

CASTLE MASTER 
Domark 

£9.99 c B £14.99 d 
SAVE £2/£3! 

TURRICAN 
Rainbow Arts 

£7.99 c B £11.99 d 
SAVE £2/£3! 

CRACKDOWN 
US Gold 

£7.99 c B £11.99 d 
SAVE £2/£3! 

CASTLE MASTER 
Domark 

£19.99 SAVE £5.00! 

DRAGON'S LAIR II 
Empire 

£39.95 SAVE £5.00! 

TURRICAN 
Rainbow Arts 

£15.99 SAVE £4.00 



STAR BUY SOFTWARE 
These are three HOT games for your machine — 
picked by TGM reviewers to bring you the BEST 

games at the BEST possible prices! Remember, if 
you want to order any other game released by a 
major software house to date you can! Phone 

0584 875851, ask for mail order who will give you 
details of the special price discount. 

Happy shopping! 

C P C 
CASTLE MASTER 

Domark 
£9.99 c B £14.99 d 

SAVE £2/£3! 
4TH DIMENSION 

Hewson 
£10.44 c B £15.99 d 

SAVE £2/£3! 

RAINBOW ISLANDS 
Ocean 

£7.99 c B £11.99 d 
SAVE £2/£3! 

PC 
GUNBOAT 
Accolade 

£23.99 SAVE £6.00! 

MINDROLL 
Thalamus 

£19.99 SAVE £5.00! 

SKI OR DIE 
Electronic Arts 

£19.95 SAVE £5.00 

BACK ISSUES 
TX:012 November 88 The First 
British Console! - The Slipstream! 
The Real Cybernauts - Cyberpunk 
and Robocop! 
TX:013 December 88 Pirates - an 
investigation of the wrong side of 
the law! 
TX:014 January 89 The Gift of the 
Guppie! Confrontation Coin-op! 
TX:015 February 89 Flight Formation 
• Diary: Creation of a new 16-bit 
flight game. 
TX:016 March 89 The Power 
Generations: The Konix Multisystem. 
TX:017 April 89 The Rising Sons: 
Ninetendo s 16-bit Super Famicon 
and Sega's Mega Drive. 
TX:018 May 89 DPaint 3 reviewed! 
Argonaut's F117A Agressor preview. 
TX:019 June 89 Console Dawn! 
Japans 16-bit attack on Europe. 
TX:020 July 89 Indy's back! 
Interview with Lucasfilm's ace pro-
grammers • Vector Graphics. 
TX:021 August 89 Batman is back! -
Hand held and LCD:CES Report. 
TX:022 September 89 Amiga Into 
Mac! The latest in emulation. Plus 

I David Crane — exclusive interview! 
TX:023 October U S 
Exclusive:lmagination Workshop — 
Licensed to sell: A look at the real-
life Bonds — New series on MIDI. 
TX:024 November 89 Affordable 
Archimedes: TGM looks at the hard-
arid software — Our Man In Japan 
special — Mel Croucher looks at 
CD-ROM. 
TX.025 December 89 Skydiving with 
subLogic — Our Man in Japan 
reveals the new Super PC Engine — 
Play By Mail: John Woods on GAD 
games. 
TX:026 Janurary 90 American sup-
plement— Disney World exposed — 
Review of all the latest joysticks — 
Sound sampling — PC sound cards. 
TX:027 Feburary 90: Space Ace — 
it's flippin crazy mate! David Wolf — 
He's a special agent! First EVER 
reviews of new Atari LYNX games! 
The CD side of computers, plus 
more action than you'll find in a fer-
ret! 
TX:028 March 90: Smash it up! The 
beat em ups compared! Exclusive 
CES report! Consoles — which one 
for you? 
TX: 029 April 90: FREE! Ocean 
Playing Tips book! Epic! So. Your 
Want To Be A Pop Star? Plus more! 
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Going 
green 

It's spring! Hurrah! Time to get out in the garden and tend everyone's 
favourite vegetable — the lettuce. And back here at the office we're 
tending our lettuce — reader's lettuce! Haw, haw! (Tis indeed a time to be 
jolly — and to jolly yourself up why not drop us a line on anything computer-
wise that you want to shout about, grumble at, praise or just comment on. If 
you're picked as the lucky winner you'll get £50 worth of software! The 
address is: NEWSFIELD, TGM LETTUCE, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE SY81JW. 

Test ou t 
t h e mess 
Dear sir 
I am writing to inform you of the 
poor software testing amongst 
recent games manufacturers. 

I paid £29.95 for Fighter 
Bomber and found these results. 
After about four missions, I 
discovered that the enemy 
fighters, which are more 
aggressive on the higher levels, 
were absolutely mad. insisting 
on kamikaze kills if they could 
not shoot me down. In my mind, 
this is absolutely unrealistic as 
no combat pilot (that I know of!) 
is trained to use this method. It is 
not simply a case of accidental 
collision — this is deliberate 
flying straight up my jet's tailpipe. 
I have written to Activision 
regarding this matter and am still 
waiting for an answer. 

Mark Williams, Ivybridge. 

We haven 't actually noticed this 
bug — though enemy fighters 
often fly incredibly close, giving 
only a split second for you to 
shoot them down with your 
cannon. It could be at this point 
that you're colliding. 

Gook: a 
gaff? 
Dear sir 
I am writing about your review of 
The Lost Patrol in TGM028. My 
specific complaint is the use of 
the word 'gook' by Mark Caswell. 
If the game was about South 
African police attacking black 
people in the townships you 
would not use the term nigger, or 
would you? Both are equally 
derogatory. I'm sure games such 

as this have great value in 
teaching the horrors of war. but 
when you reduce it to killing 
gooks instead of the real name 
for these people (ie: 
Vietnamese) all good intentions 
are lost and it becomes another 
Rambo. I hope you will print 
some kind of 
apology/explanation. There are 
many Vietnamese in this country 
(remember the boat people) and 
I'm sure they would take 
exception to being referred to as 
gooks. 
Andrew Shenton, Cottingham. 

Charlies or gooks were 
nicknames given to Vietnamese 
during the war— same as the 
Germans were given the 
nickname Jemes in World War 
II. Considering The Lost Patrol is 
set in the Vietnam war, when the 
Vietnamese were the enemy of 
the US Army, we see no 
problem referring to them in 

Mega driven round the bend 
Dear TGM 
Recently I purchased a Sega 
Mega Drive from Mention 
Technical Services for 200 
quid. Probably the main reason 
I brought the Mega Drive from 
Mention was the claim made in 
their advert. It claimed that their 
Mega Drive was the only one in 
Europe which would be 
compatible with future UK 
games. Then, whilst reading 
last month's TGM. I discover 
that 'none of the Virgin 
Mastertronic distributed games 

will run on imported machines 
as they're being reconfigured 
for the UK'. A lie. I thought, a 
mistake, my Sega's compatible 
with all 16-bit systems on sale 
now and in the future, or so the 
advert claimed. But then 
another magazine backed up 
the claim with an official 
statement from Virgin 
Mastertronic. 

Surely the advertising should 
not have been allowed and 
companies should have to 
prove their claims. What do you 

think? 
Stephan Borson, Manchester. 

It 's difficult to judge at the 
moment, as we haven't seen 
any of Virgin Mastertronic's UK 
carts to test on grey-imported 
Mega Drives. However, if you 
find out Virgin Mastertronic 
distributed games really don't 
work we see no reason why 
Mention should not offer you a 
refund as you bought your 
Mega Drive on the basis of all 
UK games being compatible. 

Dear TGM 
There's not much greenery in 
the computer industry, is 
there? I mean the 
environmental issues which 
are sweeping the country — 
are software houses and 
publications doing anything to 
support them? Recycled 
paper for magazines, or 
packaging for games maybe a 
start. Any comments? 
Matthew Harness, 
Liverpool. 

As much as TGM would love 
to be 100% environmentally-
friendly, the cost of recycled 
paper is still prohibitive (and 
think of the chemicals that 
would be needed to cleanse 
paper to our requirements). 
And besides. TGM isn't 
printed on paper from trees in 
the rain forests but from quick-
growing trees in Finland, and 
currently more trees are being 
replaced and grown than are 
required for paper. But, in a 
concerted effort to be slightly 
greener, the Readerpage is 
now Lettuce — lettuce! 
Geddit? Letters? Never mind... 
just think green. 

such a way. However, if the 
remark had been made to 
current-day Vietnamese you 
would have a case. 

Ful l o' 
f u n 
Dear TGM 
What's been your most 
enjoyable game? I know mine, it 
was Atic Atac on the Spectrum. 
Why? Well, back in the good old 
days when computers were a 
New Thing to the home user, 
nothing quite like them had been 
seen before. Games such as 
Atic Atac. Manic Miner and Jet-
Pac amazed everybody who 
saw them. They were instantly 
addictive and totally playable. 
Nowadays, computers are no 
longer new to us. Once the user 
came to grips with the 8-bit 
micros he/she wanted bigger 
and better — enter the 16-bit 
machines. 

The point I'm trying to make is 
that something new always 
draws our attention. However, 
through time, people start to look 
elsewhere for their kicks. I 
personally have owned a 
Spectrum and C64, and 
presently own an Amiga. Whilst 
owning a Spectrum I would play 
virtually any game, on the C64 

88 TGM May 1990 
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Branson's pickle 

Dear sir 
After reading in your magazine 
about Virgin Mastertronic plans 
to make the UK-based games 
(when they arrive) incompatible 
with the imported machines, 
and thus isolate the kids who 
own these machines, I felt 
compelled to put printer to 
paper in the form of an open 
letter to Mr R Branson. 
Chris Norris, Manchester. 

Dear Mr Branson 
I read in this month's The 
Games Machine of your 
deplorable plans to make the 
UK Mega Drive games 
incompatible with imported 
Mega Drives! 

Do you realise that by taking 
these steps you will isolate the 
children (they are the ones who 
own these things!) who already 
have a Japanese version, or 
even American Genesis 
system. 

These imported systems 
were not bought to deprive you 
of your livelihood, they were 
bought because we became 
fed up of waiting for Sega or 
Virgin Mastertronic to start 
importing them! 

Technology is moving so fast 
that this type of electronic 
gadgetry is usually superseded 
one or two years after the 
launch, so why should people 
wait for Virgin Mastertronic to 
get off their bums? 

You may succeed in splitting 
the UK user base into two 
camps, imported and Virgin 
Mastertronic. but you will be 

cutting off your nose to spite 
your face because the kids with 
imported units would probably 
switch onto your UK games 
given the chance! Thus 
increasing the company's 
turnover and profits. 

Wait a minute, though. On 
second thoughts, buying your 
games could be a mistake! I 
see that Virgin Mastertronic 
have recently released Golden 
Axe on the 8-bit Sega at 
£29.95.1 bought the 16-bit 
Mega Drive version from Hong 
Kong for less than that. Games 
will always be available from 
Japan via Hong Kong long 
before you release them and 
they will be cheaper too! 

My Japanese Mega Drive 
was bought for me by a relative 
from a company called 
Westlake of Hong Kong and is 
great: internally modulated, can 
be used via Scart, and DOES 
NOT OVERHEAT! Picture 
quality is perfect. I had to 
replace the exterior power pack 
that was sent because they use 
200 volts over there, but 
otherwise it's spot on! And as 
for your worry about safety, this 
has GOT to be a red herring as 
far as the Mega Drive is 
concerned. 

I believe your tactics are also 
used when selling insurance. It 
is called backing up the hearse 
so that they can smell the 
flowers' — frightening people 
into a course of action that suits 
the salesperson. 

My Sega Mega Drive cost 
£99.95 plus p&p, with an extra 
£23 duty. Yes. £99.95! HOW 

MUCH WILL YOUR SEGA 
MEGA DRIVE COST...? 
Christopher Norris. 

Mr Branson, we await your 
replyI (Kerthunk!) Berlimey! 
Here it is now — except it's 
from Nick Alexander who's 
the Managing Director of 
Virgin Mastertronic... 

We are Sega's distributors in 
the UK. We do not 
manufacture either hardware 
or software nor control the 
design, and it is Sega rather 
than us who are responsible 
for determining the prices that 
we are able to sell at. 

/As you may know, it has 
been normal practice for 
consumer electronic 
companies to introduce new 
products to the Japanese 
market first, followed by the 
USA and then Europe. It has 
also been common practice for 
consumer electronic equipment 
to be priced lower in Japan 
and the USA than in Europe. 
The logic for this is not obvious 
to us as disposable incomes 
are lower in Europe than in 
either the USA or Japan. We 
have discussed this point with 
Sega on many occasions but 
they tell us that EEC countries 
require much higher 
component and safety 
specifications than the other 
countries and that this pushes 
up their production costs, 
hence the higher retail prices. 

The result of all this has 
been that various companies 
have started to make 
significant businesses out of 
importing equipment from the 

Far East and converting it for 
the European TV systems. 

This creates problems for us 
because we cannot guarantee 
the hardware or vouch for its 
safety, nor can we deal with the 
problems of incompatibility 
caused by different hardware 
specifications in the different 
territories. But. as the official 
distributor, we do of course get 
all the complaints from any 
purchasers of the grey-
imported machines. 

We placed the 
advertisement in the press in 
order to try to explain this 
situation to the public and 
indeed believe we would have 
been negligent not to have 
done so. 

We have recently made 
representations to Sega on the 
compatibility issue to see if it 
can be resolved satisfactorily. 

Finally, the timing of the 
launch of the 'official' Mega 
Drive is again determined by 
Sega rather than ourselves. 
We. in fact, wanted to release 
the Mega Drive in September 
1989 but Sega will only start 
manufacturing European 
versions this summer, in time 
for a September 1990 launch. 

We understand your 
frustration and share some of 
it. We will be passing your 
letter to Sega so that they too 
can understand the real world 
problems that are created by 
some of the manufacturing 
policies that they and other Far 
Eastern companies try to 
implement in Europe. 
Nick Alexander, Managing 
Director, Virgin Mastertronic. 

my choice narrowed down, and 
with the Amiga I only really play 
two types of games — puzzle-
solving and roleplaying. 
Nowadays, shoot-'em-ups, beat-
'em-ups and the like simply do 
not turn me on. Many, many 
people I know also share the 
same viewpoint. 

To conclude. I think that during 
the following years, shoot-'em-
ups etc will become more 
unpopular, games which do well 
will be the puzzle-solving, 
strategy and RPG types (games 
requiring a little thinking power 
have always done well). I feel 
that games which will do 
particularly well will be the most 
original — a good starter for us 
here is Populous. Only time will 
tell whether my predictions come 
true. 
Denis Cowie, Cleethorpes. 

Atic Atac was a damn fine game. 
An Amiga conversion was 
anticipated from Krisalis. but 

sadly the project has been 
cancelled. Payability is losing 
out slightly to the graphics and 
sound of the 16-bits, but ever so 
often a game does come along 
to charge up your thrill power— 
like Kick Off and E-Motion last 
issue... just a couple of the 
games no-one can put down! 

Best for 
games? 
Dear TGM 
There is one very important 
question these days that never 
really gets answered. Are 
consoles like the PC Engine or 
Mega Drive better for games 
than 16-bit micros? This is 
something that everybody asks 
but nobody seems able to 
answer satisfactorily. 
Ian Gilroy, Fareham. 

The situation's this. With 
consoles you've only got eight 
directional movement and a 
couple of fire buttons — with 16-
bit machines you've got a whole 
keyboard. So if you're into 
adventures or RPGs, or any 
game with some depth in it, the 
16-bits are better suited. On the 

basic shoot- 'em-up/platform 
game level they're about equal. 
So for the time being a 16-bit 
should serve you better (there's 
more UK software support for 
them than consoles) — though 
it's always worth keeping a close 
eye on the console scene. 

LETTUCE OF THE MONTH 
with Ernest K Periwinkle 

MAY: TOM THUMB LETTUCE 
Greetings, allotment lovers. Yer Tom Thumb is a beautiful 
lettuce — a jot smaller than yer average lettuce — but has 
small solid heads and just a few outer leaves. An' they 'ave a 
wonderful taste to 'em, sweet it is and very crispy too! 
Harvest 'em any time from May to October. 

You can plant Tom Thumbs outdoors (from March to 
October) in thin, moist soil — with a space of 22cms 
between each and about 1cm deep. Indoors, under glass 
(from February to March) with the same sowing instructions 
as outdoors. 
Cheery bye! 
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NEXT MONTH 
DON'T MISS THE BOAT, THE JUNE ISSUE OF 

TGM SETS SAIL FROM ALL QUALITY 
NEWSAGENTS FROM THE END OF MAY 

RARE ENCOUNTERS 
What have the Rare/Ultimate boys been playing at? We 

attempt to break down the barriers of their secret stronghold 
and reveal all! 

CAN THEY PAINT, OR WHAT? 
We give Bob Wakelin, Roger Dean, Oli Frey and other 

illustrators a crayon and see what happens. Brigitte Van 
Reuben rasps at the results. 

VIDEOPHONE FUN! 
It's the televisual communication sensation that's sweeping 

the nation - TGM gets switched on. 

BEDROOM OF THE FUTURE 
Will those Bros posters still be adorning your walls in 2020 
AD? Probably not. Never mind, there's a heap of electronic 

gadgetry to fill the space. 

GAME FOR A LARF? 
Who puts the game in the Game Boy? TGM travels the world 
(well, South London actually) and finds out that a game boy 

in the hand is worth two in the bush! 

• PLUS! • 
E-Motion survival guide • More Japanese japes • Action-

packed arcade games • And loads and loads of game 
reviews! 

PLUS ANOTHER POWER-PACKED 
PLAYING TIPS BOOKLET! 
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UNCLE MEL'S 
TRIVIA 
QUIZ 

1) Micronesia is a real country. True or 
false? 
2) What was unusual about the boss of 
Xenon Technologies, the recently 
bankrupt software mail order empire? 
3) Spot the odd one out: Superman. 
Captain America. Spider-Man, Batman. 
4) How much faster is the Bell 
Laboratories Laser Processor than the 
fastest silicon processor? 
5) Ocean may have just released 
Ivanhoe, but who created him and when? 
6) Why did the computer boffin cross the 
road? 
7) What's the only thing wrong with the 
one trillion operations per second chip 
from FM Towns producer. Fujitsu? 
8) Who complained about Cheetah's 
joystick adverts: a) Lindsey Buckingham, 
b) Bucks Fizz, c) Buckingham Palace? 
9) What surprise free gift did 2,000 
subscribers to the second issue of Mac-
Publishing receive? 
10) Gonzo Games is the latest software 
house to bid for the Loonies of the Year 
Award. But on which TV programme did 
Gonzo originally appear? 
11) What's the difference between the 
new C15 Sinclair electric car and a C15 
audio cassette? 
12) 100 years ago. Edison and Eastman 
perfected frame-by-frame moving 
images. What have Fujix, NEC and 
Cannon just put on the market? 
13) Who is Cassandra Peterson better 
known as? 
14) Name the computers linked with Sir 
Issac Newton, a naked Greek and 
E'mc2. 
15) What record did Channel Four's Land 
of the Giants break when it was first 
produced for television? 
16) Which software houses can be found 
in these tramps: Ol" Slag McCretins, Don 
D Rubber, A Vermin? 
17) What do you call a word processor 
with infinitely variable type fonts and 
complete portability? 
18) In which Common Market capital is 
copy-while-you-wait piracy available from 
most high street software stores? 
19) Named the armour-plated hero of 
Alternative's latest licence. 

ANSWERS 
1) True, turn to section three of your phone directory 
for details (charge band G). 
2) Stephen Lee is only 17. legally underage to sign a 
contract) 
3) Spider-Man. He doesn't wear his underpants on the 
outsido of his tights. 
4) One thousand times. 
5) Sir Walter Scott. 1820. 
6) Ho got suporglued to the chicken. 
7) It ovorhoats in. or, one second. 
8) c) Buckingham Place, they said it slagged off the 
Royals! 
9) A virus off tho covor disk. 
10} The Muppet Show. 
11) The cassette is of some practical use. 
12) Still vldeol 
13) Elvira. Mistress of the Dark. 
14) Apple. Archimedes. Einstein. 
15) Costl At £250,000 an episode, It was the most 
oxponslvo TV sorios ovor. 
16) Magnetic Scrolls, Broderbund. Minerva. 
17) A pencil. 
18) Athens. Havo they lost tholr marbles!? 
19) Thomas the Tank Engine. 
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PAL VERSION 

£ 1 1 4 . 9 5 

COLOUR UPGRADE 
£19.95 inc VAT 

1 I lave j wrfpt'i freeze f rame f r o m 
any video. 

Incorporate real life »j|jj<jcts into 
your favourite d o i i j n . 

G r a b r»*al t ime 3 - D imagt 
from TV, 

Enhance \ our 'graphics 
c r e a m ity. 

Capture and store 
action ^e<fueric«jj>. 

Dijsk top video. 

DT .P . DeskTop 
Publishing). V 1 D I - A M I G A S C R E E N S H O l 

VI 1)1 FEATURES. 
• Take snapshots in 16 shades live 

from \ ideo. 
® Multiple frame store will utilise all 

m ailable memon . 
• Dynuiiiie eu! ami paste. 
# lul l palette control. 
# I lardware and -i>fi>\are 

control of brightix and 
c< nuraM. 

0 (lonipaliblc with all video 
standards eolour. black 
and while. \ I IS. Heta. 
R\L. vrsciru-. 

9 I puradahle to full colour 
with additional 
•\IDICI IH( )MI." pack. 

VIDI-AMIGA SCREEN SHOT 
AVAILABLE 
FROM ALL GOOD 
COMPUTER SHOPS 

Limited 

-

Rom bo Ltd., 6 Fairbairn Road, Kirklon North, T E L : 0506-41463 1 
Livingston, Scotland EH54 6TS. FAX: 0506-414634 



SHADOW WARRIORS, THE LATEST, 
GREATEST AND MOST AMBITIOUS MARTI' 
ARTS COIN-OP GAME NOW RAGES ONTC 
YOUR COMPUTER - FEATURING 

INTERACTIVE 
SCENIC BACKDROPS! 
THE SECRETS OF THE NINJITSU TECHNIQUE! 
HAVE BEEN HANDED DOWN SINCE 
THE MEDIEVAL WARS. . . NOW THEY LIVE 
INTHEJUNGLEOFTHE AMERICAN 
METROPOLIS. 
A THOUSAND Y E A R S OF THE NINJITS* 
SECRETS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.. . THE 

PHOENIX BACKFLIP 
TRIPLE BLOW COMBINATION, FLYING NECI 
THROW, 

H A N G KICK 
AND MORE, G IVE YOU A FORMIDABLE 
A R M O U R Y OF STUNNING MOVES. 
T A K E YOUR TECHNIQUES TO THE 
STREETS 

THE HERO OFTHE 

COipilglODOR 
ATARI ST < 
AMIGA 

Ocean Software Limited 
6 Central Street • Manchester M2 5NS 

Telephone: 061 832 6633 Telex: 669977OCEANSG 
Fax: 061 834 0650 
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